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Global Hotel Chains Say GST Rate Not a Roadblock BRANDS: CREATING DESIRE5



Brexit Talks Begin as May Urged to Soften Stance



A New Lease of Life for Pakistani Cricket



AROUND THE WORLD15



SPORTS: THE GREAT GAMES21



Bulls Bank on NPA Solution to Take Sensex to Fresh Peak



Inside story Sahara Sells Grosvenor Stake , Seeks SC Nod to Bring in Money The Sahara Group told the Supreme Court on Monday that it has sold its holding in London’s Grosvenor House to an entity known as GH Equity UK Ltd to raise money needed to pay off dues to Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) and sought the court’s permission to repatriate the money to India. Companies: Pursuit of Profit 18



Flush with local money, Dalal St shakes off fears over GST and Fed policy tightening Our Bureau



No State Has Done as Much for Farmers as MP: Radha Mohan Singh Agriculture minister Radha Mohan Singh has accused opposition parties of trying to instigate farmers in BJP-ruled states. For him, no state has done as much for farmers as Madhya Pradesh, while opposition-ruled states such as Bihar and West Bengal are slow in implementing schemes for farmers. In an interview with ET’s Madhvi Sally and Himangshu Watts, Singh also said he sees good days ahead for farmers. Economy: Macro, Micro & More19



No Stopping The Charge



Mumbai: The Sensex closed at a record high on Monday led by bank shares as the Reserve Bank of India’s decision to ask lenders to start bankruptcy proceedings against big defaulters raised hopes of a speedy resolution to the bad loans issue. The bank index rose 1% to close at record levels with Kotak Mahindra Bank and HDFC Bank ending at all-time highs. Banks have an over- 30% weightage on the benchmark indices. The Sensex climbed 255.17 points, or 0.8%, to end at 31311.57. The Nifty closed at 9657.55, up 69.50 points or 0.7%. The index is 17 points away from its record close of 9675.10 on June 5. The market has been on the edge of late amid worries about hitches in the implementation of GST. Last week, benchmark indices ended their five-week winning run over concerns that GST could impact corporate earnings in the short term. The US Federal Reserve’s signal that it could further tighten monetary policy also made investors cautious. Foreign portfolio investors sold shares worth `. 250.4 crore on Monday, according to provisional data. FPIs have been sellers in eight out of 13 trading sessions in the cash market in June. Their sales have been absorbed by domestic institutions, mainly mutual funds, flush with funds from retail in-



TOP SENSEX GAINERS



TOP SENSEX LOSERS



CMP (`) %Chg vs Prev. Close



TATA STEEL 519.30 3.43 ADANI PORTS 373.70 3.05 AXIS BANK 519.90 1.94



CMP (`) %Chg vs Prev. Close



INFOSYS 929.45 SUN PHARMA 525.05 DR REDDY’S 2656.85



-1.17 -0.77 -0.76 Compiled by: ETIG Database
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NSE SECTORAL INDICES (GAINERS) Monday Close %Chg vs Prev. Close



NIFTY METAL 2982.40 NIFTY BANK 23742.15 NIFTY FMCG 26126.15



1.75 1.02 0.82



vestors, who have been pouring money into equity schemes in recent times. Domestic institutional investors picked up shares worth `. 530 crore on Monday — their fifth straight day of buying, which took the total for June to `. 3,866 crore. “Domestic money continues to pour into the equity market and macro environment is stable, which is supporting the market,” said Harsha Upadhyaya, chief investment officer-equity, Kotak Mahindra AMC. Investors have been willing to ignore concerns over rich stock valuations because of improving economic parameters including cooling inflation, and lower current account and fiscal deficits. Private Banks Major Gainers12



IDBI Starts Insolvency Process Against Lanco Lanco became the first firm to face bankruptcy proceedings among the dozen identified by RBI as IDBI has decided to move insolvency courts, reports Sangita Mehta.9



Govt in Talks with RBI to Defer Basel-III Norms The government is in discussion with RBI to explore ways to defer Basel-III norms for banks, reports Dheeraj Tiwari.13



I-T Lays Claim to Cairn Dividends as Part of Retro Tax Payment Wants payments to UK co to be partly offset against `. 10,247-cr dues; Vedanta says will use escrow funds



Realty Majors in Race to Upgrade Mumbai Stations Tata Realty, Shapoorji Pallonji, IL&FS, Reliance Infrastructure, Raheja Group and Essel Infra are among the developers that have evinced interest in modernising and upgrading major Mumbai railway stations at Bandra Terminus, Mumbai Central, Lokmanya Tilak Terminus, Borivali and Thane at an estimated cost of `. 10,000 crore, reports Rajat Arora.PAGE 16



Our Bureau



New Delhi: The income tax department has demanded all dividends due to Cairn Energy Plc from Cairn India (renamed Vedanta Ltd) against part of the `. 10,247-crore tax levied on the company in the wake of the controversial retrospective tax amendment. The company was required to pay the amount by June 15, failing which the department had said it would start recovery proceedings. Vedanta said late on Monday that money held in escrow for this purpose will
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Will Modi’s idea of creating mega PSBs through mergers solve banks’ woes?
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TODAY’S QUESTION



Do you think India’s access to Swiss bank black money info offers little help? www.economictimes.com



be paid to the tax department. “Vedanta Ltd has advised the banks holding approximately `. 666 crore in the dividend account to be transferred to the IT authorities,” the company said in its release. “It may be recalled that the dividends due to Cairn Energy Plc for the last three years were lying in an unpaid dividend account as initially they were subject to an attachment order under Section 281B by the tax department and were not available for use by Cairn (now Vedanta Ltd).” Cairn Energy OIL USE GROWS FASTEST IN INDIA had failed last week to convince an PAGE 9 international arbitration tribunal hearing the dispute to restrain the Indian authorities from any coercive action to recover the dues. The income tax department had issued a fresh tax demand to Cairn India on March 31.



Action Time TAX DEPARTMENT MOVES TO RECOVER `10,247 CRORE TAX FROM CAIRN ENERGY IN RETROSPECTIVE CASE The company had to pay the tax by June 15



I-T department seeks from Vedanta Limited any sum due to Cairn Energy



Vedanta asks banks to transfer `666 crore held in escrow to tax department



Tax department also adjusts about `1,500 crore in refund due to Cairn It has option to attach and sell Cairn’s 9.8% stake in Vedanta worth nearly `9,000 crore



Stake Sale also an Option12



Lockheed Martin Teams Up With Tata to Make F-16 Fighters in India Deal comes days ahead of PM’s US visit; jets meant for IAF as well as exports [email protected]



Charting Flight Path



New Delhi: The defence arm of the Tata Group has signed an agreement with American firm Lockheed Martin to produce and export new generation F-16 fighter aircraft, potentially kick-starting a mega ‘Make in India’ project days ahead of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s first meeting with US President Donald Trump. The deal, signed at the Paris Air Show, is subject to the condition that the F-16 Block 70 fighter jet emerges as the winner of an Indian Air Force competition to procure more than 100 single-engine fighters. The Tata Advanced Systems Limited-Lockheed Martin combine will compete with Sweden’s Saab, which



THE AGREEMENT Tata to integrate Indian sensors, provide full service support in India Will also carry out future upgrades, integration of new weapons and systems Lockheed to shift F-16 production line from Texas to India



INDIAN REQUIREMENT India to shortly float tender to locally produce 100 singleengine fighters for IAF These will replace the ageing MiG-21s, and supplement IAF’s fleet along with Rafale and Tejas fighters



will offer its Gripen fighter aircraft for the requirement. Lockheed Martin will move its only operational line producing the F-16s from Texas to India if it wins the contract, as per exclusive details of



THE COMPETITION Tata-Lockheed combine will compete with Sweden’s Saab, which is offering the Gripen fighter Saab has not picked an Indian partner yet; is in talks with Mahindra & Adani



the agreement available with ET. The American company also sees a $15 billion export potential for the jet to other customers in the region. Tata to Offer Service Support12



New Owners Left Us Out in Cold, Say Housing Founders 8 founders write to board on being given differential exit rights compared with others having same class of shares Supraja Srinivasan & Madhav Chanchani



Mumbai|Bengaluru: A battle is brewing between the founders of Housing.com and the online realty search platform’s new owners. Eight of the dozen founders of Housing.com, which Singaporeregistered PropTiger acquired this year, have written to the board of the combined entity complaining about not being offered equal purchase terms for their shares. This “differential treatment of same class of shares is a violation of our rights as shareholders,” these founders have asserted in their letter, which ET has reviewed. The eight founders, who together own about 5% of Housing.com, also complained about not being formally informed about the company’s acquisition by PropTiger and have sought a “copy of the scheme”.
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The letter was written by Housing’s former chief technology officer Abhishek Anand to PropTiger chief executive Dhruv Agarwala and the representatives of the various share-



holders in the combined entity. These shareholders include media conglomerate News Corp, Japanese telecom and internet major SoftBank, and investors Nexus Venture Partners,



Raising A Red Flag FOUNDERS’ GRIEVANCES Equal purchase terms not offered for their shares



No communication on official scheme of merger with PropTiger



Founders have been offered shares in India subsidiary of Elara Technologies, while other investors have been given shares in the Singapore parent



Documents related to deal like valuation report, copies of the board interaction and shareholders’ interaction not shared with them



THE 8 FOUNDERS TOGETHER HOLD 4-5% OF THE COMPANY’S SHARES



Falcon Edge Capital and Helion Venture Partners. “Angel investors have been offered an exit at a purchase price of `350 per share or other favourable exit rights, while the shares held by us, belonging to the same class as those of the angel investors, are not being offered the same exit rights and are being differentially treated…,” the Housing founders said in their letter, dated June 16. For the merger, PropTiger had valued shares of Housing.com at about `585 per unit which at its peak were worth over `2,000 per unit. Housing.com’s angel investors include Powai Lake Ventures and India Value Fund’s Haresh Chawla. Members of Powai Lake Ventures sold their shares as part of PropTiger’s acquisition of the company. Housing’s founders have also insisted that key documents relating to the merger should be shared with them. ‘Stakeholders Should Get Merger Info’12



Why NDA’s Ahead Grand Total BJP Shiv Sena^ NDA Total



MLAs



MPs % Vote



4,120 1,352 63 1,691



776 337 21 418



100 40.03 2.34 48.64



LIKELY SUPPORT FROM MLAs



139 AIADMK 117 BJD 82 TRS 66 YSRCP 47 SP 19 BSP 73 JDU Likely Total* 2,234



MPs % Vote



50 28 14 10 23 6 12 561



5.36 2.98 1.99 1.53 2.36 0.74 1.89 65.49



The President is elected by the members of the Electoral College consisting of: Elected members of both houses of Parliament



Elected members of the legislative assemblies of all states including Delhi and Puducherry. (Nominated members not eligible to vote)



The election is via a value-based system. The value of each MP is 708 whereas the value of an MLA depends on the population of the state — the higher the population, the higher the value ^Shiv Sena among NDA allies yet to commit support *In NDA’s favour



BJP’s President Pick Ram Nath Kovind is First Card in 2019 Polls Kovind, a UP Dalit, is almost certain to win; selection sends ‘strong political message’, say BJP leaders RakeshMohan.Chaturvedi @timesgroup.com



New Delhi: Ram Nath Kovind, 71, a Dalit from Uttar Pradesh, is all but certain to be India’s next president. And in picking a lower caste UP leader as its presidential nominee, BJP has played the first major political card for 2019 general elections. Kovind, a BJP veteran, a Supreme Court lawyer and a two-term Rajya Sabha member, is currently governor of Bihar. BJP-led NDA is close to a majority in presidential polls (the electorate being members of two houses of Parliament and all state assemblies) and with the support of a few regional parties, may easily cross the finishing line (see graphic). BJP president Amit Shah announced Kovind’s name after a meeting of the party’s parliamentary board which was attended by Prime Minister Narendra Modi and senior party leaders. Shah said Modi has spoken to Congress president Sonia Gandhi and former prime minister Manmohan Singh and sought their support. Top BJP leaders also spoke to various opposition parties and got in touch with their allies. Kovind is likely to file his papers on June 23. BJP leaders ET spoke to said Kovind’s selection is a “strong political” message for 2019. Lower castes had voted for BJP in large numbers in UP polls and in other elections, these leaders said, and



Kovind as BJP’s pick for president will send across a message to these groups from the political heartland that BJP is “with them”. In UP polls, a sizeable section of UP Dalits had voted for BJP, denting BSP’s support base and helping BJP win a massive 325-seat majority. But the party also has had to counter a degree of Dalit disaffection born out of controversies surroun-



@narendramodi “I am sure Shri Ram Nath Kovind will make an exceptional President and continue to be a strong voice for the poor, downtrodden and marginalised… With his illustrious background in the legal arena, Shri Kovind’s knowledge and understanding of the Constitution will benefit the nation.” ding “cow protection groups” and earlier incidents like Dalit student Rohith Vemula’s suicide in Hyderabad Central University. The PM and Shah have been making considerable efforts, party leaders said, to get the messaging right for Dalits and Kovind’s selection is part of that effort. UP & Beyond12



The Low-Profile Social Worker Ram Nath Kovind prefers to stay out of the glare and function below the radar, a quality rare for a politician. This, along with Kovind’s Dalit credentials and commitment to social welfare, led to his nomination as the presidential candidate, says Rakesh Mohan Chaturvedi.2
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4  Pure Politics I-T Attaches Assets in Misa Bharti Benami Land Deal Case NEW DELHI: The I-T Department has provisionally attached a few immovable properties in connection with its probe in the `1,000-crore benami land deals and tax evasion case allegedly involving family members of Lalu Prasad. Officials said two assets have been attached after the department issued a provisional order under the Benami Transactions Act, 1988, that came into force on November 1 last year. They said the action has been taken after the department carried out raids in this case last month. —PTI
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TRACKING POLITICIANS & POLITICS THROUGH THE DAY



Afghan president Ashraf Ghani inaugurating the first Afghanistan-India air corridor—a direct route that bypasses Pakistan and is meant to improve commerce—at Kabul—AP



External affairs minister Sushma Swaraj with her Gabonese counterpart Pacôme MoubeletBoubeya in New Delhi.—PTI



A CBI team visiting JNU to probe the disappearance of Najeeb Ahmed from his hostel on Oct 16, 2016. It is likely to meet suspects whose names have cropped up in the matter.—PTI



UP May Seek CBI Probe in Akhilesh’s Gomti River Project LUCKNOW: Days after recommending a CBI probe into the alleged scam in Shia and Sunni waqf boards, the UP government might recommend a similar probe into anomalies in the Gomti River Front Development - a dream project of former CM Akhilesh Yadav. “Just a couple of days back, the (Gomti River Front) probe report was submitted to CM Yogi Adityanath. All necessary steps will be taken...,” MoS for urban development Girish Kumar Yadav said.—PTI



GORKHA JANAMUKTI MORCHA IN ATTACK MODE To recall all its members elected to government authorities like the state legislature, civic bodies and the



Gorkha Territorial Administration; Says it is disappointed with ally BJP for not rubbishing Mamata’s ‘foreign funding’ and ‘insurgency’ charges against it



PTI



FACING THE IRE



INDEFINITE STRIKE



Darjeeling: With the Darjeeling agitation refusing to abate, Gorkha Janamukti Morcha (GJM) is planning to recall all its members from the state legislature, civic bodies and the Gorkha Ter ritorial Administration (GTA). The members have been asked to keep their resignation letters ready and wait for the order from GJM chief Bimal Gurung, who went underground following raid at his headquarters and home at Patlebas. In an exclusive disclosure by a senior GJM leader, ET learned that the party had planned a final meeting of the members of the GTA and pass a resolution for filing massresignation to start afresh the Gorkhaland movement. However, with confrontation with the state government worsening, GJM has decided not to return to the GTA and quit all government positions. “If the present situation continues, then there will be a mass resignation from all of us,” said



Neither the state transferred all departments, nor did it release fund for those which were transferred, says Col Ramesh Alley, who is heading GJM in absence of Gurung



FREQUENT CLASHES



PTI



[email protected]



paid no heed,” GJM legislator Rohit Sharma said. “Neither the state transferred all departments, nor did they release fund for those which were transferred. All the important departments like land and land reform and food were not transferred, while departments like education, information and culture were partially transferred. They transferred sports but did not release funds. There used to be a Gorkha National Level Football Tournament and it is being organised every year since the British era. This time we could not host the



PTI



Elected GJM Men to Quit En Masse from Govt Posts



Madhuparna.Das @timesgroup.com



Darjeeling MLA and GJM central committee member Amar Rai. Set up a year after Mamata Banerjee took over as chief minister of Bengal, the GTA was planned to look into various developmental projects in the Hills. “As far as the GTA is concerned, there is no question of going back to the same-old structure that has failed,” Rai said. Mamata Banerjee is now in her second term as the chief minister of Bengal but the promised autonomy remained a far cry for the GTA. “Out of the 54 subjects (read departments), only 18 were transferred to us. We raised the issues at least 20 times in the Assembly in last five years, but the government



GJM leaders say they couldn’t even hold the Gorkha National Level Football Tournament, organised every year since the British era, because of funds tournament because the government did not release funds. For the marathon, funds were given to the superintendent of police, but not to the GTA,” said Col Ramesh Alley, who is now leading the GTA in absence of the elusive GJM leader Bimal Gurung. GJM had won the Darjeeling, Kalimpong and Kurseong municipalities in the recent civic polls. “We are waiting for the green light from our party chief. We’ll resign immediately once his order reaches us,” said DK Pradhan, chairman of Darjeeling Municipality.



Slain GJM Men’s Families Vow to Carry on Fight DARJEELING : Family members of those alleged to have been killed in clashes with



police might have lost their sole bread winners, but they vowed to continue their fight for a separate state of Gorkhaland. Family members of Sunil Rai (23), Mahesh Gurung (25) and Bimal Shashanker (28) alleged that the three were killed during clashes with police on Saturday. The police, however, confirmed the death of only one person. “Is it wrong to fight for your own right? Gorkhaland is our right and we will have it. We can starve but will continue our fight,” Sunil’s uncle, Aita Singh Thani told PTI.



PRAYING FOR PEACE



CM ANNOUNCES LOAN WAIVER OF UP TO `2L FOR SMALL FARMERS



In Loan-Waiver Match, Punjab Offers Twice As Much as UP, MP Without specifying burden on exchequer, CM says offer better than BJP states [email protected]



New Delhi: In a bid to go one-up on the moves by BJP governments in Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra, the Congress government in Punjab has also announced a farm loan waiver, offering double the relief for a farmer than the two BJP-ruled states. Punjab chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh on Monday announced crop loan waiver of up to `2 lakh for small and marginal farmers having less than 5 acre of land holding and a flat `2 lakh waiver for marginal farmers having a bigger land holding.



THIRD



ZAHID



EYE



The move would benefit 10.25 lakh farmers in Punjab, Singh said. UP in April announced a waiver up to loan amount of `1 lakh for nearly 87 lakh small and marginal farmers in the state. Maharashtra also announced a loan waiver up to `1 lakh for farmers. “The initiative would provide double the relief announced by states of Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra,” the Punjab government stressed in a statement. Congress had promised a



Slams BJP for Aiding CM by Rushing Central Troops



loan waiver during Punjab polls. UP will bear a burden of nearly `36,500 cr due to the loan waiver while Maharashtra is expected to bear a loan waiver amounting to nearly `25,000 cr. Punjab has not specified the total burden on its exchequer but claimed its offer is far more attractive for the state’s farmers than their counterparts in the two BJP-ruled states. Captain Amarinder Singh said the state would also take over outstanding crop loans from institutional sources of all families of farmers who have committed suicides in Punjab. The state has also decided to repeal a provision in law which provided for auction or seizure of farmers land due to unpaid loans. Hittig out at the preious Akali DalBJP regime, the CM said, “The Badal regime accepted a loan of `31,000 cr to cover the shortfall in the cash credit limit for procurement of foodgrains, for which our government has to pay `270 cr every month and `3,240 crore annually. “



Darjeeling: The Gorkha Janmukti Morcha has accused the Bharatiya Janata Party of siding with the Mamata Banerjee government by deploying central armed forces in Darjeeling. Seniors leaders of GJM said they had expected more cooperation from the BJP and demanded a communiqué from the Union home ministry rubbishing Banerjee’s claim that the Morcha has links with Northeastern terrorist groups and that it receives foreign funding to create unrest in the hills. The apparent silence of BJP MP SS Ahluwalia, who represents Darjeeling in Lok Sabha, is another sore point with the regional party. “We were very confident about our partner BJP, but the faith is now sinking. The CM has put such a shameful charge on us, accusing us of having links with the insurgency groups and plotting terror here,” said Rohit Sharma, a veteran MLA of GJM from Kurseong. Sharma further said: “Are we not the same Gorkhas who laid down their life in the line of duty repeatedly? CM has also said that we are receiving foreign funds to set the hills on fire. The home ministry is aware of this and they have their intelligence reports too. Why should not they come up with a communiqué spelling out the truth? ” A senior police officer said that the central police agencies have not received any inputs from anywhere to corroborate Banerjee’s allegation of foreign funding. “There was case in which a GJM leader was caught trad-



ing with some terrorists groups’ arms cartels, but that was an individual case. It does not apply to the party itself,” the officer said, requesting not to be identified. Even as some senior leaders of



The apparent silence of Union minister SS Ahluwalia, who represents Darjeeling in Lok Sabha, is another sore point with the regional party GJM



We know BJP has political compulsions..., but it could at least form a committee to examine our age-old demand, says BJP MLA Amar Rai Morcha have been camping in Delhi for several days now, there has been no headway in talks with the Centre. “We expected more cooperation from our alliance partner and the ruling party at the Centre,” said GJM general secretary Roshan Giri. Another senior GJM leader said the party is trying its best to get the issues addressed at the earliest.



Hitting out at Ahluwalia, who won with a record margin from Darjeeling, Sharma said, “The people of the hills worked for him day in day out during the elections. He is not only an MP but also a Union minister (of state for agriculture and farmers welfare, and parliamentary affairs). Should not the people expect some words of sympathy from him in their hour of grief ? At least a few words of condolence from him to the people, who have lost three young men in police firing, should have reached us by now.” Ahluwalia could not be reached for comment. GJM leaders also said that they wanted to remind the BJP of its promises made to the people of the region in the run-up to the 2014 general election. In its manifesto, the BJP had promised to “sympathetically examine and appropriately consider the long pending demands of Gorkhas” while the party’s PM candidate Narendra Modi had said at a rally in Siliguri while addressing Gorkhas, “Your dream is our dream.” “We feel very disheartened. Despite all the promises made in the election manifesto and in honourable Prime Minister’s election speech, nothing much was done,” said BJP’s Amar Rai, MLA from Darjeeling. “We understand they have their political compulsion and it is very difficult to grant statehood. But they could at least form a committee to examine our age-old demand.” Rai said the party’s local unit had submitted a detailed project report requesting the Centre to set up a central university, along with a representation demanding tribal status for 11 communities. But the Centre has done nothing, he said.



INVOKING BJP PROMISE Top official Arvind Kumar asks SSPs to open ‘FIR registration counters’



UP Home Secy Tells Police to File FIRs Without Religious & Caste Bias [email protected]



New Delhi: Uttar Pradesh’s home secretary Arvind Kumar has invoked the BJP’s poll promise to direct director general of police Sulkhan Singh and all district police chiefs to lodge first information reports without any bias for religion or caste and in a “fearless atmosphere”, saying an attitude of not lodging FIRs could become a blot on the Yogi Adityanath government. In a missive on Monday, Kumar said such a promi se wa s a n important point in the “present government’s Lok Kalyan Sankalp-2017” and also a commitment to the public. The BJP had slammed the former Akhilesh Yadav government for not lodging FIRs against the minority community.



“The government has taken seriously the issue of FIRs not being lodged or being lodged after much delay or the probe not being completed on time. Complai nts have been received that victims have to make several rounds of police stations and senior officers but still Tells police FIRs are not lodged to popularand they have to apise the preproach courts. Due to vious govsuch attitude, people ernment’s lose confidence in e-police law and order set-up station and reputation of the iniative government suffers a blot,” the letter said. Kumar warned of strict action if FIRs are not lodged by any official, asking senior superintendents of police to open ‘FIR registration counters’.



The home secretary also said that the -FIR system put in place during the tenure of the previous government be popularised further for public convenience. In December 2016, UP had put a first-of-its-kind system in place to open an e-police station whereby any person in the state could lodge a complaint online in cases of non-heinous crime and those against unidentified accused, in cases of thefts and robberies for instance. E-FIRs were to be lodged under this system and digitally signed copies of the FIRs were to be sent to the complainant online. Such a complaint can also be submitted through WhatsApp under this system provided the complainants furnish their Aadhaar number. “The E-Police station system needs to be popularised further,” the home secretary said in the letter.



Padding Up for GST Fight



Labelling Each Other Militant



Elephant in the Park



It’s Identity, Not Just Topi



The likely increase in the price of sanitary napkins has drawn criticism from various women’s groups. But what took the government by surprise was a BJP leader raked up the issue. BJP Maharashtra spokesperson Shaina NC took a delegation to finance minister Arun Jaitley and requested him to ensure that sanitary napkin prices are not raised post-GST.



Members of various parties traded charges in the J&K assembly last week alleging that the other was a militant. The incident took place during obituary references when NC member AM Larmi charged senior minister AH Khan of being an Ikhwani (renegade). Khan offered to resign in protest. A Congress leader and another NC leader made the same charge, leading Khan to offer his resignation in protest. PDP MLA Javed Mir played peacemaker by shouting “We were all militants and now we are in the mainstream”.



Baba Ramdev’s Assam unit is continuously facing an elephantine problem. A group of elephants breached the boundary wall of Patanjali Ayurved in Sonitpur district’s Ghoramari area. Last year, a female elephant and her fourmonth old calf had fallen into a ditch while the unit was under construction.



AAP’s popularity has taken a beating in the last few months. Rattled leadership has instructed volunteers and members to wear AAP ‘topi’ at the party office and at important party events outside the office. While senior leaders like Ashutosh and Dilip Pandey have been seen donning caps during press meets, volunteers are yet to follow the order.
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MNC Hotels Stay Upbeat Despite GST Play down one of the highest tax rates in the world, cite govt focus on tourism, hospitality



Price of Luxury GST surpasses hotels in New York, London and Paris



Yet top international hotel chains are upbeat on India



Hyatt said the chain is focusing on expanding its brand to tourist destinations like Jaipur, Agra and McLeodganj Carlson Rezidor, who are expanding in tier 2, 3 cities do not consider GST a roadblock in growth plans



Hilton has 15 hotels open and 18 in the pipeline, betting on foreign tourist arrivals and domestic tourism



Anumeha.Chaturvedi @timesgroup.com



ne, and later this year, we will open Conrad Bengaluru and Hilton Garden Inn Lucknow,” New Delhi: Global hotel cha- Vardharajan said. ins like Hilton, Hyatt Hotels The chain is betting on groand Resorts, and Carlson Rezi- wing foreign tourist arrivals dor said they are committed to and domestic tourism to spur their future investments and demand for branded hotel rodevelopment plans in the count- oms. Kurt Straub, VP, operary despite luxury hotels being tions, at Hyatt Hotels & Retaxed at 28% under the goods sorts, said the chain is focusing and services tax (GST) regime. on expanding its brand. It is According to some industry close to launching Hyatt Reestimates, GST rate of 28% on gency Lucknow, followed by hotel rooms with tariffs of Grand Hyatt Kochi by the end `. 7,500 and above will make lux- of 2017. It had recently launury hotels in the country the ched Hyatt Place Rameswamost taxed in the world, sur- ram. “We also plan to bring the passing hotels in New York, Hyatt experience to key tourist London and Paris, without destinations like Jaipur, Agra add-on levies such as munici- and McLeodganj,” Straub said. pal tax, service charge, etc. “We currently operate with Yet top international hotel over 6,500 keys in India, and we chains remain upbeat on India. are positive about our future Chains such as Hilton said growth in the country.” they are taking a comprehensiHe said the chain is busy eduve approach to prepare for the cating concerned teams on bilnew tax reform, putting in pla- ling queries that guests may ce back-end systems for the re- have on GST levied. “This is an vision and creating procedural important component of our manuals to ensure ‘GST-Ready’ exercitheir team members se. Our IT systems are aptly equipped across the 26 Hyatt for the change. properties in India “Since tourism have also been geaand hospitality inring up for the imdustry is of high pending changes in priority on the goindirect taxation in vernment’s agen- The Road Ahead India,” Straub said. da, we believe that The GST Council the authorities will on Sunday revised continue to be thoughtful of tax slabs in the hospitality secthe implications GST percen- tor, bringing some relief to tage has on the industry,” said mid-segment and luxury hoKaushik Vardharajan, vice tels. The 28% tax slab threspresident, development, In- hold, which was earlier fixed dia at the Hilton. for hotel rooms with tariffs of “Hilton continues to see great `. 5,000 and above, will now apppotential in India. Tourism, ly to those with tariffs of `. 7,500 which accounts for 7.5% of the and above, while hotels with taGDP, is the third largest foreign riffs between `. 2,500-7,500 will exchange earner for the count- be charged at 18%. ry,” he said. “We are committed GST rates for restaurants in to India as a key market and the hotels with tariffs of `. 5,000 and last few years were dedicated to above have been also brought establishing the operations in- down to 18% from 28%. frastructure, opening several Industry associations lobbyhotels and building a strong de- ing for relaxation in rate strucvelopment pipeline.” tures called it a partial breatHilton, which has 15 hotels her. “With the 28% GST slab open and 18 in the pipeline in threshold now being raised to the country, has five brands — `. 7,500 the GST rate is competiConrad, Hilton, DoubleTree by tive compared to what it was for Hilton, Hilton Garden Inn and our properties in some tier 2, tiHampton by Hilton — across 11 er 3 cities,” said Raj Rana, Socities. “We brought our luxury uth Asia CEO at Carlson ReziConrad brand to India last year dor that owns Radisson and Rawith the opening of Conrad Pu- disson Blu hotel brands.



GST



VW Names Steffen Knapp Director of India Cars Unit Our Bureau



New Delhi: Volkswagen on Monday said it has appointed Steffen Knapp as director, Volkswagen Passenger Cars India. Knapp succeeds Michael Mayer, who recently took up the role of ‘head of sales and marketing’ for Volkswagen Passenger Cars China. Steffen Knapp (48) has previously held leadership roles at brands like SEAT and Ford in different parts of Europe. In his previous roles, he has been
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responsible for several strategic and managerial roles. Knapp holds a Degree in Managerial Economics from European Business School Schloß Reichartshausen (EBS), Oestrich-Winkel, Germany and American Graduate School of International Management, Arizona/USA. In his new role, Knapp will be reporting to Thierry Lespiaucq, Managing Director, Volkswagen Group Sales India Private Limited and will be responsible for driving the passenger car business in India.
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Mercedes Gives Piyush Arora Southeast Asia Responsibilities Ketan.Thakkar @timesgroup.com



Mumbai: German luxury carmaker Mercedes-Benz has given Piyush Arora, the head of manufacturing at its Pune plant, the additional responsibility of the South-east Asian operations, in what is being seen as a recognition of the Indian subsidiary’s key role in helping the auto major set up assembly bases across the globe.



Arora, who has been looking after the Indonesian plant since 2016, will oversee the Vietnamese operations also from July 1, as part of the organisational shift in Daimler towards a cluster-based reporting model instead of the product-platform approach it had in the past. There will also be best-practice sharing between the Indian unit and the Thailand and Malaysian facilities, the two plants not owned by Daimler and whose heads report directly to



the company's headquarters. In 2016, the carmaker's Chakan unit in Pune trained a team of over 80-90 people from Brazil in assembly operations. The team later set up a paint shop at the Brazil plant. Executives from India will also help the carmaker start operations and train the workforce at the Russian assembly facility. According to Arora, the Indian



unit has collaborated much more in recent years than it has done in the past. “We share best practices with other plants and support people in other countries. We have worked in tandem with Brazilian colleagues in starting operations there. We we will play the same role in Russia, sharing best practices and helping colleagues there run the assembly operations,” Arora said. A senior executive said the Indian unit can help the carmaker's global



manufacturing bases in the domain of training, best-practices, sharing of IT systems, and technical change management, among others. Mercedes Benz India is part of Mercedes Benz’s Global Production Network and plays an important role in the CKD/MVP production network in Brazil, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam, the executive said. There is extensive sharing between the company's network plants in Asia.
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6  Disruption: Startups & Tech



Tweet OF THE DAY



Hiring firms are reporting 15% to 90% spike in job applications over the previous year Surabhi Agarwal & Prachi Verma Dadhwal



New Delhi: Headhunters across the country are seeing an unprecedented jump in the resumes of mid-management IT professionals with firms reporting a spike of anywhere between 15% to 90% with one firm witnessing an increase of as much as 250% over the previous year. This underlines the fact that the current instability in the country’s $150-billion software services exports industry has impacted the middle bracket the most — those with 7-15 years of experience. According to four leading headhunter firms ET spoke to, the jump in CVs from the mid layer is striking and they attribute it to the changing skills landscape with emergence of phenomenon such as automation and robotics. Paul Dupuis, managing director of Randstad India said that the mismatch in the skillset between what most of the workforce possesses and what the clients need is evident, making it necessary for professionals in the industry to reskill or perish. “As IT companies adjust to this new normal, there is achange happening in their delivery models and workforce optimisation. This has made professionals uncertain about the future, resulting in the increase in the number of CVs finding their way to recruitment firms,” said Dupuis, adding that his firm has seen around 1520% jump in the number of mid-manager profiles in the past six months. While Head Hunters India reported the increase to a whopping 250%, TeamLease Services has seen the number of CVs shooting up by 90% since January this year. TimesJobs, on the other hand witnessed the maximum growth in the number of CVs in January, with a spike of over 45% in the number of registrations of mid-level managers in the IT sector.



AUREN HOFFMAN @AUREN



Almost 100% of start-ups that have tried to be both B2C and B2B at the same time have failed



Tech Buzz



Samsung’s Bixby Set to Talk in English



Samsung is planning to launch an English version of its AI-based voice assistance program Bixby later this month. The English version of Bixby is likely to be launched in the US and taken to other English-speaking countries later. Bixby boasts of “deep-learning” AI technology, allowing it to better communicate with users as it accumulates data.



Pixel Perfect



Majority of the people looking out for opportunities, say headhunters are people managers with most common designations being team lead, delivery manager, project manager etc. Others include those in the areas of quality assurance, security testing, infrastructure, technical operations, code review, etc. Peter Bendor-Samuel, CEO of consultancy firm Everest Group said that the spike makes sense since in order to keep the cost under control IT companies must lay off mid-ma-



companies are forcefully making people — even good performers — resign and those who are experienced are more likely to face the axe. The companies along with the IT industry association have denied news of large scale layoffs saying that the retrenchments are performance related and routine. The industry added close to net 1,70,000 people in the past fiscal and expects to add upwards of 1,50,000 in the current fiscal, Nasscom said recently. The experience shared by headPETER BENDOR-SAMUEL hunter firms, however, tells a difCEO, Everest Group ferent story. The desperation nagement employees to allow them among the job seekers is so high to bring on cheap freshers and pro- that Rituparna Chakraborty, cofomote last year’s freshers which are under at TeamLease Services claalso cheaper than the tenured emplo- ims to have even received handyees. “This phenomenon is furt- written resumes. her exacerbated by the pi“The slew of President Trump’s vot of the industry into new policy announcements in Januthe new digital business ary 2017 such as the H-1B visa restricwhich requires reskilling tions, reductions in outsourcing, workers and moving them and strict regulations on offshore from management posi- processing created stir in the Indian tions into individual contri- IT job market,” said Ramathreya butor positions.” Krishnamurthi, business head, TiHe added that we have only mesJobs. just started to see these layHe added that the number of CVs in offs and there will likely January spiked over 45% in terms of be an increase of this the number of registrations of midtrend in the future due level managers in the IT sector. to the “relentless “Since then we have seen a steady shift into digital” movement in supply of mid-level IT and the shrinking professionals who have been actively of the arbitrage searching for better career opportumarket. nities consistently over the past six Several IT emp- months,” he said. loyees associaHe added that the advent of new tions, which ha- technologies such as artificial intelve mushroo- ligence, big data, robotics process aumed in the re- tomation etc have changed the dynacent past, mics of the IT Job market and will are alle- continue to fuel churn in the sector ging as talent continues to search for nethat wer and more lucrative opportunitithe es in these fields.



GOING DIGITAL



This phenomenon is further exacerbated by the pivot of the industry into the new digital business which requires reskilling workers



On the Lookout PEOPLE HIRED THOSE LOOKING OUT Team leads, delivery managers, project managers and those in quality assurance, security testing, infra, tech ops, code review, etc



Past fiscal This fiscal



1,70,000 1,50,000



(expected number as per Nasscom)



UPI is Coming to Paytm Bank Payments bank is expected to leverage its large customer and merchant base to gain traction



OPEN FOR BUSINESS



‘Sophia’, an artificially intelligent robot developed by Hong Kongbased Hanson Robotics, on display at an AI meet in Geneva. — AFP



$1.7 billion Valuation that Reddit is seeking at its current fundraising round



3D-printed Things Can Change on Fly



Jargon Buster



Passive Attack In computing security, this attack is characterised by the attacker trying to listen in on communication.



was launched in August last year. ET reported recently that volumes have grown a 100 times since its launch. The government-backed BHIM app has the largest share in terms of total volume of UPI transactions so far, although Flipkart-owned PhonePe is catching up, claiming to have a nearly 38% share of overall UPI transactions. However, the Vijay Shekhar Sharma-backed bank is expecting to leverage its large customer and merchant base to gain traction on UPI. Offline “Paytm owns the country’s larMerchants gest payment ecosystem with a vast loyal consumer base and moon Paytm re than 5 million offline merchants. These factors will offer us the edge once we launch UPI on our platform,” Satti said. Sharma owns majority stake in the company, with the remaining share being owned by One97 Communications. Sharma and One97 have together invested about `. 220 crore in the payments bank.
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UberPass in Pilot in 4 Indian Cities Product will give users ability to opt for discounted fares, get a waiver on cancellation charges, etc Shashwati.Shankar @timesgroup.com



WASHINGTON Scientists have developed a way to use 3D printers to create objects capable of expanding dramatically, which could someday be used in applications ranging from space missions to biomedical devices. The objects use tensegrity, a structural system of floating rods in compression and cables in continuous tension. Researchers from the Georgia Institute of Technology in the US fabricated the struts from shape memory polymers that unfold when heated. — PTI



Our Bureau



Bengaluru: The newly-launched Paytm Payments Bank will go live on the unified payment interface (UPI) by August. This will allow its customers to transact using a virtual payment address issued by the bank. The payments bank will be the latest to join the UPI bandwagon, with 50 banks already live on the platform. “We will soon enable seamless creation of UPI IDs on our platform so that users can send and receive money to each other, and for merchant payments. It will be one of the most important components of our payments platform and enable us to bring cost-efficient digital payment services to every Indian,” Renu Satti, CEO of Paytm Payments Bank, said. The payments bank, which was launched last month, is set to expand to 31 branches and 3,000 customer service points in the first year. UPI transactions have grown steadily since it
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Headhunters are Drowning in Mid-level Tech Resumes



For comprehensive and insightful stories about all things startups and technology, log on to www.ettech.com



Bengaluru: Ride-hailing app Uber is introducing its UberPass feature in select cities in the country namely Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai and Kolkata on a pilot basis. The product gives users the ability to opt for discounted fares, get a waiver on cancellation charges, and opt for highly rated drivers among other exclusive features, a company spokesperson said. As per the plan select riders in cities selected for the pilot will receive an email from Uber, and all such riders who receive the email will be eligible for various offers, which could inclu-



Rewarding Riders CITIES WHERE PILOT IS RUNNING Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai and Kolkata



Ola launched Ola Share Pass in October 2016



de flat fares, on their UberGO rides, the spokesperson said. “These offers vary from city to city. There is no subscription or promo code associated to this,” the person said. Shailesh Sawlani, general manager, west, at Uber India, said UberPass is designed to offer its daily users “a seamless and consistent ri-
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de experience”. “If our riders give us a thumbs up, we will take this to riders in other cities as well,” he said. UberPass was introduced as a subscription service in six test markets in the US, including Miami, Boston, San Diego, Seattle, San Francisco and Washington DC in August 2016. The service aimed to remove the un-



certainty about price, letting customers compare prices to a subway pass or other alternatives. An Uber employee said that in US cities, UberPass works as a flat fare package, giving riders discounts on UberPool and UberX rides for an upfront fee. “For instance, paying $30-40 for 40 rides that are valid for 28 days in the month,” the person told ET on the condition of anonymity. “It’s not yet clear how exactly this feature will work in India or if it will just be additional value-added offers to users here.” Rival cab-hailing app Ola launched Ola Share Pass in October 2016, specifically for riders using its car-pooling service, offering rides at `. 40 for the first 8 km.



Piggybank



A round-up of the top funding stories of the day



Darwinbox Gets $4 m in Series A Led by Lightspeed Endiya Partners, 3one4 Capital and StartupXseed also participate in round Varsha.Bansal @timesgroup.com



Hyderabad: Darwinbox, a human resources software-as-a-service startup, has raised $4 million (about`. 25 crore) in a series-A round of funding led by Lightspeed India Partners, the India-dedicated fund of California-based Lightspeed Venture Partners. Some of the existing investors including Endiya Partners, Mohandas Pai’s 3one4 Capital and StartupXseed Ventures also participated in the round. The company plans to leverage the new infusion of capital for product innovation and market expansion. Founded by Rohit Chennamaneni, Jayant Paleti and Chaitanya Peddi in August 2015, Darwinbox is a cloud-based integrated HR technology product that takes care of all HR needs across the employee cycle. The founding team consists of IIT, IIM and XLRI alumni, who later worked with companies such as McKinsey, Deloitte, Google and EY. “Lightspeed has been investing in enterprise products globally since the past two decades and this is one of their first enterprise bets in India,” cofounder Chennamaneni told ET. “That experience will help us a lot to innovate on the product and guide us on how to go global.” While the India-dedicated fund’s portfolio includes names such as Byju’s and OYO, Lightspeed Venture Partners is known for its investment in enterprise cloud company Nutanix, which went for an IPO in September last year. “At all sizes and in all industries, businesses succeed when their employees and managers are engaged for maximum productivity and potential. As a result, human capital management software is core to the success of every business,” said Dev Khare, partner at Lightspeed India Advisors Partners, who will join the company’s board. “Dar-



Getting SaaSy Darwinbox is a human resources software-as-a-service startup FOUNDERS Rohit Chennamaneni, Jayant Paleti and Chaitanya Peddi



1,00,000 Employees using the platform KEY CLIENTS Paytm, Nivea, Delhivery, Swiggy and Godrej’s CDPL



Investors Lightspeed, Endiya, 3one4 Capital, StartupXseed Ventures



DEV KHARE Partner, Lightspeed India Advisors Partners



Human capital management software is core to the success of every business winbox is leading the charge in taking human capital management beyond the HR department to all employees with a highly user-friendly and configurable user experience.” Darwinbox has on-boarded approximately 40 clients in the past one year with over 100,000 employees using its platform. The clientele reflects names like Paytm, Nivea, Delhivery, Swiggy and Godrej’s CDPL (Creamline Dairy Products). Darwinbox’s primary focus is mid and large enterprises in India and it expects to add another 100 clients in the next one year. “We understand what Indian enterprises need and we want to give them a worldclass product. In future, we want to expand to other markets in Asia and have a global footprint eventually,” said Chennamaneni.



Eight Roads, Others Put $12.5m in Unbxd Unboxed Shopping INVESTORS IN SERIES-C Eight Roads Ventures, IDG Ventures, Inventus Capital Partners, Nirvana Ventures, Kris Gopalakrishnan Shadma.Shaikh @timesgroup.com



Bengaluru: Unbxd, a cloud-based product discovery platform for ecommerce, has raised $12.5 million in a series-C funding round, which was led by Eight Roads Ventures, the proprietary investment arm of Fidelity International. Existing investors IDG Ventures, Inventus Capital Partners and Nirvana Ventures also participated in the round. Infosys cofounder Kris Gopalakrishnan also invested in the round. The company will use the funds to strengthen its product offering and accelerate its go-to-market play by expanding its sales and marketing team. “Traditional rules-based ecommerce technology is hard for retailers to manage while also delivering a poor experience for their shoppers,” said Pavan Sondur, cofounder of Unbxd. “With a better AI solution in place, retailers are more competitive because shoppers can more easily buy what they seek.” Founded by Sondur and Prashant Kumar, Unbxd’s artificial intelligence (AI) powered plug-and-play



1.5 b Interactions a month powered by Unbxd



PAVAN SONDUR Cofounder, Unbxd



With a better AI solution, retailers are more competitive because shoppers can more easily buy what they seek solution enables online retailers to capture the 15-40% in revenue that is lost due to a poor product discovery experience. The platform delivers a customised experience to consumers resulting in better conversions. The company claims to power over 1.5 billion shopper interactions a month. “Unbxd has a great product/market fit, and now is the right time to accelerate its go-to-market strategy,” said Raj Dugar, managing partner, Eight Roads Ventures. “Ecommerce product discovery tools represent a multi-billion-dollar opportunity globally and Unbxd is well positioned to emerge as a leader in the space.”



Myntra now Adds a Social Reason to Shop this Season With the feature, online fashion portal is targeting four lakh new customers during three-day sale event [email protected]



Bengaluru: Online fashion portal Myntra has launched a social shopping feature ahead of its sixth End of Reason Sale (EORS) which will run from June 24-26. Myntra Shopping Groups will offer an additional 15% discount valid for six months after the sale concludes. Part of the Flipkart group, the portal expects four lakh new customers to log in during the three-day event typically timed ahead of end-of-season sales across offline stores. “A discount of 50-80% has always been our call-out for the EORS as almost all brands offer sales around this time. Put together, the January and June EORS contributed 20% to Myntra-Jabong combine’s annualised gross merchandise value (GMV)



for 2016-17,” said Ananth Narayanan, chief executive, Myntra and Jabong. Myntra-Jabong posted a GMV of $1 billion for 2016-17 and is targeting $1.4-1.5 billion for the financial year ending March. Narayanan said Myntra expects a 45% increase in gross sales — a 25x jump in daily sales on Myntra and a 15x jump on Jabong — compared with EORS of June 2016 and has also brought down marketing spends by 10%. “Our return on investment in marketing has improved. Apart from the digital channel, there are a few TV commercials promoting the event as well, though they are mostly on niche channels.” During the sale event, Myntra expects private labels to make up for 21% of sales while on non-sale days, the share of sales coming through private labels on the portal is close to 25%. Myntra has also launched its private labels on



ANANTH NARAYANAN Chief Executive, Myntra and Jabong



Put together, the January and June EORS contributed 20% to Myntra-Jabong combine’s annualised gross merchandise value for 2016-17 Jabong starting early this year, including brands like Roadster, HRX, Anouk and others. Jabong’s private labels are likely to contribute 7-8% share of sales. Overlap of customers between the two portals is currently at 27%, creating a differentiated audience. Around 1,800



brands will be a part of the EORS. Apart from controlling marketing costs and focus on private labels, Myntra has also added 800 kirana stores as part of its additional delivery network ahead of EORS. “This will help Myntra logistics handle close to 55% of peak sale numbers. We have been running the pilot for three months and have trained the staff so customers get the same delivery experience,” said Narayanan, adding that Ekart will handle 20-30% of volumes generated by EORS, which is estimated to touch three million shipments at the end of the three days. The portal also held a full-price sale in April, in an attempt to wean the online fashion shopper off discount-driven purchases. “The idea is to reduce discounts during the actual season for the collection, while EORS coincides with the end-of-season sales for brands,” said Narayanan.



Reasons unboxed
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AIRTEL'S BUYOUT OF TIKONA DIGITAL'S 4G BUSINESS



DoT May Not Look into Jio’s Complaint Against the Deal The Complaint



[email protected]



Jio complained to DoT that Airtel circumvented M&A rules in Tikona deal Jio said govt should not approve deal Airtel to buy assets in Gujarat, UP (East), UP (West), HP and Rajasthan



Jio said to DoT, NCLT that Airtel was showing spectrum trading deal as M&A Jio claimed govt will lose out on `217 crore if deal approved, as govt won’t get fee from migration of BWA license to UL Jio asked govt to refund its



`1,658 crore paid in 2013 for same migration, if deal approved, to ensure level playing field
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In March, Airtel said it will buy Tikona’s 4G biz and spectrum for `1,600 crore
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New Delhi: The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) is likely to refrain from looking into Reliance Jio's complaint against Bharti Airtel's buyout of Tikona Digital's 4G business on the ground that the contours of the deal do not fall under its purview. “Structuring of corporate (deals) is not part of DoT’s mandate… there are institutional, legal mechanisms and authorities to check it,” a senior official aware of the details of the matter said. The official, however, said that if the deal makes Airtel’s spectrum cap or revenue market share holding higher than that permitted under the country’s merger and acquisition rules, the department would flag the issue. Mukesh Ambani-owned Jio and Sunil Bharti Mittal-promoted Airtel are engaged in a war of words over a host of issues, including inadequate interconnections, allegations of cartelisation and blame-trading for the sector’s poor financial health. Airtel had said in March that it is acquiring



Trai to Unveil Predatory Pricing Rules in 6 Weeks This comes at a time when incumbents & Jio blame each other of disruptive pricing [email protected]



New Delhi: The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (Trai) is all set to unveil the predatory pricing rules in six weeks to bring transparency in tariff assessment of telecom service providers. This has come at a time when top telcos and new entrant Reliance Jio blame each other of disruptive pricing. “We are coming up with a set of regulatory principles on tariff in a month to 1.5month’s timeframe,” Trai secretary Sudhir Gupta told ET, adding that the sector regulator was reviewing the Telecommunication Tariff Order (TTO) 1999 to bring clarity on pricing. Lately, mobile tariff has become contentious issue between Jio and rival telcos, each blaming the other of predatory pricing. Sunil Mittal-driven Bharti Airtel, recently lost a case where it contented that billionaire Mukesh Ambani’s telecom business, Jio, of introducing anti-competitive tariff at the Competition Commission of India (CCI).



Earlier in April, the Mumbai-based Jio had sought that Trai penalise market leader Bharti Airtel for violating tariff rules saying some of its plans — priced at `. 293 and `. 449 — were marketed in a manner that misled the customer. Jio blamed existing carriers of providing customized retention plans to customers in order to ward off the threat of subscriber erosion after the new player’s aggressive foray. Jio, in its letter to the telecom watchdog, said the latter must take strict action against operators offering personalized offers without publicly publishing the details to retain subscribers. Trai secretary Gupta, however, said over a period of one and a half decade, technology changes have engineered a shift from voice to data that has driven Trai to review the regulatory principles for tariffs designed in 1999. In a 32-page consultation paper issued on February 17, the telecom regulator sought comments on processes that should be applied to assess predatory pricing. Trai said it would continue to monitor the tariffs both with respect to predatory tariffs as well as unduly high ones. The regulator has asked stakeholders to put forth their views by April 21 and counter comments by May 1 to determine norms for predatory pricing.



Tikona Digital’s 4G business, along with its 4G spectrum, in five circles — Gujarat, UP (east), UP (west), Himachal Pradesh and Rajasthan — for about `. 1,600 crore. The deal, which needs a string of approvals including DoT’s to go through, was aimed at ramping up the telco’s 4G spectrum capacity to take on Jio and the Vodafone-Idea Cellular combine. Jio had alleged that market leader Airtel was exploiting a gap in M&A rules, masking a spectrum trading agreement as an M&A deal to circumvent paying `. 217 crore to the government for migrating Tikona’s broadband wireless access (BWA) spectrum from an internet service provider licence to the unified licence (UL) regime, which allows a company to offer voice services. Airtel, however, denied the allegations, saying that it was compliant with government rules, and called out Jio’s attempts to “throttle/block competition”. In a letter to DoT and the National Company Law Tribunal last month, Jio had sought intervention and rejection of the proposed Airtel-Tikona transaction till Airtel has paid the differential licence fee, to ensure level playing field.



82% of Jio Customers Use Connection as Second SIM: Study Our Bureau



Kolkata: Only 18% of Reliance Jio Infocomm’s customers are using their connections as a standalone SIM while 82% are still using it as their second SIM, Bengaluru-based market research agency, Velocity MR, said in a study released on Monday. Nevertheless, 86% of Jio subscribers intend to continue using the company’s 4G services as the “free factor” has been a “major reason” for mobile users to switch to Jio, said the Velocity report, a copy of which was seen by ET. Jio has, in fact, been rated highest on call rates, data pack charges and internet speeds compared to incumbent carriers, according to the study. The Velocity MR study was conducted among mobile users across key cities, including Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Kochi, Pune and Ahmedabad. It was conducted among over 2,000 respondents in the 18-45 years age group. The Velocity MR findings come at a time when mobile carriers, under pressure on both revenue and profitability fronts amid fierce price wars triggered by Jio’s entry, have sought government support, especially since the telecom industry needs to invest an estimated `. 2 lakh-crore over the next three years in towers, spectrum and fibre.
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Peer-to-Peer Mentoring is in at Startups WAYS TO



Be the Leader Your Colleagues Need While many people show an early tendency for strong leadership qualities, certain aspects like empathy towards the team, consistency in thought and action, and clarity in ideation can be learnt and sharpened in one’s character over time. Brinda Dasgupta speaks to experts to get a low-down on how one can be the leader colleagues truly need to perform better.



1 Drive Great Performance Establish a culture of performance and an open environment. “A good leader must be accountable for excellence, and must identify inherent strengths within team members and then empower people to take risks and deliver better outcomes,” said Arun Rajamani, country general manager, Pluralsight India.



2 Empower Team Many leaders have a tendency to jump in and show colleagues how things are done, simply because they have experience. “Resist the urge to micromanage, instead empower your employees to do the tasks themselves. This will also help them take accountability for their actions,” said Rajamani.



3 Offer Mentorship Professional inspiration can be given in the form of leadership opportunities. “Mentorship is a great motivational tool where you can interact with employees and offer non-judgemental and constructive criticism to help them improve,” said Anshul Bhargava, chief people officer at PNB Housing Finance.



4 Instil Transparency Transparency and ethics drive trust, and trust enables an environment where people feel they belong and can benefit by being part of the team. “When teams establish trust with each other and with the leader, then they see the leader as someone who will inspire them to do more and better,” said Rajamani. “As a leader, it is very important to chart out a clear direction for the team, and this can only be seen if there is a high level of transparency,” said Bhargava.



5 Walk The Talk One of the most effective ways to get your colleagues to imbibe a particular character trait is by imbibing it yourself. “Leading by example makes excellent career and business sense as it sets the standard of performance for the company. Be a positive influence to motivate colleagues to work with confidence and achieve desired goals,” said Bhargava.



Turning to seniors for advice is passé, young entrepreneurs today are ready to exchange notes in areas where they share synergies Brinda.Dasgupta @timesgroup.com



Bengaluru: Who would you turn to for advice if things were not going according to plan at the workplace? Somebody much older and wiser who has been there, done that, and you can look up to? Well, many young entrepreneurs do not seem to be settling for this seemingly default option. Harsh Jain, the founder of interior design and building services startup Nestopia, regularly bounces ideas on strategy off fellow entrepreneur Mayank Lhila, co-founder of travel startup Tripifini. In the past couple of months, Lhila has helped Jain with legal resources and advice on issuing employee stock options or ESOPs. And this works both ways, with Jain giving Lhila suggestions on a viable online marketing strategy. Jain and Lhila are part of an expanding fraternity of entrepreneurs who are increasingly relying on peers for mentorship. “Young founders like us have



much to gain from older, experienced mentors, but a peer has a greater level of understanding,” Jain told ET. “Lhila knows the space I’m working in by virtue of being an entrepreneur himself. We frequently talk about areas we can share resources in.” Similar is the case with Satish Kannan, co-founder of DocsApp and Vivek Rajkumar, founder of Aibono. Recently, when Kannan found performance issues Entrepreneurs with an employee, in Silicon he was debating Valley with himself connected whether to let the with each employee go. Unother not on der Rajkumar’s common suggestion, thostrengths but ugh, Kannan tried on common out the employee weaknesses in another role, where the employee flourished. “We are also in touch with Tarun Mehta of Ather Energy, who gives us suggestions on scaling up and hiring the right people,” Kannan said. Peer-to-peer mentoring is a great step in the evolution of the startup



ecosystem, said Jappreet Sethi, CEO of YoStartups, which provides consultation services to startups. Silicon Valley has become what it is today because communities of interest developed and entrepreneurs connected with each other not on common strengths but on common weaknesses, he said. More than 40 co-founders of various early-stage startups in the portfolio of White Unicorn Ventures regularly communicate with each other on the Stack platform. Rohit Chokhani, principal founder at the Mumbai-based early stage venture capital firm said there are different threads related to hiring, technology, intern transfers and the like, where emerging entrepreneurs share synergies and feed off each other’s ideas. “Young startups often do not have the financial resources to experiment with technology, because it’s expensive. A major trend we are seeing is that co-founders are sharing technology resources in order to be able to sustain themselves in the long run,” Chokhani said. Pushkar Singh, founder of travel



Starting a New Trend Founders of startups like Nestopia, Tripifini, DocsApp, Zapyle, CashKaro & LetsTransport are turning to peers for suggestions on strategy & success



Young entrepreneurs are realising it’s a win-win situation if they take their peers into confidence Early-stage startups don’t have financial resources to experiment with tech, so they learn from each other’s mistakes



logistics startup LetsTransport, said the startup ecosystem itself plays a pivotal role in helping entrepreneurs capitalise on their peers’ experience. The IIT Kharagpur-alumnus is in regular touch with other alumni through informal forums for entrepreneurs, which are focused on discussions around hiring, team-building, product creation and beta testing. “In the startup world, things change very quickly and time is of the essence. We can’t afford to make mistakes, so we learn from the



mistakes of others,” Singh said. Rohan and Swati Bhargava, co-founders of CashKaro, were recently part of a meeting organised by global leadership network H2, brought to India by People Group CEO Anupam Mittal and Qyuki managing director Samir Bangara. “H2 was a great platform for us to connect with other entrepreneurs, as it’s been designed to bring together people with common interest,” said Rohan Bhargava, who is also part of a Whatsapp group of 150-200 Gurgaon and Delhi-based entre-



preneurs. “In our meetups, we have candid chats about growth hacks, the challenges within the ecosystem and navigating opportunities for expansion.” Rashi Menda, founder of fashion startup Zapyle, credited the founder of a food startup, who declined to be identified, with validating her ideas. “Recently, this founder helped me come up with better ideas for more creative customer acquisition. He was happy to share his numbers and insights, helping me make up my mind to concentrate on the online market,” she said. Menda said Voonik founder Sujayath Ali and Myntra CEO Ananth Narayanan have also given her valuable advice on pushing for success in fashion business. YoStartups’s Sethi says peer-to-peer mentoring is a winner because of its informal nature. “The regular channels of mentoring are much more structured, but when young entrepreneurs connect with each other at networking events, through Whatsapp, or other mediums, they build a strong support system where people give and get back.”



IITs, IIMs & Bennett Univ Look Srinagar’s RISE to Ignite Entrepreneurial Spark Students Shine in CLOCKING A 100% JUMP



Our Bureau



Mumbai/New Delhi: Next month, nine students from Bennett University will head to Babson College for a two-week startup boot camp to learn about entrepreneurship and brainstorm ideas with about 300 other college students from around the world. This partnership with Babson Collaborative and the immersive experience will help strengthen the entrepreneurial culture being developed at Bennett University. About 10% of Bennett students are engaged with The Bennett Hatchery— the on-campus startup incubator that’s part of the Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the university — in various stages of taking their startup ideas forward. The incubator handholds and mentors student startups, providing them business advice and market connects. Students can also apply to get up to `. 10 lakh seed funding for their startup. Leading institutes across the country, including Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs), Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs) and new-age universities such as Bennett are going all out to encourage entrepreneurship among students so that they can create significant economic and social impact at a national and, eventually, global scale. Incubation and entrepreneurship cells, startup boot camps, mentoring, generous



stipends and access to capital are just some of the ways schools are trying to foster an entrepreneurial culture. “In a world filled with uncertainty, we see opportunity – and accordingly we are pushing the limits of creativity and skills in our young students by giving them the building blocks for building a life for themselves,” said Bennett University vice-chancellor Yaj Medury. “Students are able to appreciate the fact that the future rests in the hands of innovators, risk takers and entrepreneurs.” Ajay Batra, director of the entrepreneurship centre, said, “We focus on building students’ entrepreneurial mindsets and mentor them to create world-class commercial or social organizations.” At IIT Madras, The Centre for Innovation’s Student Lab encourages the concept of ‘walk in with an idea, walk out with a product’. The institute recently established a Gopalakrishanan-Deshpande Centre for Innovation and Entrepreneurship that will provide the global thought leadership that will help launch the next generation of solutions from the institute’s labs as well as from among young students. “The Entrepreneurship Cell plays a pivotal role in encouraging and nurturing entrepreneurial aspirations of students right at an undergraduate level,” said IIT Madras director Bhaskar Ramamurthi. The IIT Madras Incubation Cell (IITMIC) has sector-specific



units, such as Rural Technology and Business Incubator (RTBI), the Bio Incubator (BI) and the Healthcare Technology Innovation Centre (HTIC). It has incubated around 120 companies so far. IIT Mandi has had an E-cell for some time now and last year launched Catalyst, a technology business incubator with plans to boost new business startups. IIT Mandi director Timothy A Gonsalves said that, till now, it has incubated several startups by students. Universities and engineering institutes apart, business schools are About 10% of pushing the entrepreneurship agenBennett students are da equally strongly. engaged with IIM Udaipur, for inThe Bennett stance, believes that Hatchery & companies today are at various need an innovator stages of to survive, not just a taking their manager. The instistartup ideas tute has an incubaforward tion centre as well as a dedicated student committee to help budding entrepreneurs. “We allow a special summer entrepreneurship programme, where aspiring entrepreneurs work on their ideas, instead of going for the routine summer placements provided. The college provides a fixed stipend for them to work with,” said Arun Singhal, mentor, incubation centre, IIM Udaipur. Older IIMs like the one at Kozhikode are also keen on entreprene-



urship. IIM Kozhikode has set up a business incubator and entrepreneurship development centre called LIVE--Laboratory for Innovation, Venturing and Entrepreneurship--to support startup enterprises and evangelise entrepreneurship. LIVE supports founder talks, guest speakers and others from the startup ecosystem in order to promote entrepreneurship. It supports campus events organised by student E-cells such as Startosphere–an annual entrepreneur-investor meet and innovation challenge. In addition, there are elective courses on entrepreneurship and new business ventures besides managing innovations, said Keyoor Purani, executive director, IIMK LIVE. Placement holidays are another policy that schools offer. A student willing to start a venture can pursue entrepreneurship with an assurance that after two years, she can participate in on-campus job placement programmes. IIM Kozhikode has such a scheme in place, as does SP Jain Institute of Management and Research (SPJIMR), which offers a deferred placement option with a stipend for two years. “We also provide mentoring, connection with inventors and alumni and assistance with various aspects of the process,” said Ranjan Banerjee, dean, SPJIMR. Students from the institute recently took part in a global entrepreneurship competition in Thailand and finished second.



Engg Entrance For first time, the institute coached two students for admission to US universities [email protected]



New Delhi: Srinagar’s RISE Institute, which coaches students for engineering entrance examinations on the lines of Anand Kumar’s ‘Super 30’ programme in Patna, has seen more than a 100% jump in the number of students qualifying for National Institutes of Technology over last year. This year, 41of its students qualified the Joint Entrance Examination Main compared to 20 last year. One student, Yawar Altaf from Srinagar, qualified JEE Advanced and was also shortlisted for interview for admission to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Last year, four students qualified for JEE Advanced. The institute coached 110 students this year, 40 of them for free and the rest for a nominal fee. For the first time, the institute coached two students for admission to the US universities. “One student got admission to the University of



Washington and Princeton University, and another got qualified to the interview round of MIT,” said RISE co-founder Imbesat Ahmad, who founded the institute along with fellow IIT alumni Mubeen Masudi and Salman Shahid. Students said the frequent blocking of internet access in the Valley owing to the ongoing unrest is a major hurdle. “Not only does the constant turmoil result in missed classes and lectures but the frequent banning of internet forces one to subsist on minimal content available in textbooks,” said Yawar Altaf.



Q&A KALPANA MORPARIA



CEO, JP MORGAN, SOUTH & SOUTHEAST ASIA



‘We are Committed to Promoting Female Talent and Leadership’ About a third of JP Morgan India’s employees are women and the company is consciously trying to increase the proportion every year, said Kalpana Morparia, CEO, JP Morgan, South and Southeast Asia. The American multinational banking and financial services company organised its first external Women’s Leadership Conference in India recently, as a thought leadership platform to debate and find solutions to drive inclusion and gender parity in organisations. In an interview with Sreeradha D Basu, Morparia spoke about the company’s diversity agenda. Edited excerpts:



What is the percentage of women across levels at JP Morgan India? How do these stack up against global numbers? JP Morgan is committed to promoting female talent and female leadership. On a global level, supporting the success of women is a commitment of the firm, with 30% of our top 250 employees being women. In India, women make up 32% of our workforce. There is a conscious effort to better our numbers every year. Tell us about your focused inclusive leadership programme. How do you intend to scale it up further?



gramme’s impact is being felt through the alumni. They are the programme’s ambassadors, who are giving back to the firm by leading or participating in diversity related initiatives sponsored by the council.



Asia Pacific Inclusive Leadership Council Development Programme aims to help our talented, high potential female and local talent at the level of vice-president and executive director develop leadership and networking skills to prepare them for the next stage of their careers. The 12-month programme is a combination of formal training sessions, mentoring, panel discussions and networking events. In this programme, 65% of the participants are women and 70% of the alumni either have an enhanced role or have successfully made an internal mobility. While we continue to enhance the programme content and increase intake year-on-year, the pro-



What other initiatives has JP Morgan taken to increase representation of women in the workforce? Globally we have programmes designed to attract potential employees who have voluntarily left the workforce to focus on personal priorities (e.g. to care for an elderly family member, obtain an advanced degree or raise a family). Candidates have the opportunity to restart careers through intensive programmes that reintroduce and assimilate them back into work through on-the-job responsibilities, learning and development initiatives, and networking. This aside, our Maternity Connect Programme, is a networking platform for expectant and new mothers and is held across all our locations in India. Through the year, we conduct women specific wellness session for our women colleagues. Globally we have launched our Parental Mentoring Programme, which aims to provide resources to support working parents, both women and men.



TimesPro Ties Up with Ajeenkya for Integrated BBA+MBA Course New Delhi: TimesPro, the educational arm of The Times of India Group, is launching an integrated BBA plus MBA dual degree programme in international business in partnership with Ajeenkya DY Patil University. The five-year programme is designed as a fast track for students towards an MBA, right after class XII. “This programme offers a multifaceted view of inter-



national business arena besides equipping students with right tools and framework to take on global challenges,” said Anish Srikrishna, president, Times Centre for Learning Limited. Considering the growing demand for competitive managerial talent and analysing skill gaps, the programme tackles challenges faced by companies with global operations.— Our Bureau
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ETMarkets Beating Volatility
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Oil Consumption Grows Fastest in India I
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*At 10.30pm, After adjusting for import duty, Indian spot gold lower by $ 2.92 to US Comex gold price on Monday. The premium on local gold is due to tight supply following import curbs.
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Re Steady at 64.43, Global Risks Weigh MUMBAI: The rupee failed to hold onto its initial gains and ended flat at 64.43 in a fairly range-bound trade even as impending Brexit talks took centre-stage globally. With the US Fed June interest rate decision out of the way, global unwinding of dollar longs also weighed the rupee opened a tad higher at 64.42 per dollar from weekend’s closing level of 64.43. It gained further ground, but later succumbed to fresh dollar pressure. — PTI
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Mumbai: The stock market is like a boxing ring, says Nilesh Shah, MD, Kotak Mutual Fund. If you enter the ring with the hope that you will not get hurt, then you are never going to win the match, because you will be running away from your opponent and finally the referee will say ‘hell with it’. “So if you are entering the stock market but not willing to take a downside, then please do not enter the market. It is not a place meant for you. First, have the maturity to take a loss, then you can make money,” Shah said in an interview with ETNow. We picked some wisdom and investing tips from the interview verbatim.
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THUMB RULE FOR ENTERING THE STOCK MARKET



You should read the Ramayana, because it is written how to make money. I am sure, all of you have the Ramayana, but you should not read it like the Gujju
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Outperformance of the stock likely to continue as several growth factors are yet to be priced in



ET Intelligence Group: Reliance Industries (RIL), India’s second-biggest company by market value, has so far been a legendary wealth creator. During the current fiscal, it would likely maintain its outperformer billing as several growth streams — telecoms and gas — are yet to be priced in. RIL’s stock has outperformed the Sensex and the BSE Oil and Gas index by 13% and 17%, respectively, in 2017. Several funds increased their allocation to RIL in the past six months after its telecom venture Jio surprised the Street on both parameters of operating excellence — subscriber addition and customer retention. As a result, analysts’ estimate for the operating profit (EBITDA) break-even period for Jio has reduced considerably. The next trigger is the quantum of subscriber addition in the non-4G smartphone market. Jio is planning to launch 4G-enabled feature phones in the second quarter of FY18, and it would likely be launched below `2,000. This will help the company tap nearly 30% of mobile data users, giving the company an aggressive revenue position at the bottom of the pyramid. At the end of April 2017, Reliance Jio reported 112.6 million subscribers, compared with 108 million in March 2017. It reported 72 million Prime subscribers at the end of March 2017. In addition to this, the broadband market could be another driver for Jio. The company is already test marketing free promotional offers, with 100GB/ month and 100 Mbps speed. This segment
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typically offers more stable and sticky income in the longer term if the company is able to grab market share with its aggressive pricing strategy. Analysts are ascribing the value of `150280 per share for Jio. This is likely to be revised upward if the company’s strategy on expanding its target market lives up to expectations. Separately, RIL’s upstream energy projects are back in focus after expansion of the partnership with BP. RIL and BP announced fresh capex of $6 billion toward the phased development of deepwater gas discoveries in the KG-D6 block such as R-series, satellite fields, and MJ-1. Contracts for the development of R-series (D-34) are expected to be awarded this year, while Field Development Plan for the satellite fields and MJ-1 (D-55) will be submitted by the end of this year. The total resource potential is estimated at 3 trillion cubic feet with gas production potential of 30-35 mmscmd, starting from 2020. The Street is pricing in around 2TCF and peak production of 20-21 mmscmd, making up as much as `35 per share in the total valuation of the company. There are two ways this value could go up. One, higher production compared with the Street’s previous forecast. Two, the possibility that gas produced from the above fields would be eligible for the deepwater pricing formula, which is currently at $6.1 per mmbtu, compared with $2.7 mmbtu for the output from old fields.



bhai. In Ramayana, which was the richer city, Lanka or Ayodhya? It was Lanka; it was gold-plated. How did Lankans become so rich? Because they invested like Kumbhkaran; they invested and slept for 14 years. That is why they became rich. There, Ramayana has given you a solution.



Today the mutual fund industry has reached a level where all of us have worked together to create a long-term investment culture. I will give you an example. I went to RPG House office and there was a watchman who was looking at me and I could sense that he was looking at me. But I ignored him to move forward, meet the CFO and came down and then this guy said you are the person who comes on TV. Now when a watchman says he has started an SIP, then I have done something in life.



STOCKS THAT HAVE FALLEN 99%



In life, you always get an opportunity to score. Let’s take the example of a cricket match. Did Sachin Tendulkar become Sachin Tendulkar because he got all the half-volleys to hit for a fours and sixes? Of course, not. He got opponents who were throwing bouncers at
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These Triggers may Accelerate RIL’s Rally on the Bourses



True, Lanka jal gaya tha, but when? When you went and picked that stocks that were leveraged, when you went with a bad promoter, when you went into a bad industry. Now, if you are hell-bent on losing money, then even god cannot help you.
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Ramayana Shows How to Be a Successful Investor ETMarkets.com
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him to kill him; they would have loved to injure him, but Tendulkar survived those bouncers and that is why he became Tendulkar. So if you think in the pitch of life or stock market you are only going to get half-volleys and you will hit them for fours and sixes, that is never going to happen. You are going to get bouncers. Which is why I said, if you cannot be Eklavya, you should stay with mutual funds.



Go and attend any good company’s AGM, and you will rarely find a person coming and congratulating the company top brass for the stock performance. The amount of wealth created by the good companies in India over the past 25 years is mind boggling. I will show you the example of Infosys versus Mastek, 4,25,000% return, it is not a small number.



WATCH THE SENSEX DAILY OR DO SIP AND SIT?
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‘We Have Around 99% of Lending Book as Secured’ Q&A with AU Small Finance Bank’s Sanjay Agarwal
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SURPASSES CHINA TO BECOME LARGEST CONTRIBUTOR TO INCREMENTAL CONSUMPTION IN 2016



ndia has surpassed China to become the largest contributor to incremental oil consumption in 2016, accounting for 21.8% of it, according to BP Statistics. In addition, industrial fuels contributed more to this growth than vehicular fuels, reflecting the shift to more efficient pet coke and away from coal and improving economic activity. India’s oil consumption grew 8.3% to 212.7 million tonnes in 2016 compared with global growth of 1.5%, making it the third-largest oil consuming nation in the world after overtaking Japan in the previous year, accounting for nearly 4.8% of total consumption. Between 2005 and 2015, India’s oil consumption grew 4.9% while global growth was 1%. “India could very well be the biggest contributor of incremental oil demand growth for the next few years, led by its strong economic growth,” said Vandana Hari of Vandainsight in Singapore. “It could overtake China as the country adding the most to global oil demand in absolute terms despite a much smaller base because, just as India’s consumption is rising strongly, Chinese demand is cooling off.” The composition of Indian growth is unique as it’s due to 8-22% growth in liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), aviation turbine fuel (ATF), petroleum coke and fuel oil unlike gasoline and diesel being key growth drivers in other countries. In the long term, the increasing focus on renewable energy may play a critical role in deciding India’s dependence on conventional fuel. “Linearity with GDP growth and oil consumption may not continue given the Indian government’s focus on electric vehicles,” said Hari. —Ashutosh Shyam/ETIG
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Pune Raises `200 crore Via Municipal Bonds MUMBAI: Pune Municipal Corporation (PMC) has raised `200 crore for the smart city project by issuing municipal bonds, becoming the first local body in the country in nearly oneand-a-half decades to issue the instrument. The bond sale, handled by SBI Capital Markets, was oversubscribed six times. The bonds, rated AA+, one of the top ratings, offered 7.59%, about 30-40 basis points more than bonds sold by state governments. “We have shown resolution and financial strength,” said PMC commissioner Kunal Kumar. “We have chalked out a 30-year plan to increase our tariffs, a source for revenue. We have also obtained political support for the plan,” he said. “This successful fund-raising should encourage other local bodies also to hit the markets soon.” — Saikat Das



Lanco’s First from ‘Blacklist’ to Face Bankruptcy Action IDBI Bank to recover its dues by taking the resolution to insolvency courts [email protected]



Mumbai: Lanco Infratech, the power and roads builder, became the first company to face bankruptcy proceedings among the dozen identified by the regulator as IDBI Bank has decided to recover its dues by taking the resolution to insolvency courts, said a person familiar with the matter. The bank has fund based exposure of `7,799 crore and non-fund based exposure of `3,349 crore as on March 2016, while the overall dues from the company are more than `17,000 crore even as the company’s market capitalisation is just a fraction of it. Lanco Infratech, Amtek Auto, Alok Industries and Bhushan Steel, which were trading like penny stocks, tumbled further as investors are factoring in no equity value in the dozen companies identified by the Reserve Bank of India to be taken to bankruptcy courts. Power and road producer Lanco Infra tumbled to limit, or 20%, and Amtek Auto which is not in the current list but is hanging precariously, also crashed 20% to `1.80 and `23.45, respectively, a share as investors fret that after reorganising debt and new equity investments, the current value of shares may be nothing. Banks led by IDBI Bank has initiated insolvency proceeding against Lanco Infratech, the first among the 12 stressed accounts that were identified by the RBI after they were empowered to direct banks to take action against defaulting borrowers. The company controlled by a for-



mer Congress party Parliamentarian owes banks `18,000 crore and its market value is at `613 crore. Alok which owes `13,000 crore is valued at `325 crore and its promoter holdings has fallen to 29% from 33% two quarters ago, BSE filings show. “For the next six months, lenders and the promoters will be on their toes to arrive at an amicable resolution,” said a bank official from SBI who did not want to be named. “The joint lenders forum will be meeting regularly to arrive at consensus among lenders before approaching the NCLT,” he added. Investors who have been trading in these stocks for years hoping that there could be a restructuring of loans and existing shareholders would benefit are losing hope. With the RBI mandating bankruptcy proceedings, many believe that new set of investors would have to invest equity and existing ones will be wiped out even if promoters managed to hang on by bringing in more funds. Meanwhile, shares of Jyoti Structures, which is one of the 12 accounts identified by RBI, hit the upper circuit as it rose 20% to `11.76 a share. Among others, Alok Industries was down 10% while Monnet Ispat was down 13%.
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What to Buy, Sell and Hold



Manpasand Beverages 940 Price on BSE (`)
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„ Kotak Institutional Equities has a reduce rating on Manpasand Beverages with a target price of `700. The brokerage said the company reported a healthy quarter overall albeit EBITDA/PAT were below its estimates. It said overall, FY17 was in line with company guidance and both Mango Sip and Fruits Up posted robust growth. It said the company’s scale-up plans are on track, but rich valuations keep it cautious. The stock rose 1.51% to `795.00 on Monday. „ Sbicap Securities has a buy on GAIL India with a target price of `446. The brokerage said it expects earnings per share to grow at a CAGR of 24% over FY18-19 owing to strengthening fundamentals like volume and higher tariff in gas transmission, volume growth and normalising margins in petrochemicals and higher volume in LPG. The stock rose 0.75% to `380.70 on Monday. „ Elara Capital has a buy on Gujarat Gas with a target price of `989. The brokerage believes the company will benefit from the removal of ban on the new chemical plant in the VapiValsad-Ankleshwar region, and also due to the rising gas demand from the tiles industry. The company would also benefit in its city gas distribution business. The stock rose 0.80% to `804.00 on Monday. „ IDFC Securities has a outperformer on Persistent Systems with a target price of `750. The brokerage said it upgraded the company given better growth visibility from its IBM partnership, new partnership channels, and strong deal pipeline in IoT. It said Persistent currently trades at reasonable valuations. The stock rose 2.03% to `680.00 on Monday.



Smallcap Mantra Prabhat Dairy CMP (`) 1-M Return (%) 52-week H/L FY17E PE (x)



123.40 1.36 150/76.80 24.7



Prabhat Dairy is engaged in the business of procurement, processing and sale of milk and milk products. With increasing urbanisation, growing health consciousness coupled with higher discretionary income, and shift in demand to the organised market, Prabhat is well positioned to leverage this opportunity. We believe that with improving capacity utilisation and initiatives to expand the distribution and procurement network, Prabhat is all set to take off. We estimate the revenue and adjusted PAT to grow at a CAGR of 14.3% and 45.1%, respectively, in FY17-19E with an operating margin of 10% in FY19E. Earnings visibility and improving return ratios provide comfort. We have a buy rating on the stock with a target price of `140. By ICICIdirect.com
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Day Trading Guide



FUND REVIEW DSP BlackRock Focus 25 Fund



The formation of lower high lower low on weekly scale for the first time in seven weeks indicates a pause in upward momentum and opens the floor for a round of consolidation going forward. We expect the Nifty to consolidate with a positive bias between the broad range of 9500 and 9750 in coming weeks while stock specific activity will remain in focus.



Tracking Growth Stories Pays Off In times when markets are seeing uninterrupted liquidity in absence of clear trend in earnings growth, DSP BlackRock Focus 25 Fund with its focused investments in large-sized companies provides good scope for better returns. The scheme’s fund managers Harish Zaveri and Jay Kothari invest close to 80% of the portfolio money in large-sized companies, which are high conviction bets. Being large-sized companies, they distinguish themselves by their long-established brands, relatively better balance sheets, high adherence to corporate governance, dominant market share and most important, their ability to generate superior earnings growth. In essence, the fund managers focus on growth stories in large-sized companies and tweak their portfolios as and when favourable developments transpire in this space. During the past three-year and five-year periods, the fund delivered 15.8% and 18.5% returns respectively, as compared to its benchmark S&P BSE 200, which has given 10% and 15% returns respectively. In the past six months, the fund managers have added diversified companies in its portfolio, which are placed reasonably well in their respective sectors. A few prominent companies which the fund managers enhanced exposure in the portfolio in the past six months are ITC, Lupin, Shree Cement, Yes Bank, Sun Pharmaceutical and Bharat Petroleum Corporation.



PORTFOLIO CHANGE (PAST 6 MONTHS) New Entrants



Complete Exits



Increase in Allocation



Coromandel International



Axis Bank



ITC



Finolex Industries



Cadila Healthcare



Lupin



Larsen & Toubro



Reliance Industries



Shree Cement



RETURNS (in %) CAGR RETURN



SIP CAGR RETURN



1 Year



20.48



18.36



26.71



3 Year



15.45



13.76



20.27



5 Year



18.87



18.68



31.14



3-YEAR 5-YEAR



ICICI Prudential Focused Bluechip Equity 28.61



19.09 14.88



Invesco India Business Leaders Fund



20.49



18.93 14.16



Invesco India Dynamic Equity Fund



22.99



15.91 15.85



Nifty Forms a ‘White Candle’, Rally May Go On



[email protected]



free dividend and wanting regular cash flows into these funds. “There are a lot of first time investors coming to mutual funds from traditional savings products such as fixed deposits and small savings products. Such investors are asked to make a beginning using balanced funds,” said Gajendra Kothari, MD and CEO, Etica Capital. Given that the Sensex is trading at a PE of 24, a premium of 20% to its 10year average PE of 20.08, wealth man-



[email protected]



549



BUY TARGET



168



104



`



AMIT GUPTA Head-Derivatives



Buy Castrol India June 420 Call CMP ` 5.5



TARGET `11.0



STOP LOSS `2.5



RATIONALE: a) Short covering is expected in Castrol from the major support of 400. Near 32% shorts were formed when it fell from 450 to 400 recently. b) The highest Call base is at 420 where the increase of short additions has reduced ofﬂate.



ETMarkets.com: The Nifty50 index reclaimed the psychologically important 9,600 level on Monday and formed a white candle on the daily charts after forming red candles for five consecutive sessions. The index negated the formation of lower tops and lower bottoms and saw an breakout on the upside from its falling channel on the hourly charts. Before closing 69.50 points, or 0.72%, higher at 9,657, the index opened at 9,626 and touched an intraday high and low of 9,673 and 9,614, respectively. Milan Vaishnav, CMT, Consultant Technical Analyst, Gemstone Equity Research, said: “A white candle emerged, which closely resembled a ‘Rising Star’. This is a gap-like formation. It implies that the upward move will continue though it requires confirmation on the following day.” Chandan Taparia, Derivatives & Technical Analyst, Motilal Oswal Financial Services said, “Now, Nifty has to continue to hold above the 9,620 level to witness an upward move towards its lifetime high of 9,709 and 9,750 levels, while on the downside supports are seen at 9,580 and 9,550 levels.”



agers reckon that the balanced fund category where investors can stagger their investments, is a better way to enter the markets and will also shield investors in case there’s a correction. Bank deposit rates are falling, performance from real estate and gold have been poor, and past returns from the balanced fund category is good, which has driven investors to such funds, point out distributors. “A lot of investors want to increase their allocation to equities. Balanced funds, with a lower allocation to equity are a better bet for such investors,” said Anup Bhaiya, MD, Money Honey Financial Services. Balanced funds invest in a mix of equities and bonds, and allocate a minimum of 65% in equities, and the rest in debt instruments. There are some dynamic funds, which reduce the equity component as valuations edge higher.Investors in the high tax bracket gain as these funds are treated as equity funds from a taxation perspective and the debt component automatically becomes tax-free.



TARGET



TARGET



STOP LOSS X ` 89



F&O Strategy



BUY



BUY



Breakout from major double bottom pattern signals a bullish structural turnaround LAST CLOSE X ` 94



698



`



STOP LOSS X `147



J&K BANK



Tech View



Bull Run, Dividends Fuel Inflows in Balanced Funds



—Sanam Mirchandani



Stock is attracting demand at long-term 200 week EMA and 61.8% retracement of preceding rise LAST CLOSE X `154



TARGET



`



STOP LOSS X ` 488



GUJARAT PIPAVAV



Founder, Ladder7 Financial Advisories



a year amid falling returns from other asset classes



Several stocks are trading at record highs but there are some that have not exactly been market favourites. ET spoke to research heads at various brokerages to know their contrarian picks, which they feel can outperform in the near future:



ZEE LAST CLOSE X ` 509



BUY `



STOP LOSS X ` 608



Base formation above long term rising trendline and 200 day EMA provides buying opportunity



SURESH SADGOPAN,



AUM SURGES over two-fold to cross `1 lakh crore in just



Watch Out for These Stocks Largely Ignored by Mr Market



LAST CLOSE X ` 640



The fund has been able to perform better over time than the category and the chosen index without taking excessive risks. It is a good fit for investors looking for a focused true large cap fund, which has been a consistent performer. Given its strong performance in the past three- and five-year periods, retail investors can consider investing in the scheme.



—Rajesh Naidu/ET Intelligence Group



Mumbai: Balanced funds which invest in a mix of equity and bonds are attracting investors, leading to surging assets. Data from the Association of Mutual Funds (AMFI) shows that assets under management of this category have soared to `1,02,000 crore from `42,695 crore only a year back. “Many balanced funds have been paying consistent monthly/quarterly dividends to investors, attracting many investors,” said Vishal Dhawan, chief financial planner, Plan Ahead Wealth Advisors. With markets rising further, this trend of paying dividends is only increasing. Funds such as HDFC Prudence, ICICI Balanced, UTI Balanced, DSP BlackRock Balanced are some which have been paying monthly dividend, while HDFC Balanced, Birla Balance and SBI Balanced have been paying dividend quarterly. This has attracted money from investors looking to earn tax-



The stock remains in a secular uptrend consistently forming rising peaks and troughs



Source: Accord Fintech, Compiled by ETIG Database



Expert Take



Head-Technical



GODREJ INDUSTRIES



RETURNS PEER COMPARISON (in %) 1-YEAR



DHARMESH SHAH



Tech Picks



DIVERSIFIED-MULTICAPAVG ANNUALISED RETURN



PERIOD



ICICI Direct



OPTIONS



Buy Hero MotoCorp CMP `3,825



TARGET `3,980



STOP LOSS `3,750



RATIONALE: a) Hero MotoCorp is in a good short covering trend and has seen closure of 42% open interest in the last few series. b) It has been consolidating above September 2016 levels of 3700 and is trying to form a base above these levels. Looking at the addition of fresh long positions of 12% in the current series, it seems the stock could see further upsides.



Fx Technical



AMIT GUPTA Head-Derivatives



Sell USD/INR at ` 64.70 – 64.80 Target: ` 64.20 Stop loss: ` 65.20



RATIONALE: ë)DOOLQ4FXUUHQWDFFRXQWGHILFLW&$' WRDSSUR[ billion is positive for rupee ë'RPHVWLFPDUNHWVKDYHVHHQWRWDOLQIORZVRIRYHUELO lion till date in June, Higher inflows are positive for rupee



RESISTANCE SUPPORT



64.65 64.35



64.85 64.20



AK PRABHAKAR



DHANANJAY SINHA



Head of research, IDBI Capital



Head of research, Emkay Global Financial Services



65.20 64.00



Manappuram Finance



M&M Financial Services



Emami



Aurobindo Pharma



CMP: ` 94.35 YTD Change (%): 40.3



CMP: `349.80 YTD Change (%): 29.5



CMP: `1,116.10 YTD Change (%): 16.7



CMP: `655.25 YTD Change (%): -2.0



The market is not giving the right valuation to the business. It is one of the two gold finance companies with a panIndia presence. It is trading at 2.5 times book value, which is attractive. The stock can give 20-25% return in one year.



The company has gone through NPA stress but it can perform well going ahead as monsoon is expected to be good, collateral has started to improve at the ground level. We believe the stock can deliver 20-25% return in a year.



In general, institutional investors are underweight the consumer sector relative to the Nifty. We believe Emami is a good rural play and can cross `1,200-level. We see an upside for fast moving consumer goods space in the next three years.



Pharma sector has been coming off and we expect some more let down there but within the sector we like Aurobindo Pharma as its US generic launch visibility is good. The growth dynamics are good so it should continue to hold up.



AMAR AMBANI



PANKAJ PANDEY



Head of research, IIFL Wealth



Head of research, ICICIdirect



Reliance Industries



ICICI Bank



EIH



Wabco India



CMP: `1,409.15 YTD Change (%): 30.5



CMP: `320.6 YTD Change (%): 25.6



CMP: `128.8 YTD Change (%): 35.6



CMP: `5,678.35 YTD Change (%): 9



The stock has been largely ignored except in the last 6-8 months. It is largely underowned by MFs and bare minimum value for Jio is being factored in. Incremental subscriber additions are strong. I expect the stock to touch `2,000 levels.



As NPA resolution starts with RBI fast-tracking the process and private sector capex recovers, ICICI Bank should benefit. Also, there is little margin of safety in other private banks. ICICI Bank can give 25-30% return in a year.



EIH doesn’t have a balance sheet issue. We expect its financials to improve after one year as its Delhi property is under renovation. Post that improvement in ARRs and occupancy rates in the industry would help it deliver strong earnings.



By April 2020, BS-VI norms will be implemented so content per vehicle should go up and that should benefit Wabco. The stock appears attractive given the interesting opportunity it could cater to.
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Q&A



EVENT-DRIVEN TRADES PROSPER



Hedge Fund Revival Quickens



SANJAY AGARWAL Managing Director, AU Small Finance Bank



‘We Have Around 99% of Lending Book as Secured’



Bloomberg



J



New York: Hedge funds betting on takeovers and company re-organisations are once again attracting investment in Europe amid the continent’s best start to a year for deal-making since 2014. Kite Lake Capital Management almost doubled client assets this year, while Everett Capital Advisors nearly tripled its funds since launching in January 2016. The money overseen by Melqart Asset Management has grown 12fold since the firm started less than two years ago. The three event-driven funds have $1.5 billion in combined assets and invest across Europe, where an increasingly buoyant economy and record-low interest rates are boosting deal-making. Their resurgence is part of a comeback effort by a hedgefund industry that’s only now starting to recover from a wave of investor redemptions and years of disappointing returns. “We like event-driven because there are lots of opportunities for them,” said Philippe Ferreira, a strategist at Paris-based Lyxor Asset Management, which oversees $135 billion and is looking to increase its exposure to the strategy. “Strong M&A volumes are rather good for merger arbitrage. They also have increased exposures to financials, which benefit from monetary policy normalisation.” Event-driven funds handed investors a return of about 10% last year, more than twice the gain in the industry as a whole, and another 4% in the first five months of 2017, data from Hedge Fund Research Inc show. While the strategy continued to make money by betting on company re-organisations and share repurchases, investors were put off in recent years by the collapse of several high-profile mergers and acquisitions. Deals worth $3.6 trillion were terminated or withdrawn from 2014 through 2016, including Pfizer Inc’s attempted $160 billion merger with Allergan Plc last year. Billionaire John Paulson’s event-driven hedge fund posted a 14% loss following the collapse of Shire Plc’s tie-up with fellow drugmaker AbbVie Inc in 2014. “Previous years had been difficult because of some significant deal breaks,” said Karim Leguel of JPMorgan Alter native Asset Management.



aipur-based AU Small Finance Bank is all set to hit the equities market on June 28 with an public issue closing on June 30. The third small finance bank (SFB) to get listed after Equitas and Ujjivan Small Finance Banks, AU is planning to raise `1,900 crore to give partial exit to its existing set of investors. This includes the likes of Redwood Investments, Kedaara Capital, Labh Investments, International Finance Corporation, Ourea Holdings. The bank which started operations two months ago already has about 300 branches, 3 lakh customers and six loan products across categories. It has `10,734 crore of assets under management and reported a profit of `326 crore last year. Its managing director Sanjay Agarwal spoke to Pratik Bhakta and explained the business model and the road ahead for the new bank. Edited excerpts:



ON SMALL FINANCE BANKS



So can we say that you understand the ‘business’ well? Our strong points lie in our good understanding of others’ business, on why the customer needs money and how he will repay. Evaluation is very difficult because data is not available in India. In such cases you need your own experience, own data points from previous customers. What is your geographical presence in the country? We are present in 300 locations across 10 states mainly in the north, central and the west, including Rajasthan, Gujarat, National Capital Region, Chhattisgarh among others.



How much do you wish to raise through the IPO and how will it affect the shareholding of your company? We want to raise around `1,900 crore. Our current foreign share holding is around 46% by virtue of this IPO it will go down to 38 to 39%.



A lot of banks are eyeing the opportunities in the rural lending business. How big a threat do you consider them to you? It is not only about the opportunity, it is about execution. I don’t think it is so easy to come into these markets especially for full service commercial banks. There are challenges in terms of profile of customers, data, geographical limitations. We cannot say that a model that works in Mumbai will work 100kms away from the city as well. COMPANY PHOTO



How are you placed against the other small finance banks who hit the equities market last year? There are two major points of difference, the others are all micro finance led SFBs and we are an asset-based SFB. We have been doing product based lending over the last 20 years. Hence right from the beginning we will be able to offer all the credit products to our customers over the shelf just like any commercial bank. Secondly, we have been active around smaller towns and cities and lending to people for small commercial vehicles, small housing loan or a business loan, we know those markets very well. How did your business shape up as an NBFC? Our cost of borrowing was high and we could not lend to people who are already working with the banks. So we had to reach out to the people with a higher risk. Over the last 20 years we have built good assets, good distribution and also lower NPAs. Over the last few years we have grown by around 30% and our profit has also gone up by a similar range. NPA has historically been in the range of around 2% which is



ON LENDING



We have lent for mostly productive assets. Our understanding is that customers will use our loan money to earn something from that



great as per industry standards. What have you done exceptionally well that your NPAs are so low? We have around 99% of our lending book as secured and have lent for mostly productive assets. Our understanding is that customers will use our loan money to earn something from that, we mostly do not do consumption loans. We are going after the selfemployed and we believe that they will make some money from their enterprises and eventually repay.



ON ASSET ALLOCATION



XX From ET Markets Page 1



So long-term wealth is created by longterm investment and we are lucky to be born in this era. In my career, I have seen India grow 10 times from $200 billion to $2 trillion. I do not think there will be generations like mine who will see 10-times growth in a country. IMPORTANCE OF REGULAR INVESTMENT



First is the acceptance of the fact that you do not know where the market will go. So, the moment you realise that, you get the benefit of regular investment. All of us do regular investment for our physical health, we take breakfast, we take lunch, we take dinner. I have not seen a person who eats for seven days at one go and then uses his



You need to create an ideal balance of real estate, gold and other commodities, fixed income and equities time for the next seven days for productive activity. So what you do for physical health, you have to do for your financial health; you have to have your breakfast investment, lunch investment, dinner investment. Now do not confuse that with day trading, I am talking about monthly SIPs. IMPORTANCE OF ASSET ALLOCATION



Asset allocation is basically the skill of creating a balanced diet. And you know



G CHOKKALINGAM MD, Equinomics Research & Advisory



I would like to invest in Glenmark Pharma. Is it the right time or should I wait for further fall? —R K GUPTA



Yes, but start investing in phases as this so-called defensive sector failed to be defensive in nature in the stock market due to aggressive regulatory practices from the US FDA. However, most of the quality large-cap pharma stocks have almost bottomed out in my view. I am holding 15,000 shares of Aksh Optifibre at `23 and 800 shares of Jindal Steel at `128. Please advise. —MANOJ GUPTA



Sell Aksh Optifibre if stock moves



GLOBAL BOND FUNDS slowly returning after they cut holdings to the lowest since the financial crisis in 2015



Funds with $14 tn Have More Room for EM Bonds



Others are all micro finance led SFBs, but we are an asset-based SFB. We have been doing product based lending for the last 20 years



Will you be able to design cheap lending products for this category of customers who are thought to be riskier? We believe that for our type of business we should target the Net Interest Margins, I believe, now that the RBI has given us a banking licence, the cost of funds will go down, we might get refinance money from good institutions and that will help us to reduce the cost of lending. I believe that people in this country need credit, to make credit accessible to them should be the first priority and then we should think of cheaper credit. Credit should be on time, seamlessly accessible and without any hidden costs.



Ramayana Shows How to be A Successful Investor
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if you see our culture, our home food, home thaali has a balanced diet. It has daal, roti, chawal subzi and some people like desserts and some people make



dessert main food like gujju bhais but that is what we do to physical health, a right mix of protein, carbohydrates and other things put together it gives you taste as well as health. The same applies to the asset allocation in investment. You need some equity which will create growth; you need some fixed income which creates stability; you need some gold which gives you hedge against something going wrong in the country and giving global currency return; you need some real estate because that is also an asset class, which can give you stable return. So create an ideal balance of real estate, gold and other commodities, fixed income and equities and that will ensure that you are consistently making money, you can ride the volatility of the market and that creates wealth.



Every week, an expert selected by ET answers queries from our readers on investments in stocks



near your purchase price — company has posted substantial degrowth in profits for the whole of FY17; secondly, its balance sheet doesn’t give much optimism as inventories, receivables and loans & advances together account for 78% of annual sales at consolidated levels.Hold JSPL as some further 5% to 10% upside is possible. JSPL has already reduced losses significantly in FY2017 and if steel outlook remains favourable, the stock may rise by another 5%. I have IFCI around `30. Now I want to add more at current price.Kindly let me know if this is ok to hold for 3-5 years’ time? — K RAM KUMAR



I am not comfortable in suggesting adding more of IFCI as it is making losses and also posting solid degrowth in income from operations. You may hold it and try to offload if you get your principal back. I have 250 shares of NTPC at `213, 150 Vijaya Bank at `104, 250 Coal India at



`332. Kindly advise whether to sell these stocks at a loss or wait for some more time. —VANI R



Hold NTPC for another 10% upside, based on its current earnings and book value. Though long-term prospect for coal business is quite pessimistic as cost of renewable sources of energy has crashed, hold it for the short term – it is likely to reward shareholders with another special dividend as it holds cash of about `50 per share. Replace Vijaya Bank with IDFC Bank – while Vijaya Bank trades at price to adjusted book value of 2.4x and has a Net NPA of 4.36%,



IDFC Bank has much better asset quality and also trades cheaper in terms of valuation. I am holding Asian Paints, Eicher Motors. My broker insists to sell part of these holdings to book a profit. Please suggest. —HEMANT KELUSKAR



It makes sense to realise profits as Asian Paint is trading at stretched valuation of over 47 times current year earnings and Eicher Motor trades beyond its target price of around `27,000. Last year I bought 100 shares of TV Vision and SriAdhikari Bros at Rs.300. Please Advice on buy, hold or sell. — MANISH ASHAR



Valuations for both companies are surprising, over 100 PE on FY2017 earnings. Sell them. Please send your queries on Stocks to [email protected]; Mutual Funds to [email protected] Tax to [email protected] Insurance to [email protected] Realty to [email protected]



Bonds of developing nations have become the darlings of investors in 2017 after the US Federal Reserve signaled it will raise interest rates only gradually, boosting the appeal of higher-yielding assets Emerging market currencies could strengthen so much that they undermine export competitiveness, prompting counteraction from policy makers



Bloomberg



Bloomberg: For an idea of how much further the bull run in emerging-market bonds can go, take a look at where the world’s biggest money managers are invested. Global bond funds overseeing $13.7 trillion have been slowly returning to the asset class after they cut holdings to the lowest level since the financial crisis during the 2015 oil crash, according to data from the Institute of International Finance. But their allocations, at about 11%, are still some way off the almost 14% peak reached in 2013. A return to that level would unleash $350 billion of new inflows. Morgan Stanley and JPMorgan Asset Management say conditions are right for the floodgates to open. “People have been picking up allocations over the past year or so, but there’s more to go,” said London-based Iain Stealey, who manages JPMorgan’s $4.1 billion Global Bond Opportunities Fund, which has doubled allocations to emerging markets in the past year to 20%. “The fundamental picture has shifted a lot and we’re much happier owning emerging-market risk than we were 18 months ago.” The bonds of developing nations have become the darlings of investors in 2017 after the US Federal Reserve signaled it will raise interest rates only gradually, boosting the appeal of higher-yielding assets. The economic backdrop has also improved, with oil-exporting nations from Russia to Brazil returning to growth for the first time since the energy slump in 2014-15. Still, while many have exited



recession, fixed their balance sheets and survived the slump in commodities prices, emergingmarket borrowers will see refinancing costs rise with higher US rates. Meanwhile their own currencies could strengthen so much that they undermine export competitiveness, prompting counter-action from policy makers. But for now those risks aren’t holding back a wave of $38.6 billion of new investments to emerging-market funds in 20 straight weeks of inflows, according to Bank of America Merrill Lynch research citing EPFR Global data. The surge in demand has pushed average yields on emerging-market sovereign dollar bonds down to 4.48%, close to the lowest level in seven months. That’s still 362 basis points more than an investor can earn on equivalent government bonds in developed countries, according to Bloomberg index data. Developing countries got a bad reputation among global investors during the oil rout because it was unclear how the big energy producers would respond to the shock, according to Gordian Kemen, a strategist at Morgan Stanley in New York. Confidence has been restored now that most of the major exporting countries have adjusted to lower prices, Kemen said. Morgan Stanley recommends buying corporate credits in commodity producing-nations Arg entina, Indonesia and Russia among its top cross-asset trade ideas for the second half of the year. “There’s fundamental evidence that the imbalances have been repaired,” Kemen said. “We don’t see a lot of downside from here.”
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12  Finance & Commodities Tweet of the Day



Yellen’s raising rates into weakness. She’s swimming upstream; will need a fish ladder soon. Get ready for a recession; same blunder as 1937



Quarts & Ounces Dry Dates-Rangat New - DELHI (In ` per Quintal) 15000 14000 13000 12000 11000
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MOODY’S REPORT Strict deadlines set for resolution may force some companies into liquidation and raise banks’ capital needs



Jim Rickards @JamesGRickards
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June 19, 2017



Bad Loans Solution not so Easy Under New Code [email protected]



Mumbai: Resolution of bad loans under the new Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC) will be limited because of strict timelines for resolution, which may force some companies into liquidation and increase banks’ capital requirements, global credit rating agency Moody’s said. High provisioning for banks will negatively affect banks’ profitability over the next year if they need to take large write-downs relative to their existing loan-loss reserves for those assets, Moody’s stated in a report. “This will also accentuate the capital needs of weaker public



Moody’s Findings



O



O



Resolution of bad loans under insolvency law may increase banks’ capital requirements



O



High provisioning for banks will negatively affect banks’ profitability



sector banks, which may require large capital infusion from the Indian government. We expect that the negative effect will be somewhat manageable for rated private sector banks, given their strong profitability and capitalisation,” it said. The IBC, which came into effect last year, proposes a timeline of 6-9 months to deal with ap-



O O



plications for resolving cases of insolvency. During this period, the management of the Negative effect may be manageable for rated private sector banks distressed firm or debtor could be placed in Firms’ control will shift to the hands of a resoluinsolvency professionals tion professional — a new class of professionals equipped to deal with such cases, which would be supervised by the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India, the newly-established regulator to reorganise insolvency laws in India. Moody’s said the effectiveness under IBC will be limited because This will accentuate capital needs of weaker public sector banks



once a resolution is initiated, control of the company shifts from existing management to insolvency professionals, though the management team in some cases will continue to play a role in preserving day-to-day operations. The Moody’s report comes in wake of a Reserve Bank of India notification on Tuesday, which said all accounts with fund and non-fund based outstanding amount greater than `5,000 crore, with 60% or more classified as non-performing by banks as of March 31, 2016, will be referred for a resolution under IBC. Twelve accounts totalling about 25% of the current gross NPAs of banks would qualify for immediate reference under IBC.



Copper up on Buoyant China Property Prices London copper climbed after China’s property market remained robust in May, but analysts expected prices to stay trapped in a range over the quiet northern hemisphere summer
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Edible Oil



EYE ON TARGET They may have to buy these loans from local lenders, NBFCs
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Foreign Bankers Rush for ‘Priority’ Tag on Loans [email protected]



`665 BILLION



AGRICULTURAL LOAN WAIVERS ANNOUNCED BY UTTAR PRADESH AND MAHARASHTRA SINCE APRIL



Did You Know?



AIIB: A Chinese Alternative to IMF, World Bank & ADB Since the end of World War II, the US, Western Europe and Japan have controlled much of the business of loaning money to poor countries to help them build public works and strengthen weak economies. These loans, made through the World Bank, International Monetary Fund and Asian Development Bank, often came with demands for strict economic, ethical and environmental behaviour. Now there’s a new player: China. It’s created the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) — the first major multilateral development bank in a generation — to offer loans for transportation, energy and communications projects. The US tried to talk its friends out of joining the AIIB, questioning its governance and concern for the environment and human rights. — Bloomberg



Priority Lending



Mumbai: The three largest foreign banks in India –– Standard Chartered, Citibank and HSBC –– are bracing up to meet the Reserve Bank of India’s 40% lending target to the so-called priority sector which will be made mandatory at the end of this fiscal. All three banks, which have 20 or more branches, have to lend 40% of their net credit to agriculture, micro enterprises and weaker sections of the population on par with local banks, according to RBI norms released in 2013. But chances are that foreign banks will depend on buying these loans from local lenders and non-banking finance companies to meet their target. “All three banks have built teams to achieve this target but they may be 20% to 30% short. We may have to depend on priority sector lending certificates (PSLCs) from banks which have surplus of these loans to make up the target,” said a senior foreign banker. Export credit, which has been classified as priority sector so far, will cease to be within the ambit of that sector. This may force these banks to pay a premium to local lenders to buy their loans. Under the PSLC mechanism, the seller sells fulfilment of priority sector obligation and the buyer buys the obligation with no transfer of risk or loan assets. Prakash Subramanian, head for strategy, process and gover nance at Standard Chartered, said over the years his bank has invested in building skillsets, product capability and expertise in these categories which will hold it in



What’s mandatory:



40% lending For agriculture: 18% For small farmers: 8% For micro enterprises: 7.5%



good stead. “We have started lending to agri and food processors. Over the next few years, we will continue to invest in skills, technology and infrastructure to build portfolio in the agri segment. The bank has also been lending to MFI institutions for onward lending to weaker sections of the society. In case the regulator permits co-origination, this will also help us to strengthen our position by working with partners who have a deep expertise in this sector,” Subramanian said. Citibank did not reply to an email seeking comment. In an email re ply, Stuar t Milne, CEO, HSBC India, said “HSBC has consistently met its regulatory oblig ations and intends to continue to do so in all respects.” Of the 40% lending to the priority sector, 18% has be to agriculture, within which there are sub limits like 8% lending to small and marginal famers which the RBI will review for foreign banks this year. There is also a 7.5% limit for micro enterprises which could also be reviewed this year.



DBS Bank Sees Surge in Debt Cap Market Deals [email protected]



Mumbai: Singapore-based DBS Bank, known for its mobile-only customer accounts, is now extending its reach to debt capital market or DCM, helping Indian companies raise money overseas. In the past one year, the bank, which had limited participation in dollar-bond sales, has arranged a large number of bond deals worth about $3-4 billion, raised by domestic companies in the offshore market. The surge is quite significant given that DCB Bank was always billed as “not-so-active” in debt capital market. “We are strengthening our debt capital market platform,” said Niraj Mittal, managing director and head of institutional banking, DBS Bank India. “We have been actively participating in overseas bond issuances by Indian companies since the past one year. We aim to ramp it up as we see big potential here in the backdrop of some of



Growth Plan $3-4b Bond deals DBS Bank has arranged in the past one year



$8-10b The bank expects to grow its offshore book during next 12 month-period the other foreign players shrinking their footprint.” “We expect to grow our offshore book to upwards of $8-10 billion (during the 12 month-period),” he said. Some of issuances where DBS helped include Adani Transmission, Jubilant Pharma, Motherson Sumi, Glenmark Pharma, ONGC Videsh, Bharat Petroleum and OIL India running into millions of dollars each sale. DBS Bank aspires to be among



This was after Cairn Energy lost an appeal in the income tax appellate tribunal (ITAT) against the levy. In addition, the department has also adjusted `. 1,500 crore in tax refunds due to the company against the liability. Cairn Energy had issued a statement earlier in the day confirming the demand. “On 16 June, 2017, the Indian income tax department issued an order to VIL (Vedanta) directing it to pay any sums that were due to Cairn to the government of India,” it said. “Sums due to Cairn from VIL now total $104 million, including historical dividends of $53 million and a further dividend of $51 million after the merger of CIL and VIL.” Vedanta had been depositing divi-



dends due to Cairn Energy in escrow account for past three years. The tax department can also attach and sell 10% residual stake Cairn Energy has in Vedanta, which is worth about `. 9,000 crore. If required, a formal request would need to be sent by the assessing office under the Income Tax (Certificate Proceedings) Rules, 1962, to attach the shares and sell them. The income tax department declined to comment. Cairn Energy has sought arbitration under India-UK bilateral investment protection treaty. The three-member arbitration tribunal is based in The Hague and final hearings are scheduled for January 2018. Cairn Energy had earlier this month approached the panel to seek an injunction against any move by tax authorities to recover dues.



India has maintained that tax disputes are not covered by bilateral investment protection treaties that it has with other countries. In its statement, Cairn Energy said it had given repeated assurances that the dividend amount was not under freeze. “On 9 June 2017, the tribunal issued a formal order memorialising the numerous confirmations from the GoI that the dividends were no longer restricted and authorising that order to be provided to CIL (now named Vedanta Limited (VIL) following the merger of CIL and VIL),” it said. “Cairn is seeking full restitution for treaty breaches resulting from the expropriation of its investments in India in 2014, the attempts to enforce retrospective tax measures and the failure to treat the company and its investments fairly and



UP and Beyond From Page 1



Kovind will be the first UP Dalit who will be president – KR Narayanan, a Congress pick, was India’s first Dalit president – and with the PM, an other-backward-caste leader, being a member of parliament from UP, a “strong signal” will be sent “across caste groups” in India’s most politically crucial state, leaders quoted above said. BJP’s national strategy has always had UP front and centre, these leaders said, and pointed out



that Atal Bihari Vajpayee and LK Advani, neither of whom are from UP, made the state their political headquarters when they took BJP to power. Similarly, Modi and BJP president Amit Shah, both from Gujarat, have signalled strong UP connections; Shah was general secretary in-charge of UP in 2014 general elections. Kovind will be a powerful addition in this messaging, the BJP leader said. Kovind, a low-profile BJP leader who’s worked closely with Shah in 2014 national polls, fits the party president’s requirements that



the candidate be a dedicated party insider and someone RSS is comfortable with. But, importantly, he has the reputation of being a low-key, uncontroversial politician, with deep constitutional knowledge and legal as well as parliamentary experience. BJP leaders said they are hoping Kovind being a Dalit (the specific caste he comes from is Koli) will have an impact beyond UP in the rest of the heartland not just in 2019 general polls but also in assembly elections in states with substantial Dalit presence.



the top five Institutional banks in India over the next 12 months as it seeks to build an integrated capital markets platform. “There is also a growing trend for sub investment grade issuances from Indian corporates as they expand and explore options for tapping alternate pools of capital,” Mittal said. DCM business helps in generating fee income while it also adds to the bank’s large corporate clients with increasing business penetration. DBS Group’s net profit for firstquarter 2017 rose to a record SGD 1.21 billion, up 1% from a year ago. Business momentum remained healthy with fee income climbing to a record $665 million, up 16% on year, as wealth management and transaction service fees reach new highs. DBS has started arranging foreign currency loans for Indian corporates, and is working closely with the Mukesh Ambani’s Reliance group, Birla group companies and Tata group companies.



From Page 1



Traders said Reserve Bank of India’s move has given a sentimental boost to bank stocks. According to some players, the expectation of a speedy resolution to the NPA (non-performing asset) problem could be misplaced as public sector banks have not performed well in the past month. It will not lead to ‘dramatic changes’ in the sector and PSU banks will have to take big haircuts on many loans, they said. “NPA resolution is a positive factor, but what is going up are retail-focused banks. PSU banks’ shares are at the same level as they were a month ago, or down. Private banks offer secular growth and have less NPA issues,” said Atul Bhole, vice-president, investments, DSP Black-



Rock. The constituents of Nifty PSU Bank index have fallen 3-22% in the past month while most Nifty Private Bank index constituents have gained 4-13% during the same period. With the rollout of GST on July 1 and the market trading Most Nifty at near-peak levels Private Bank after an 18% rise index this year, particiconstituents pants said they wohave gained uld adopt a wait4-13% in the and-watch appropast month ach. Also, monsoon’s progress will be closely tracked. “In the short term, the market is likely to consolidate around current levels and we don’t expect any big moves on either side,” said Upadhyaya of Kotak AMC.



equitably,” the statement added. RETROSPECTIVE CASE



The income tax department had slapped the tax demand on Cairn Energy saying the company made capital gains of `. 24,503.50 crore in 2006 when it transferred all its India assets to a new company, Cairn India. The company was subsequently listed on the stock exchanges. In 2011, Cairn Energy sold a majority stake in its Indian unit to mining group Vedanta for $8.67 billion. The demand was made retrospectively after the government amended the income tax law in 2012 to tax indirect transfer of shares involving largely Indian assets. The amendment was moved after the Supreme Court ruled against the tax department in the Vodafone



case. The tax department had in October 2010 imposed a tax liability including interest of `. 11,218 crore on Vodafone International Holdings BV (VIHBV) for its $11billion acquisition of Hong Kong-based Hutchison Whampoa's 67% stake in India mobile phone business in 2007. The amendment meant that many past transactions, including the one involving Cairn India, would be liable to be taxed. The Cairn Energy demand was issued in 2014. In March this year, the Delhi ITAT bench held that the transaction was taxable. Cairn Energy has rejected the demand saying it was based on a retrospective law and invoked arbitration. The government has offered to waive interest and penalties in respect of all retrospective tax cases if the principal is paid.



Gold Touches 4-week Low on Firm Dollar



Dollar Edges Up as Traders Look to Charts



LONDON Gold hit four-week lows on Monday as dollar held firm and the market waited for comments from a top Fed official. Spot gold was down 0.2% at $1,251 an ounce by 0852 GMT, up from earlier $1,248.63, its lowest since May 24.



NEW YORK The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index held its ground on Monday with many investors turning to technical charts to assess their next steps. The dollar’s technical outlook provided conflicting signals as price action suggested bears were still in control.
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Three-month copper price on LME (0737 GMT June 19)



$5,778 a tonne LME 100-day moving average copper price



REASONS Continued rise in China nation-wide home prices, indicating demand remains resilient June contract reaching expiry this week, leading to an influx of stock registrations in LME warehouses Source: Agencies



All Stakeholders Entitled to Receive Merger Info: Experts



Private Banks Major Gainers



Sale of Cairn Stake in Vedanta also an Option From Page 1



Average Copper Prices Forecast by BMI Research



DEBT SET S’pore-based bank arranges foreign currency loans for Indian cos



From Page 1



ET



COMMODITIES



“The scheme of the proposed merger has not been communicated to us. As the shareholders of the company, we have a right to receive the relevant valuation report, copies of the board interaction, shareholders’ interaction...,” they have said in their letter. A PropTiger spokesperson declined to reply to ET’s queries on the letter. The development underlines how shareholders in internet companies are finding it hard to realise value for the stock they own even as the sector goes through a spate of consolidation. ET reported in May that a group of former Snapdeal employees had sought information from the Delhi-based company on what the worth of their employee stock options would be if it is sold to market leader Flipkart at a discount. Legal experts ET spoke with said all stakeholders, including minority shareholders, in a company are entitled to receive information regarding a merger. However, certain clauses could restrict information or documents from being shared with some shareholders even if they hold the same class of shares as others. EXPERTS’ TAKE



“It depends on what is being sought to be achieved in that entire scheme of merger,” said Simone Reis, co-head of the M&A Practi-



ce at law firm Nishith Desai Associates. “If the subject matter of the consideration is part and parcel of the same scheme of merger or any scheme of arrangement, then yes, all shareholders have the right to know what it is, because they have to vote on it as a whole. But if it is over and above that, then it may not necessarily be subject to the scheme of amalgamation and may perhaps not be available to all.” Housing.com, once a storied internet company, was founded by a dozen students of the premier Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay and was valuDevelopment ed at about $250 shows how shareholders million in late 2014. But soon, Housing in internet was beleaguered cos are by its mercurial finding it former founderhard to realise value CEO Rahul Yafor their dav’s clashes with stock the company’s investors. The board eventually fired Yadav, who in May 2015 pledged his entire shareholding in Housing, estimated then to be worth `. 150-200 crore, to company’s employees. In January, the board agreed to sell Housing to PropTiger for $70 million. As part of the deal, the combined entity has raised $50 million from News Corp-owned online real estate advertising company REA Group and another $5 million from SoftBank, the primary investor in Housing.



Tata to Offer Service Support From Page 1



Industry executives said the agreement will give the Tata Group firm the ability to integrate Indian sensors and systems into the high-technology Block 70 version of the US fighter jet. Besides providing full service support for the F-16, the agreement will enable the Indian company to offer all future upgrades for the aircraft on its own, they said. The timing of the announcement assumes significance, coming as it does ahead of Modi’s visit to the US, where he is also scheduled to meet Lockheed Martin CEO Marillyn Hewson, according to people familiar with the matter. Lockheed Martin has said the partnership will support thousands of jobs in the US, besides



creating new manufacturing jobs in India. It has pitched the F-16 as a fighter jet that makes the best business case for India as well, pointing out that there are nearly 3,200 operational aircraft of this type worldwide. The Maryland-based company has offered to make India the hub for all service and support requirements of the F-16 fleet worldwide, even as its service centres in countries such as Turkey, which services the Pakistani Air Force, will continue to operate. Saab is expected to be a keen competitor, offering the Gripen as a newer aircraft with more technology transfer. While the Swedish company has yet to announce an Indian partner, it is in talks with both the Mahindra Group and Adani Group for collaboration.
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Monsoon Watch Credit Guarantee Fund for Startups may Get Cabinet Nod in July Our Bureau



New Delhi: The proposed credit guarantee fund that will help startups get collateral-free loans is likely to get the cabinet nod in July. The fund, with a total corpus of `2,000 crore, was announced in January 2016 by Prime Minister Narendra Modi to enable greater financial support for startups. “We have finalised the guidelines for the funds. Each startup will be eligible for up to `5 crore loan without any collateral,” Ramesh Abhishek, secretary, Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP), said at the launch of startup hub on Monday. Access to capital has been one of the biggest challenges faced by startups. Startups will have to meet the definition set by the DIPP to access any of the benefits announced in the Startup India Action Plan last year, including access to the loans under the credit guarantee scheme. So far, 1,333 startups have been recognised by DIPP. A ‘fund of funds’ of `10,000 crore, managed by SIDBI, has committed `623 crore to alternate investment funds and funded 65 startups. The startup hub seeks to strengthen the startup ecosystem in the country by bringing together startups, angel investors and incubators on one common online platform. Inaugurating the startup hub, commerce and industry minister Nirmala Sitharaman said the government would soon host a startup exchange programme between the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (Saarc) countries. “Mutually beneficial ideas can be exchanged as there is a lot of complementarity between the countries. We want to create better synergies through government to government interactions,” Sitharaman said. The minister also said the government is reflecting upon the inputs received from the startup sector on improving processes. “We want our engagement to be dynamic…We have changed our procurement policies to create niche openings for startups,” he added.
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Monsoon may advance in Chhattisgarh, Odisha, Bihar and Jharkhand in 2-3 days



32 rainfall



%



deficit recorded over the country on June 18 excess rainfall recorded % since the onset of monsoon



Monsoon may advance in eastern MP, parts of UP in 2-3 days



CURRENT WEATHER & FORECAST
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Rain expected in most parts of Delhi, adjoining states in next 2 days



Govt in Talks with RBI to Defer Basel-III for Banks More time to meet international capital norms expected to give PSBs room to tackle bad loans Dheeraj.Tiwari @timesgroup.com



New Delhi: The government is in discussion with the Reserve Bank of India to explore ways to defer the full implementation of international capital norms or BaselIII norms for Indian banks which are floundering in bad debt. An extended timeline to meet the capital needs would provide the necessary breather to banks to lend more while they grapple with bad loans and raise capital. It is imperative for banks to meet the Basel-III regulatory norms by March 2019. According to the norms laid down by RBI, Indian lenders have to maintain a minimum common equity ratio of 8% and total capital ratio of 11.5% by 2019. As of March 2017, state-run banks maintain an average common equity ratio of 8.5%. Some public sector banks (PSBs) are however struggling and already four lenders are under the prompt corrective action plan of the regulator.



Tough Target Indian lenders have to meet Basel III norms by March 2019 Banks have to maintain: 8% Minimum common equity ratio 11.5% total capital ratio



Banks had bad debt of



Additional capital needs for Basel III norms: `1 lakh cr for state-run banks `5 lakh crore for entire banking sector



`7.4 lakh cr



According to RBI estimates, state-run banks would require `1 lakh crore while the entire banking sector would require an additional capital requirement of `5 lakh crore to meet the norms by 2019. Banks may not be able to raise the required capital, which would curtail their ability to lend. This comes at a time when stressed assets of banks rose to `7.4 lakh crore at the end of March 2017 from `7 lakh crore a year ago. A senior finance ministry official said that some discussion



as of March 2017



has been held on this issue and the regulator is also open to the suggestion. It would support banks as they are all set to tackle bad loans under the new norms approved by the government and RBI, the official said. An email sent to RBI did not elicit any response till the time of going to press. “This also needs to be looked at from the Indian scenario, where our regulator already has more stringent norms compared with Basel-III,” this official, said adding that some advanced economies are already lo-



oking to defer the full implementation of the global banking regulatory norms. Ratings agency Moody’s in a report had said that 11 PSBs will require external equity capital of about `70,000-95,000 crore, to meet requirements under Basel-III as against the government’s budget of `20,000 crore for capital infusion till 2018-19. The finance ministry is of view that some leeway can help banks recover quickly. “Recently, the US Treasury in its report has also suggested some flexibility in the implementation of norms,” said the finance ministry official quotes above. In a report published this month, the US Treasury has suggested that the capital regime for community banks having total assets of less than $10 billion should be simplified, which can be achieved by providing for an exemption from the US Basel-III risk-based capital regime. In 2014, RBI had agreed to extend the transitional period for the full implementation of Basel-III Capital Regulations in India by a year.



E-Vehicles Project FAME Moved to Niti Aayog [email protected]



New Delhi: The cabinet secretariat has shifted the electric vehicles programme to Niti Ayog from the department of heavy industries as most ministries wanted to have a say in the high-profile mission. The moving of FAME or Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Hybrid & Electric Vehicles programme to government’s premier think tank will help synchronise efforts of the different departments of the government to move



towards an all-electric fleet by 2030, a government official said. “Most ministries were interested in anchoring the programme and were acting in silos,” said the official. The shifting of the programme to Niti Ayog will expedite the move, the person added. The proposal, spearheaded by IITM professor Ashok Jhunjhunwala, includes promotion of sales of two-wheelers, threewheelers and city buses without batteries to cut costs. The batteries will be leased at a specified cost and can be swapped with recharged ones at sta-



tions, another official said. “A number of fast-charging stations are planned to be put up for cars, as swapping model is not being considered viable given their design,” the official said. The vehicles can also be slowcharged at homes and offices overnight. The cars can be fast-charged in an hour and would consume 15-30 units of power, he said. Central Electricity Regulatory Commission will have to specify the cost for electricity to charge the electric vehicles. Many state-run companies, including NTPC, Power Grid Corp



and Indian Oil Corp, are vying to set up charging stations. NTPC has forayed into the business of electric vehicles charging. It has set up the first charging station at its offices in Noida and Delhi. The ministries of power, coal, renewable energy and mines and attached state-run companies in Delhi will soon shift to electric fleet, and are likely to issue large tenders to spur demand for such vehicles. EESL will aggregate the demand for such vehicles and invite bids for bulk supply of electric cars and other vehicles for the ministries and PSUs.



Maximum temperatures to remain around 35 degrees over Delhi through the week



Maximum temperature of 43 degrees recorded in east UP on June 18



Heavy rainfall expected in Northeastern region in the next 5 days



Niti for Linking Grant to States’ Agri Reforms Think tank urges agriculture ministry to use part of RKVY funds as incentive for states Yogima.Sharma @timesgroup.com



New Delhi: Official think tank Niti Aayog has urged the government to link part of the financial grant given to states under Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana to agriculture reforms implemented by the states, an official said. Such a move will compel states to bring about significant changes in the agriculture marketing and other reforms pending in the sector, which are crucial for preventing spread of farmer unrest across the country as is happening in Madhya Pradesh currently, Niti Aayog member Ramesh Chand said. “If reforms do not happen in agriculture the problem will continue,” he told ET. “I have written to the agriculture ministry twice suggesting they use some part of RKVY (Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana) funds as monetary incentive to states to undertake agriculture reforms.” According to Chand, while Niti Aayog has clearly outlined the roadmap for doubling farmers’ income by 2022, states are going extremely slow on reforms. As a result of this there is distress among farmers, he said. In its report on doubling farmers’ income presented to Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Niti Aayog has mooted reforms to address the politically sensitive issue of crop prices. These include guaranteed prices for at least half the key crops, setting up of a unified national agriculture market, changing land lease laws, and creating a mechanism to facilitate easy exit for farmers who want to move



Sops for Reforms NITI AAYOG wants RKVY grant linked to states for agri reforms



It feels states should be incentivised to undertake reforms



NITI SAYS REFORMS CAN help fetch better price for crops, bring down farmers’ burden



AGRI MINISTRY



reluctant to go ahead with proposal fearing political backlash RKVY total allocation for 2017-18 stands



4,000 cr



at `



out of agriculture. In Madhya Pradesh, second straight year of a bumper onion crop with no buyers led to the recent farmers’ unrest in the state, following which the government decided to procure onions for `8 per kilogram. BJP-ruled states Maharashtra and Uttar Pradesh have announced a loan waiver for their farmers. Madhya Pradesh chief minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has, however, said farmers in the state do not want loan waiver but fair prices for their crops. The current allocation under RKVY for 2017-18 stands at over `4,000 crore wherein the Centre and states contribute in 60:40 proportion. In the case of north-eastern states and three Himalayan states, the Centre contributes 90% of RKVY, and for union territories it allocates 100%.
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Welcome Pragmatism From GST Council
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Before Modi meets Trump, it’s important to know which issues are of prime concern for India



Come September, India will have GST in earnest



When in Washington, Desi



The new goods and services tax (GST) will be officially launched on the midnight of June 30 and July 1, but businesses will rightly have two-and-a-half months to comply with the new tax system. Easing compliance is one way to improve industry’s preparedness for the transition without an official postponement of GST. The GST Council has been pragmatic to give businesses more time to file their returns in the first two months. Penalties and late fees will be waived during this period, effectively pushing the deadline to September 15. Assessees will only need to file a simplified return based on self-assessment of their tax dues and input tax credit due to them. Self-assessment will help foster compliance — this was done when the Centre first introduced service tax in 1994. Businesses have also been asked not to panic and rush for migration — they will have a month’s time to get their GST identification number. The idea is to assuage businesses, especially the smaller ones, that are ill-prepared for the transition. Companies need time to prepare their accounting systems to draw up an invoice that fully conforms to the requirements of the new tax. This is welcome pragmatism, indeed. The IT infrastructure should be fully functional. The Centre and states must also tie up all the loose ends. The GST Council, for example, has deferred the implementation of the crucial e-way bill to track intrastate and inter-state movement of goods. Reportedly, states will continue with their own system till rules are cleared for an e-way bill to be generated on the portal of GST Network (GSTN), the nodal body to which all producers and suppliers of goods and services will file their tax payments. This means trucks will be stopped at border check posts, leading to undue delays in the movement of goods — and corruption and inspector raj. The GST Council must swiftly clear the rules for an eway bill. The anti-profiteering mechanism, with a separate authority to keep a check on the pricing policy of producers, is way too cumbersome. The Competition Commission of India should be allowed to do the job instead.



Adversaries like China, as well as possible targets of Candidate (as opposed to President) Trump such as Saudi Arabia, are unsure of where the new administration’s policy positions will settle. They have tried to buy safety by promising investments, purchasing military equipment and offering inducements to Trump’s Ashok Malik immediate circle, including his sonin-law Jared Kushner, who is both an n less than a week, Prime Mini- international businessman and a dister Narendra Modi will travel plomatic adviser. India and Modi fit into neither box. to Washington to meet US President Donald Trump. This will The US is not a security guarantor in be one of his most challenging India’s immediate neighbourhood, diplomatic missions yet. Globally, a and neither is Modi desperate for Trvariety of actors are still coming to ump’s approval. New Delhi was justiterms with the Trump phenomenon fiably upset by the manner in which Trump walked out of the Paris cliand the Trump disruption. Trump has accentuated protection- mate change agreement, especially Alex… sorry, Priyanka matters ist trends that, to be fair, were forming his characterisation of India as an in the US even before he entered the unscrupulous negotiator. This was a India has a trade surplus with the US. Oval Office. He has driven a knife into dishonest charge, because India had While this is minuscule compared to the multilateral system. He is spoiling played straight and the prime minis- the US trade deficit with China (or even with Japan or Germany), the for a fight with traditional European ter had invested heavily in Paris. rhetoric has not spared India. powers such as Germany and FranWhen the Hurlyburly’s Done There have been some suggestions ce. On responding to Islamist ideologies incubated in the Arabian Penin- Having said that, the overall argume- from the Trump camp that Modi can sula or to the rise of China, he has op- nt on the multilateral system that the make amends by placing a large miliportunistically gone back on campa- Americans and Europeans are hav- tary order, say, for F-16 planes, and ign positions when it has suited him. ing is not really India’s bother. India both mollify the White House and perIt is important to understand which is under-represented at multilateral suade it to agree to technology transof these issues concern India and whi- high tables, as they exist. Any reord- fer. Such ideas are unrealistic to the ch are less relevant to it. If one consi- ering, whatever its motivations, can point of being silly. The Indian system — unlike, for ders the heads of government who throw up opportunities for India. In the Gulf too, Trump’s reckless li- example, the Saudi system — simply have so far visited Trump or engaged with him, the most anxious have be- ghting of Shia-Sunni/Iran-Saudi fir- doesn’t allow Modi the space to unden either close US allies — Japan, So- es does not behove a big power. But ertake such chequebook diplomacy. uth Korea, the big European powers that too is not India’s war. It can even Neither does the Indian PM feel the — or strategic adversaries, such as provide tactical instruments to India. need to curry favour with Trump. On trade, at best he can offer a muChina. The first have been dependent Of course, all this is dependent on Inon an American security cover. Tru- dia playing its cards well and conti- tual transactionalism wherein both mp’s demand that these countries nuing to modernise its economy. Tru- countries are mindful of each other’s limitations. There is some business pay for their security, and the percep- mp is peripheral to both processes. Modi and Trump are going to dis- that can be done in clean-coal technotion that he may just do convenient deals with Beijing and Moscow, has agree on trade, with the US president logy and gas, both of which are enermaking noise about market access. gy areas that interest Trump and Inrattled many allies. dia could use. Modi is unlikely to raise H-1B visas, and neither should he allow himself On trade, PM Narendra Modi can offer US President to be influenced by media and oppoalarmism on this score. The liDonald Trump mutual transactionalism wherein both sition beral H-1B regime is past its sell-by countries are mindful of each other’s limitations date. The most ruthless cut in the visa



Co-opting popular literature and TV could rekindle interest in humanities



Off Pedestals, Into the Game of Thrones Literary scholars will probably perceive echoes of many ancient European myths and legends in the storylines of Game of Thrones; less erudite people would probably see the reverse: echoes of A Song of Fire and Ice by George R R Martin and its TV avatar in any epic medieval European tales that they may suddenly stumble upon. So, it is clever of at least some scholars to step off their high intellectual pedestals to entice more people into their esoteric world by co-opting the book and super-hit serial into course material, just as surveys reveal a waning interest in humanities subjects. Most recently, Harvard University has announced a medieval history course titled ‘The Real Game of Thrones: From Modern Myths to Medieval Models’, Glasgow University notified a pair of sixhour events next month titled ‘Game of Thrones and Philosophy: Politics, Power and War’ examining philosophical ideas implicit in the saga’s struggles and conquest, and UC Berkeley has offered ‘The Linguistics of Game of Thrones and the Art of Language Invention’. Popular literature and TV shows have been used by academiain the west before, including Harry Potter and Homer Simpson. But historical fiction as source material is relatively rare. Indian universities could perhaps consider doing likewise, to attract millennials back to humanities subjects as well.
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cap, from 195,000 down to 80,000, came in December 2004, at the height of President George W Bush’s honeymoon with the Manmohan Singh government. President Barack Obama made H-1B visas more expensive. Trump’s ‘immigration reform’ is part of a longer-term backlash in US society that India has to adjust to.



The World’s Mine Oyster Finally, it would be prudent to compare this visit with Modi’s trip to the US in September 2014 to meet Obama. Unlike then, there is no Madison Square Garden and no razzmatazz. Unlike then, Modi does not have to introduce himself to the world stage. He has less to prove and his political commitment and credentials in regard to the US relationship have long been established. In the last three years, the international narrative about Modi has changed enormously, even if domestic critics cussedly refuse to see this. In 2014, he was a newcomer and an unknown. In 2017, he is regarded as a mature leader, almost an elder statesman in global fora, who retains robustvoter support as well. That is an unusual mix in today’s world. Trump cannot disregard it easily.



FOREIGN POLICY



Wake Up, Smell the Green Tea Pinaki Bhattacharya A besieged US President Donald Trump is not planning to host Prime Minister Narendra Modi to his Mar-alago resort, after all. In fact, the word from New Delhi describes the impending Modi trip as a “no frills” visit. One can expect ‘no thrills’, too. On the contrary, Modi’s first visit to meet Trump is supposed to be all business and no play. There are issues galore. The first on the agenda, however much many Indian policy wonks want it to be put on the backburner and treat it as an anachronism-in-the-making, is the reduction in H-1B visas that has put India’s IT companies in a pickle. Then there is the question of trade, where the US has to play second fiddle to China. Last but never the least, there is terrorism. The Indian strategic community had one heart-stopping moment when the new US permanent repre-



sentative to the United Nations Nikki Haley had talked about the US playing an ‘activist role’ in the Kashmir issue. Soon enough, reports about Haley being asked to clear her statements by the US State Department before taking the floor at the UN General Assembly or the UN Security Council made their appearance. So, one can argue that New Delhi maintains some leverage over the new US administration despite sweeping personnel changes in most of the important departments of the US administration. Flowing from there, while the Indian PM is scheduled to meet Trump on June 26, the agenda of the Trump-Modi summit has not been made public yet. Pakistan will be on the minds of the two leaders. Will Afghanistan be on the table? Narendra Modi may have one or two things to say about that. He can also talk about China’s Belt Road Initiative (BRI) set to criss-cross Afghanistan before it enters Pakistan. During the latter half of Barack Obama’s administration — and during insistent push-forwards by Afghan President Ashraf Ghani and Chief Executive Abdullah Abdullah — India was being wooed by Kabul to get involved with greater strategic might in Afghanistan. One should keep
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The BJP could have come out with a worse choice for President of the country. Ram Nath Kovind might be relatively obscure outside the BJP’s Dalit circles, but has no obvious disqualification to hold the highest office of the land. He is a self-made man, a trained lawyer, has a long political track record, most of it as a member or fellow traveller of the BJP, and now has gubernatorial experience, having served as governor of Bihar. He is at least as qualified to be President as Pratibha Patil was, when the UPA came up with her name out of nowhere. Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s pick for President has been quintessentially political. He already had mustered sufficient numbers, tying up support from regional parties with the kind of carrot-and-stick combination that the leader of the ruling party at the Centre is in a position to deploy. With the numbers in the bag, there was no need for the BJP to go in for a compromise candidate who would be supported by the Opposition as well. The charade of consultation with the Opposition, as an astute Opposition leader put it, was meant to elicit unilateral cooperation rather than arrive at a consensus candidate. Kovind’s choice is clearly designed to shore up the BJP’s Dalit support base, which needs some shoring up after anti-BJP mobilisation among Dalits following a series of developments ranging from Rohith Vemula’s suicide at Hyderabad University to the thrashing of Dalits in Una and the recent attacks on Dalits in Saharanpur. However, the reality is that tokenist politics has run its course in India. The Congress derived marginal benefit in terms of electoral support by putting up K R Narayanan as President. The BJP has to demonstrate that its policies actually empower Dalits to secure their backing. People, in general, are tiring of tokens. They are looking for substance, not symbols.



ANIL K RAJVANSHI
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Stand up and be counted



in mind that Obama’s retrenchment of US forces in Afghanistan, and pivot-out of the West Asia-Gulf region into the deep waters of the Indo-Pacific, constituted a big strategic move. That is now being reversed by Trump. As Trump repivots back into West Asia, and the US reconnects its umbilical cord with big oil-producing countries like Saudi Arabia and Bahrain, more active Islamist terrorism seems ready to emerge on the horizon. On its part, New Delhi seems to have pulled back a little from its deep courtship with the US leadership. Russian President Vladimir Putin



caused heartache to Indian policymakers when Moscow declared that it would hold military exercises with Pakistan for the first time. That caused Modi to hotfoot to St Petersburg where the two leaders met at the 18th India-Russia Annual Summit. This, before signalling that the India-Russia relationship of special strategic partners has become more transactional, highlighted by the signing of the agreement between the two countries for the development of fifth-generation fighter aircraft. This was after India had skipped the Belt and Road Summit, which Russia partnered with host China in May. India seemed oblivious of the new alternative (read: non-US) world order that was being shaped. South Block and Modi’s advisers failed to realise that BRI was not just about economy and infrastructure but also about reordering of relations in social and cultural terms. This ham-handed approach in dealing with the new Big Powers have a cost. Whether India can incur that cost is to be watched in Washington next week. If the current re-hyphenation of India and Pakistan being conducted is worth watching, it is because the power doing the re-hyphenating is no longer the US, but China.



GOODS & SERVICES TAX



The Employee-Employer Waltz Waman Parkhi “How would you treat a car given to employees for their use under GST (goods and services tax)?” a tax head of a car company asked me. ‘Why should it be such a big problem?’ I wondered. Until I realised the nuances of such a transaction. Is the car capitalised in the books of the company? Is it registered in the company’s or employee’s name? As per the company’s HR policy, is the employee allowed personal use of the car? If yes, is there any way to identify that personal use? Are there different entitlements, different models or variants of cars specified for each level in the organisational hierarchy? And many more queries. Very often, we believe the employeremployee relationship to be beyond the purview of indirect tax. The company, we figure, is only a juridical person and operates through the acts of its employees. So, the employee and the company should not be treated as different persons to charge tax on every transaction between them. But some of the entries in the GST law tend to defy this logic.



Schedule 3 of the Central GST (CGST) Act 2017 deals with activities or transactions that shall not be treated as supply. One entry specifies “services provided by an employee to the employer in the course of or in relation to his employment”. So, the consideration paid by an employer to the employee — i.e., salary paid for rendering services in the course of employment — would not be taxable under GST. But what all can be treated as services in the context of employment? Will components covered in the costto-company (CTC) of an employee — house rent allowance, dearness allowance, etc — not attract GST, since this
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A Very Political Choice for President



Enlighten Everyone



Ok, there’s good news and no news



would be pure consideration to an employee for his employment? Also, what would be the treatment of, say, club fees reimbursed over and above the CTC? If an employee of an IT company acts as a DJ at an office party and gets paid for the service, would it not be services rendered in the course of his employment? Would the same be treated as a service liable to GST? The GST law complicates the employer-employee relationship further by way of Entry 2 in Schedule 1of the CGST Act, “Supply of goods/services made without a consideration between related persons, when made in the course or furtherance of business, would be taxable.” Further, the law deems the employer and employee to be related persons. So, even if there is no consideration for the goods/services provided to an employee, the supply could still attract tax. Would this mean that laptops provided to employees would get covered, as these are provided in the furtherance of business? Well, they shouldn’t. Why? Because there must exist an element of ‘supply’ in the transaction. Supply mostly occurs when someone loses possession or ownership or both. Barring exceptions, typically this test holds good. When a laptop is given to an employee, he gets its possession, which he retains till he is in employment. But would that qualify as a supply? If it does, then even the workstation allotted to the employee



must qualify as one. This makes the scenario absurd. However, all things are not as black and white. If we take the example of free coffee from a vending machine provided to an employee, the answer may not be so simple. Another twist in the tale is that the proviso to Entry 2 in Schedule 2 excludes from the definition of ‘supply’ gifts up to `. 50,000 provided to an employee in a financial year. Hence, gifts above `. 50,000 would be liable to GST and a company would be required to keep a record of gifts provided to each employee. But would showing appreciation in the form of cash rewards or vouchers — as opposed to a gold coin, for instance — be considered as a gift? Or would it be considered for services of employment provided by the employee? The employee and employer relationship revolves around many such examples. It is the play of words like ‘in furtherance of ’, ‘in relation to’ and ‘in the course of ’ that makes the difference. So, it is necessary to understand each transaction and view it under the lens of the GST law. Sometimes it may be prudent to tweak the HR policies and CTC structures, so as to make the compliance under GST simpler. Who said tax managers and tax consultants would lose relevance under GST? The writer is partner, indirect tax, KPMG India



Does an enlightened individual need to remain caged in the body? Why not get liberated from the physical? For seven days, the Buddha grappled with this dilemma. In the end, he decided that there was nothing personal about enlightenment — the knowledge should be shared with all for the benefit of humankind. He spent the next 50 years doing just that and all those who listened to him benefited greatly. It is necessary for all of us to discover truth but once we find it, it should be shared freely. The desire to share our discoveries with the world is usually fuelled by greed for fame or money. Very few are selfless enough to share their discoveries freely for common benefit. Even philanthropists are guided by the desire to become famous. The desire to be loved and adored by other humans is the basic desire since it reinforces the work, direction and path of an individual. When a person feels secure, he becomes humble and the desire to get fame, name or money goes away or is greatly reduced. Then his desire to tell the truth comes from pure selflessness. Even those in search of the ultimate truth are initially not averse to fame — but later, this greed for fame gets subsumed by the greater urge for truth-realisation. However, as long as greed does not dominate, it is a necessary engine of development, for producing inventions and finding the truth. The best way to keep greed in check is to cultivate from early on the habit of deep thought. This will help remove psychological knots and create all-round happiness.
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Growing Distress in Our Farms Apropos ‘Just Ease Their Doing Business’ by Nidhi Nath Srinivas (Jun 19), six ‘i’s are necessary to make the farmers come out of distress: insurance, investment, independence, infrastructure, institutionalised funding and information. As more than 80% farmers are small or marginal and are susceptible to unforeseen eventualities, they require insurance on their produce. They are dependent on the mandi system, MSP or middlemen for pricing of farm produce. Tight rules of farm loan disbursal by banks further the habit of informal costlier debt, leading them to suicide. There is a need to encourage farming as a profession than merely a livelihood. SANJAY TIWARI Hisar



Get Going, Band of Brothers Pakistan defeated India in the ICC Champions’ Trophy final and that’s it. Let us be sporting and give full marks to the Pakistanis for their stupendous performance whereby they pulverised our bowling and made our batting look muchhyped. Their body language on the field depicted desire and hunger to win, whereas that of our players was of complacency and overconfidence. While this triumph will be a shot in the arm for Pakistani cricket, this has to be a wake-up call for India. There are no underdogs. RAMESH N HASGEKAR Mumbai



Kohl, Europe’s Binding Agent In the passing away of Helmut Kohl, the ex-Chancellor of Germany, we have lost a quintessential unifier when divisiveness is getting rife globally. Decades of pangs of the EastWest divide in Germany must have had deep impressions on Kohl that made him not only a proponent of German unification but on a larger scale, that of Europe. Yet, within his lifetime, he has seen Brexit. Sadly, his tall vision could not be replicated by any other leader. R NARAYANAN Ghaziabad Letters to the editor may be addressed to
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Moscow Names New Turkey Ambassador After Assassination Moscow: Russian President Vladimir Putin on Monday appointed a new ambassador to Turkey following the killing of Moscow’s previous envoy Andrei Karlov in December. In a decree posted in an official database, Putin gave an order to “appoint Alexei Yerkhov as ... ambassador of the Russian Federation to Turkey.” Yerkhov, 57, previously worked with Karlov as the Russian consul in Istanbul. He currently heads the foreign ministry’s crisis centre which issues official travel advice. Karlov, 62, was shot nine times at point-blank range by a 22-year-old policeman at the opening of a photo exhibition on December 19. He died on the spot. The assailant, Mevlut Mert Altintas, shouted “Allahu Akbar” (God is greatest) and “Don’t forget Aleppo” as he opened fire, before being shot dead by Turkish guards. The street in Ankara where the Russian embassy is located has since been named after Karlov. AFP



Blue Apron Aims to Raise $587 Million in US IPO New York: Meal-kit delivery company Blue Apron Holdings Inc plans to raise as much as $586.5 million in its IPO to help it compete in the increasingly crowded marketplace for on-demand food. The company will market 30 million shares at $15 to $17 each, Blue Apron said on Monday. The sale can be increased to 34.5 million shares if there’s enough demand, which would boost the IPO to $586.5 million, according to the filing. Blue Apron filed for the IPO on June 1 without disclosing the size of the sale, after reportedly delaying listing preparations while it worked to improve financials. Founded in 2012 in Long Island City, Queens, Blue Apron sends weekly boxes of pre-portioned ingredients with instructions for customers to cook meals at home. Rival Sun Basket, which re-cently sold a stake to Unilever’s ven-ture arm, hired Bank of America Corp. and Jefferies Group LLC to lead its own IPO. Bloomberg



FB Gets Approval to Set Up Local Unit in Indonesia Jakarta: Facebook Inc has received an in-principle approval to set up a domestic unit in Indonesia, said a senior government source from the Southeast Asian nation, home to the social networking giant’s fourthlargest user base. Indonesia has been pushing multinational technology firms to be locally incorporated, arguing that companies such as Google set up small business entities to provide “auxiliary” services and get away with minimal taxation, while booking most of their revenue from the country elsewhere. In fact, Google has been locked in a monthslong dispute over allegations by Indonesia’s government that the search giant had not made enough annual payments. Reuters
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Brexit Talks Begin in Brussels as May Urged to Soften Stance Talks begin amid confusion over what exactly the UK government wants from the divorce Brussels: Almost a year since Britons voted to leave the European Union, Brexit talks finally began on Monday amid confusion over what exactly the UK government wants from the divorce. What UK Brexit Secretary David Davis describes as the “most complicated negotiation of all time” kicked off in Brussels with Prime Minister Theresa May’s government already on the backfoot. An attempt to strengthen her hand by calling an election backfired and she’s run into further domestic strife since, while the 27 other EU members started out with more leverage anyway. “We are starting this negotiation in a positive and constructive tone,” Davis said in comments to reporters from the European Commission’s Berlaymont building headquarters. “There is more that unites us than divides us.” The EU’s chief negotiator, Michel Barnier, told reporters that the talks “must first tackle the uncertainties posed by Brexit,” as he outlined ex-



Merkel Seeks ‘Good Agreement’ with UK on Brexit Brexit Secretary David Davis (L) with EU chief Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier



pectations for the opening round. “I hope that today we can identify priorities and the timetable that would allow me to report to the European Council later this week that we had a constructive opening of negotiations,” he said. The UK electoral debacle has put May’s own position in doubt, fueling



a new battle within her Conservative Party over the kind of Brexit the government should seek. Some of her ministers want to refashion her strategy toward protecting trade with Britain’s biggest market rather than continue to aim for her original goal of winning control of immigration and law-making. Bloomberg



Death Toll in London Tower Block Fire Rises to 79



In Brexit Boost, Jaguar Land Rover to Hire 5,000 Staff



London: The death toll in the fire that ravaged a London tower block last week has risen to 79, police said on Monday, and the government said it was working to get a public inquiry into the disaster up and running promptly. Fire broke out in the 24-storey Grenfell Tower in the early hours of June 14 and spread with terrifying speed, tearing through the building with residents trapped inside. While emergency services have been widely praised for their handling of the disaster, the government has been criticised for a slow and inadequate response, with Prime Minister Theresa May facing public anger for failing to meet residents during her first visit to the site. Reuters



London: UK’s biggest carmaker Jaguar Land Rover will hire 5,000 staff as it boosts its skills in autonomous and electric technology, a welcome business endorsement as Prime Minister Theresa May starts Brexit talks after a botched election. JLR, which employs more than 40,000 people globally, said it would hire 1,000 electronic and software engineers as well as 4,000 additional personnel including in manufacturing, most of whom will be based in Britain. The recruitment process will take place over the next 12 months, during Britain’s talks to leave the EU, which carmakers have warned must result in a deal which retains free and unfettered trade to protect jobs. Reuters



Brussels: German Chancellor Angela Merkel says she hopes for a “good agreement” after Brexit talks in which 27 EU countries will listen carefully to what Britain wants but also defend their own interests. Britain on Monday finally opened negotiations with other European Union nations about leaving the bloc. Merkel said Monday: “I think it is premature to speculate on the first day of the negotiations how they will end.’’ She added: “I hope that we will reach a good agreement. That will be in our mutual interest, but we 27 will formulate our interests very clearly and hopefully together.” Merkel spoke after meeting with Romanian President Klaus Iohannis, who also stressed the 27 EU countries’ unity. He noted the EU wants to discuss divorce terms before moving on to the shape of its future relations with Britain. He said he views the talks with “informed optimism”. AP



Attack at Paris’ Champs-Elysee Leaves One Dead



Van Rams Worshippers Leaving London Mosque



Boeing Hits Airbus with $30B Orders for 737 Max 10 Jet



Paris: A car loaded with gas canisters rammed into a police van on the Champs-Elysees avenue in Paris on Monday, leaving the driver dead in what the interior minister said was an “attempted attack”. Police sources told AFP that a Kalashnikov rifle, handguns and gas bottles were found in the white Renault Megane. “Security forces have been targeted in France once again,” I nt er ior M i n i st er G er a r d Collomb said, calling the incident an “attempted attack”. The weapons and explosives found in the vehicle “could potentially blow this car up,” he added. Interior ministry spokesman Pierre-Henry Brandet said bomb disposal experts were on the scene to “ensure the vehicle poses no further danger.” Video showed orange smoke pouring from the car after the impact. No police or bystanders were injured in the incident near the Grand Palais exhibition hall. AFP



London: A van plowed into worshippers near a London mosque on Monday, injuring 10 people in what Prime Minister Theresa May said was a sickening, terrorist attack on Muslims. Shortly after midnight, the vehicle swerved into a group of people leaving prayers at the Muslim Welfare House and the nearby Finsbury Park Mosque in north London, one of the biggest in the country. The driver, a 48-year-old white man, was grabbed at the scene by locals and pinned down until police arrived. “This morning, our country woke to news of another terrorist attack on the streets of our capital city: the second this month and every bit as sickening as those which have come before,” May told reporters outside her Downing Street office. “This was an attack on Muslims near their place of worship,” said May who later visited the mosque. The attack also comes at a tumultuous time for the government with Britain starting complex divorce talks with the European



Paris: Boeing is set to receive orders and commitments worth roughly $ 3 0 bi l lion for the stretched Max 10 upgrade of the 737 workhorse, as its first new jet in almost four years counters Airbus SE’s headstart at the largest end of the single-aisle airliner market. The biggest 737 variant is set to get more than 240 orders from at least 10 different carriers, Boeing said at the highly anticipated launch announcement on Monday at the Paris Air Show. The US planemaker is confident the model can carve out sales and stem customer defections to the Airbus A321neo, which has racked up a considerable order lead since its introduction three years ago. Airbus fired back, securing an order worth about $10.8 billion at list prices from lessor GE Capital Aviation Services for 100 Neo planes, including the smaller A320 version. “We think the timing’s just right” for the stretched version of the 737, said Boeing CEO Dennis Muilenberg. Bloomberg



TIPS, TRIVIA & TRENDS Indian, Three Other Men Escape from Bali Prison An Indian is among four foreign prisoners who have escaped from a jail in Indonesia’s Bali island, police said on Monday. The prisoners were identified as Indian Sayed Muhammad, Australian Shaun Edward Davidson, Bulgarian Dimitar Nikolov and Malaysian Tee Kok King, reports the BBC. The four were serving terms for a mix of drug and fraud offences at the Kerokoban Prison. They tunneled their way out. Prison chief Tony Nainggolan said he believed the men were still on the resort island. They are believed to have escaped through a 50cm by 70cm hole found in the outer wall which connects to a 15m-long narrow tunnel, according to prison officials. Local media reports said it was an existing tunnel used for water drainage, the BBC reported. Staff noticed they were missing on Monday morning during a routine check. In May, about 200 prisoners broke out of an overcrowded jail in Sumatra island after being let out of cells for Friday prayers. IANS



Brad Pitt’s Father’s Day Gift
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A forensic tent is erected at the scene in Finsbury Park area of north London after a vehicle hit pedestrians



Union and May negotiating with a small Northern Irish party to stay in power after losing her parliamentary majority following a snap election. The mosques’ worshippers, who come mainly from North and West Africa, had just left special prayers during the Muslim holy month of Ramadan. Abdulrahman Aidroos said he and his friends had been tending an old man who had suffered a heart attack when the van was driven at them. Reuters
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Octopus Inspires South Korea ‘Breakthrough’ Adhesive Patch



The clinging power of octopus tentacles has inspired a breakthrough new adhesive patch that works on wet and oily surfaces with potentially huge medical and industrial uses, according to South Korean researchers. Octopuses are among the most intelligent and behaviourally diverse of all invertebrates, but it was their extreme strength that attracted the interest of the research team from Sungkyunkwan University. “Two years ago, we bought an octopus from a Lotte Supermarket, put its suction cups under a microscope and analysed how they worked,” said researcher Sangyul Baik. The new “wet-tolerant” adhesive patch has been hailed as a breakthrough by the country’s science and technology ministry and there are hopes it will be able to be used for everything from heavy industry to dressing wounds. It can also be used repeatedly, with one patch surviving more than 10,000 cycles of attachment and detachment without losing its suction power. AFP



Actor Brad Pitt, who is caught up in a battle for custody of his children with former wife Angelina Jolie, got an early Father’s Day gift by getting to spend time with their six children. Together, Jolie and Pitt were raising Maddox, Pax, Zahara, Shiloh and twins Vivienne and Knox. Jolie filed for divorce last September after two years of marriage and a 12-year relationship. The two then got involved in a custody battle over the children, before reaching a temporary custody agreement that Jolie would have their custody while Pitt would have “therapeutic visitation” with them. Ahead of Father’s Day, their children spent several hours at Pitt’s house here on June 17. They later returned to Jolie’s home, from where they headed out to take a flight to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, reported eonline.com. IANS



Two Chinese Supercomputers Still World’s Fastest
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France’s Macron to Reshuffle Govt After Huge Parliament Win P a r i s : F rench P resident Emmanuel Macron is poised to rearrange his Cabinet after his new centrist party engineered a landslide in the country’s parliamentary election, enabling the government to quickly start passing its first big laws. Prime Minister Edouard Philippe will resign “in the coming hours” and a new government will be named in the next few days, government spokesman Christophe Castaner said Monday on RTL radio. It’s a largely symbolic move required after a legislative election. Since Macron’s new party, Republic on the Move!, won an absolute majority in the 577-seat National Assembly, Castaner said the gover nment reshuf fling would be “technical and not farreaching”. He refused to say whether ministers who have come under corruption suspicions would keep their jobs. Many victorious parliament members have not held office before. They started arriving on Monday at the National Assembly to learn their way around before the first parliament session next week. Republic on the Move! and its allies from the Modem party took 350 seats — more than the 289 seats needed for a majority, according to the Interior Ministry’s definitive results. The far-right party National Front party won 8 seats — up from 2 in the outgoing Assembly — including one for its leader, Marine Le Pen. AP



Emmanuel Macron



Record No. of Women Elected to Parliament Paris: France voted a record number of women into parliament, election results showed on Monday, after President Emmanuel Macron’s victorious Republic on the Move (LREM) party fielded a gender-balanced candidate list. Of the 577 newly elected lawmakers, 223 were female, beating the previous record of 155 set after the last election. That sent France leapfrogging from 64th to 17th in the world rankings of female parliamentary representation and to 6th place in Europe, overtaking Britain and Germany, according to Inter-parliamentary Union data compiled at the start of June. LREM, which won an overwhelming majority in Sunday’s ballot, had the highest proportion of women elected, at 47%. Reuters



Trump to Meet Tech CEOs on Government Overhaul Washington: President Donald Trump will meet the chief executives of technology companies including Apple Inc and Amazon. com Inc on Monday as the White House looks to the private sector for help in cutting government waste and improving services. White House officials said on a conference call on Friday that the administration believed there was an “economic opportunity” to save up to $1 trillion over 10 years by significantly cutting government information technology costs, reducing government costs through improved IT, leveraging government buying power and cutting fraud across government agencies. The meeting with nearly 20 chief executives comes as the White House pushes to shrink government, cut federal employees and eliminate regulations. Many business executives are eager to work with the new administration as they face numerous regulatory and other policy issues. In May, Trump created an “American Technology Council,” the latest in a series of efforts to modernise the US government. He signed a separate order in March to overhaul the federal government and tapped son-in-law Jared Kushner to lead a White House Office of American Innovation to leverage business ideas and poten-



US Navy Identifies 7 Deceased Sailors Tokyo: The US Navy on Monday identified seven sailors killed when their destroyer collided with a container ship off Japan, smashing the side of the ship and flooding berths where the crew were sleeping. The sailors, aged between 19 and 37, were reported missing after Saturday’s predawn collision which triggered a major US-Japanese search operation. Their bodies were found a day later when the ship returned to port and divers scoured damaged areas of the 154-metre Fitzgerald. AFP



tially privatise some government functions. Others planning to attend include Alphabet Inc Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt, venture capital firm Kleiner Perkins Chairman John Doerr and the CEOs of Microsoft, IBM, Mastercard, Intel and Qualcomm. Reuters
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Two Chinese supercomputers have been declared the fastest machines on the planet, according to a list released on Monday by researchers in the US and Germany. China’s Sunway TaihuLight and Tianhe-2 remained the world’s fastest and second fastest machines, according to the semiannual T0P500 list of supercomputers. They are followed by the Swiss Piz Daint, a system installed at the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre, at the third place, and America’s Titan at the fourth, state-run Xinhua news agency reported. Sunway TaihuLight, described by the T0P500 list as “far and away the most powerful number-cruncher on the planet,” maintained the lead since last June, when it dethroned Tianhe-2, champion for the previous three consecutive years. It means a Chinese supercomputer has topped the rankings maintained by researchers in the US and Germany for nine times in a row. PTI



New Smartphone App Can Warn Sleepy Drivers Researchers at Hong Kong Baptist University have developed a smartphone app that can detect drowsy drivers and alert them. While the new system is suitable for all drivers and can help reduce accidents caused by fatigue driving, machinery workers who have long working hours may also find it handy, according to the researchers. The new approach adopts a smartphone’s realtime video to track and analyse the facial features of a driver, in particular the changes in his eyelids and head position, which are prominent fatigue symptoms. With this system preinstalled in a generic smartphone, a driver just has to put it near the steering wheel with the front camera facing him in his normal driving position. When the camera captures features like drooping eyelids, drowsiness or even nodding off, an alarm is automatically set off. IANS
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SBI Macquarie in Talks to Sell 39% in Ashoka Buildcon Projects to PEs [email protected]



Mumbai: SBI Macquarie Infrastructure Fund is in talks with global PE funds such as Aion, ISquared Capital and Canadian pension fund CDPQ to sell its 39% stake in listed infrastructure major Ashoka Buildcon's BOT road projects, Ashoka Concessions. The stake sale is expected to fetch around $300 million for the fund, said three people with direct knowledge of the deal. In 2012, SBI Macquarie, a joint venture infrastructure fund between India’s SBI Group and Australia Macquarie Group, invested roughly `. 800 crore in the company, valuing it at around `. 2,400 crore at that time. In February, the company informed the stock exchanges that it will look at giving an exit to SBI Macquarie. “In terms of the contractual requirements between ACL and its shareholders and to bolster its capital, ACL is evaluating various options and is planning to commence discussions with potential investors shortly to explore such options.” The company and the investors have appointed investment bank Jefferies to look for buyers. “The talks are in the initial stage where the said funds are do-



Joining Hands to Build Roads



`



2012: SBI Macquarie picks up 39% stake Valuation:



`2,500 crore 2017: SBI Macquarie to sell stake, incoming investor might hold upto 49% stake Valuation:



`4,500-5,000 cr



Funds in fray: CDPQ, ISquared and Aion Roads constitute:



Value growth: CAGR of 17.4% over FY12–17



80% of the country’s passenger trafﬁc and



Expected to touch



65% of freight trafﬁc



by 2017



ing their due diligence of the company. The total enterprise value that the promoters and the investors expect is around $700-800 million,” said one of the persons with knowledge of the company’s plans. At the current value, SBI Macquarie is expected to make around 15-18% return on its capital. The company has six toll projects and two annuity-based road projects under its subsidiary ACL. Its toll projects include the Belgaum-Dharwad, Dhankuni-Kharagpur, Bhandara, Durg, Jaora-Nayagaon and Sambalpur highways. Ashoka Buildcon, the listed parent of the subsidiary, holds the remaining 61% in the company. “The parent might decide to cede some more stake in the company for the incoming investors,” said another person aware of the deal. While the spokesperson for SBI Macquarie and Aion decli-



SC Asks DMRC to Pay `. 60 Crore to DAMEPL New Delhi: The Supreme Court on Monday rejected Delhi Metro Rail Corporation’s plea to stay a Delhi High Court order asking it to pay `. 60 crore to Delhi Airport Metro Express Private Limited (DAMEPL), a Reliance Infrastructure subsidiary. DMRC, through additional solicitor general PS Narasimha, argued that the public utility was running on a no-profit, no-loss basis and would be put to terrible inconvenience if it had to pay the hefty amount to the former concessionaire of the airport metro line now operated by DMRC. But the vacation bench com-
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Stake sale may fetch SBI Macquarie around $300 million
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prising Justices DY Chandrachud and Sanjay Kishan Kaul, dismissed the appeal as lacking in merit. This is a commercial contract, Justice Kaul said. DMRC had earlier lost its appeal against the Delhi High Court’s interim order both before a single judge and a division bench. The interim order had come after the DAMEPL sought early payment of `. 3,502 crore, amounting to 75% of a `. 4,670-crore arbitral award in its favour granted on May 11. It had argued in the HC that it was having to pay heavy interest to its former lenders. — Our Bureau



$ 19.2 billion



ned to comment, spokerspersons for Ashoka Buildcon, ISquared and CDPQ too did not respond to emailed queries. According to the latest financial results announced by the company, Ashoka Concessions Ltd, or ACL, had a total toll collection of `. 6,641.9 crore for the financial year ended Co has six March 31, 2017, toll projects growing annuand 2 annuity ally at 8.5% -based road over the previoprojects us year. The tounder its tal debt on the subsidiary books of the ACL company stands at around `. 3,700 crore. Under the Build-OperateTransfer (BOT) toll model, the infrastructure developer builds, operates a highway for a specified period, collects toll to recover the cost and then transfers it to the government. In annuity cases, the government pa-



ys the developer annuity over the concession period. India has the second largest road network in the world (4.87 million kilometres). Roads constitute about 80% of the country’s passenger traffic and 65% of freight traffic. The value of roads and bridges infrastructure in India is projected to grow at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 17.4% over FY12–17, a May 2017 report compiled by India Brand Equity Foundation shows. “The country's roads and bridges infrastructure, which was valued at $6.9 billion in 2009, is expected to touch $19.2 billion by 2017,” the report said. The construction of highways had reached an all-time high of 6,029 km during FY 2015-16, and the increased pace of construction is expected to continue for the coming years. Government of India has set earmarked 20% of the investment of $1trillion reserved for infrastructure during the 12th Five-Year Plan (2012–17) to develop the country's roads. “Private equity funds were active investors in projects and companies in the infra space, particularly road given the potential there was and the promise of good returns. In the past few years, we have not seen that level of interest post the infra slump. The sector is also not giving visibility of high returns and hence in my opinion difficult for PEs to invest in this area,” said Harish HV, head of private equity transactions advisory services at global consulting firm Grant Thornton.
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Bachchan for Promotion NEW DELHI The government has roped in



Bollywood megastar Amitabh Bachchan to promote Goods and Services Tax (GST), ahead of the sweeping tax reform's implementation scheduled from July 1. The Central Board of Excise and Customs will be making the 74-yearold Bachchan brand ambassador for GST. A 40-second video featuring him has already been shot and is being circulated. “GST - An initiative to create a unified national market,” the finance ministry said in a tweet, attaching the video.



 ‘Provisional ID will Suffice



Initially Under GST Regime’ NEW DELHI Traders and dealers who have not



completed their registration process can continue to do their business under the GST regime from July 1using the provisional ID, a top government official said. The 15-digit provisional ID would work as the Goods and Services Taxpayer Identification Number (GSTIN) for the first initial few months, Revenue Secretary Hasmukh Adhia said. In an interview to PTI, Adhia sought to assuage industry concerns about the GST registration process saying that businesses need not panic and need not rush for registration as the dealers and traders who have secured a provisional ID can conduct business in the new indirect regime.



 Shipping Ministry Sets Up



Cells, Conducts Workshop NEW DELHI To facilitate a smooth transition to



the GST regime, the Ministry of Shipping has constituted GST cells and conducted a workshop on Monday to sensitise all constituents of the maritime fraternity. Chairing the workshop, Secretary Shipping, Rajive Kumar said it was the endeavour of the ministry to try and communicate the efforts of the government to the maritime fraternity, and at the same time understand the concerns of the industry so that there can be a smooth moving over to the GST regime, Ministry of Shipping said in a statement.



 Normal Ops to Take 3 Mths



from July 1: Durables Cos NEW DELHI Makers of consumer durables say they expect the market to take at least 2-3 months to normalise operations post the implementation of GST from July 1. Migration to the new indirect tax regime, they said, is causing 'discomfort' among their trade partners who are busy clearing old stock to avoid losses before the new indirect tax regime kicks in next month.



 Fewer Concerns of GST



Being Inflationary: DBS SINGAPORE There were fewer concerns the GST rollout in India will be inflationary as most essential goods and services have been exempted from the new regime, the Development Bank of Singapore said on Monday. The reform is set to be implemented from July 1and will subsume most of other levies like exercise and service tax, and bring the country under a single taxation regime. DBS said in its economic report on India that the tax incidence is “likely to rise mainly on selected service sector categories” after the GST is implemented.



India, Russia to Ink Contracts for Units 5, 6 at Kudankulam Foundation for KNPP unit 3 is likely to be laid by early July, says Russian official DipanjanRoy.Chaudhury @timesgroup.com



Moscow: India and Russia will soon sign contracts for design and supply of equipment for Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant’s units 5 and 6, building on the general framework agreement and credit protocol for these reactors concluded at the June 1 annual summit in St Petersburg. “Taking into fact agreement signed recently for units 5 & 6 for KNPP, contracts for design and supply of equipment for the same will be signed in near future,” said Valery Limarenko, director general of Atomstroyexport, a state corporation Rosatom subsidiary that implements nuclear power construction contracts abroad. Speaking to a group of journalists on the sidelines of Atomexpo, world's biggest annual nuclear expo here, Limarenko also said the foundation for KNPP’s unit 3 will be laid either by the end of June or early July. “India has also assured that second site for Russian nuclear power plant will be announced. We have excellent cooperation with the Indian nuclear scientists who are talented and skilled,” he said. The General Framework Agree-



ment and Credit Protocol for Units 5 & 6 were concluded after the 18th edition of Indo-Russian annual Summit at St Petersburg between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Russian President Vladimir Putin on June 1. The growing partnership in the nuclear power sector between India and Russia has opened opportunities for developing advanced nuclear manufacturing capabilities in India in line with the government’s ‘Make in India’ initiative, according to the St Petersburg Declaration issued after Modi-Putin summit. The reactors are being built by Nuclear Power Corporation of India (NPCIL) and Atomstroyexport. The external affairs ministry had last month described as mischief a report that tried to link signing of agreements for Units 5 & 6 with Russia’s failure to convince China to support India for NSG membership. The two units of the plant, with capacity to produce 1000 MW of electricity each, will significantly boost the country's nuclear power generation. Total power generation from six reactors of KNPP will be 6,000 MW. Unit 1 of the Kudankulam NPP was put into commercial operation in December 2014, and Unit 2 in late March this year. The nominal capacity of Units 1 and 2 is 2000 MW. Unit 1produced over 13 million units of power by January 26 this year. (The reporter is in Russia on the invitation of Rosatom, Government of Russia)



Civilian N-Energy Tie-Ups Expected Bilateral partnership at work in B’desh, Sri Lanka DipanjanRoy.Chaudhury @timesgroup.com



Moscow: The decision by India and Russia at the recent (June 1) annual Summit to undertake joint economic projects in third countries including in the area of clean energy have opened up possibilities of collaboration in civilian nuclear energy sector. India and Russia are finetuning their civil nuclear energy partnership in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. India with its experience in the civil nuclear industry will train personnel and provide expertise to Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. India has entered into civilian nuclear partnerships arrangements with both Dhaka and Colombo. Russia is building Bangladesh's maiden nuclear power plant in Roopur. AtomExpo 2017, which was inaugurated on Monday, will explore further opportunities for



bilateral partnership in third countries of Africa and South East Asia. AtomExpo — organised annually by state-run nuclear agency Rosatom since 2009 — is the largest international exhibition and business platform to take up the nuclear industry situation. Russia has a large presence in new reactors market across Africa, Asia, Latin America and Europe at a time when US nuclear major Westinghouse is facing bankruptcy issue and French nuclear major Areva is undergoing restructuring. Indian and Russian civil nuclear partnership could be extended to joint extraction of natural uranium, production of nuclear fuel and waste elimination, Rosatom officials told ET. Rosatom has 29 nuclear reactors in various stages of planning and construction in several countries including in Jordan, Hungary, Egypt, Iran, Finland, Turkey and Argentina. The three-day AtomExpo Forum being held near historic Red Square includes several round tables. (The reporter is in Russia on the invitation of Rosatom, Government of Russia)
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Grosvenor House Stake Sold: Sahara Seeks SC’s permission to bring home £75 m in 10 working days to pay dues to Sebi Samanwaya.Rautray @timesgroup.com



New Delhi: The Sahara group told the Supreme Court that it has sold its holding in London’s Grosvenor House to an entity known as GH Equity UK to raise money needed to pay off dues to the Securities and Exchange Board of India and sought the court’s permission to repatriate the money to India. Sahara senior advocate Kapil Sibal informed the bench com-



prising justices Dipak Misra and Ranjan Gogoi about the sale, without specifying the amount. He did say however that 75 million pounds would be brought to India in 10 working days. Little is known about the buyer. The top court has pushed hard for the dues, linking Sahara chief



Subrata Roy’s freedom to the payments. Roy had to pay `. 1,500 crore by June 15 and another `. 500 crore by July 15. He now has another 10 days — or until July 4 — to make up a shortfall of `. 709.82 crore of the `. 1,500 crore, or be taken back into custody. Roy’s bail was extended until July 5. The bench granted Sahara a 10-day window to get the money from the sale of the Grosvenor House stake paid into the Sebi-Sahara refund account, and posted the case for further hearing on



July 5. Sibal told the court that the company had not been able to raise much money in India from the sale of assets despite his best efforts. “The funds are coming from sales overseas,” he said. He sought the court’s leeway to sell land in Haridwar below the circle rate but was not permitted to do so. Should Sahara fail to meet its financial commitments, the court has also indicated that it would have all of its assets sold off and make the recoveries. Sahara still owes Rs 8,000 crore of the principal amount due to Sebi. The court has also set in motion the process of auctioning all of Sahara’s assets. It has asked the Bombay High Court receiver to draw up a schedule and also get several Sahara properties valued. That was submitted in court on Monday.



DAY TWO AT CANNES



L&K Saatchi & Saatchi Bags a Gold Lion, Ogilvy Gets Two While India’s largest haul of metals was in PR, local cos won none for print and publishing Ravi.Balakrishnan @timesgroup.com



Cannes: L&K Saatchi & Saatchi bagged a Gold Lion in one of the newest and most-hotly contested categories, the three-year old Glass Lions, at the Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity. #GiveHer5 is a social movement created by L&K Saatchi & Saatchi to draw attention to the plight of Indian women who “miss” five days of their lives every month because of their period. Also one of the leading causes for the high dropout rate of school-going girls in India. The movement crowdsourced funds to provide and make affordable Saafkins, a re-useable sanitary napkin, and it had a social media leg that involved prominent women on popular platforms going media dark. They broke their silence after five hours to promote #GiveHer5’s cause. The campaign had tough competition as the Glass Lions’ raison d'être of gender equality and diversity is one of the most common themes in global advertising today. Some might also lament the fact that India missed a hatrick. The agency’s win comes a year after media agency Mindshare India won a Grand Prix for Brooke Bond Red Label’s ‘Six Pack Band’, India’s first transgender band. In 2015, the year Glass Lions launched, BBDO India was awarded the Grand Prix for P&G Whisper’s ‘Touch The Pickle’, a campaign to eradicate taboos about menstruation. While their causes are aligned,
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Still from Glass Lion (Gold) winning campaign by L&K Saatchi & Saatchi



L&K Saatchi Saatchi’s campaign might have missed the Grand Prix bus because of the competition it was up against — Grand Prix winner Fearless Girl from McCann New York, one of the buzziest campaigns of the year. The other Gold Lion came from Outdoor category, courtesy Ogilvy & Mather India and its work for Savlon’s ‘Healthy Hands Chalk Sticks’, a low-cost innovation that turned writing chalk into soap for school-kids. McCann Worldgroup India bagged the other metal, a silver, for World for All (Animal Care and Adoptions), converting just one of its five shortlisted entries in



SAMEER SATPATHY Marketing head, ITC



Savlon Swasth India initiative is in line with ITC belief of doing well not only for brand but also for society Outdoor. On Ogilvy’s win, chairman Piyush Pandey says, “I am very proud of Harshad (Rajadhyaksha) and Kainaz (Karmakar) for their leadership. And of young 24-year-old Mahesh for coming up with the chalk idea for Savlon. I also salute Sameer Satpathy, our client



at ITC, for making all of this happen.” He leaves us with a signature sport (mainly cricket) analogy, “I am proud to be the captain of a wonderful team.” The agency also secured India’s only metal, a Bronze, in Promo & Activation for the same campaign. Says Sameer Satpathy, marketing head at ITC, “The Savlon Swasth India initiative is in line with the ITC belief of doing well not only for brand and business but also for society. This is helping us positively impact the lives and attitudes of thousands of children on good hygiene practices. Some fantastic work by the Ogilvy and PR Pundit team with the Savlon team helped create this initiative. Great it has been recognised.” India’s largest haul of medals was, in PR. Ogilvy & Mather India got another Gold and a Bronze Lion for ‘Healthy Hands Chalk Sticks’, while BBDO bagged a Silver Lion for Mirinda’s #ReleaseThePressure. The surprising omissions in this list are Medulla Communications’ #LastLaugh, a big winner in the Pharma category, and HPCL’s ‘Roads That Honk’ from Leo Burnett, a campaign that members of the Indian delegation cited as a hot entry. But perhaps the most surprising result of all is the grand total of zero Lions India picked up in Print & Publishing, traditionally a significant recipient of Indian entries and contributor to the overall metal tally. This year, Indian agencies had 9 shortlisted entries in Print. None converted. Here’s hoping the next awards night at Cannes is more roar less whimper.



We Would Love it, if Is Pure Audio Airbnb Was a Daily Losing its Power App: CMO Mildenhall Over Audience?



From being a destination for budget travellers to book accommodation on the cheap, Airbnb is moving towards all aspects of travel from luxury holidays to exclusive experiences to a daily update on what’s interesting in a particular destination, CMO Jonathan Mildenhall tells Ravi Balakrishnan on the sidelines of the Cannes Lions Festival. Edited excerpts.



Q&A



How has the indian market been working out for Airbnb? I’ve personally had a great relationship with India since my days at Coke. From a travel perspective, it’s so compelling. On an annual basis, you guys have 1.2 billion trips. It’s a $12 billion market, growing at 9% and it has an incredibly young and increasingly affluent population. Young Indians want to travel in and around India of course, but there’s also some powerful corridor markets. We are seeing a lot of Airbnb trips to Singapore, Dubai, Malaysia and Thailand. We are also seeing Indians use it to go to the US, Europe and Australia. The domestic market is huge too. We reckon the Indian market could be a 50 million nights market for us, which is huge, over the next few years. You’d said “all Airbnb’s product will be marketing, all Airbnb’s marketing will come from product”. What does that mean? Our CEO Brian Chesky has mandated that the marketing team and the product team work much closer together. If we are producing content for one, it should enhance the other. And so we are seeing the same content on the Airbnb platform, especially as we
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Eight Indian entries have been shortlisted for Direct Lions Leo Burnett’s Roads That McCann Health’s work for the Ministry Honk initiative for HPCL of Public Health, Afghanistan 3 nominations 2 nominations Leo’s Organ Donation campaign for Fortis 1 nominations



O&M India’s Salvon’s Healthy Hands Chalk Sticks 1 nominations



Taproot Dentsu’s Adidas Odds campaign 1 nominations



No Indian work has been shortlisted in both Creative Data and Mobile categories this year



Ravi.Balakrishnan @timesgroup.com get into experiences, showing up in Airbnb ad and vice versa. One integrated strategic approach to content helps maintain the delta between the Airbnb content experience off our platform and the content experience on platform. We’d love it, if Airbnb was a daily app that people tapped into everyday.



Living Like a Local as a proposition is being embraced by a lot of people. Do you consider imitation flattering or does it annoy you? I want travel to be as dynamic and creatively driven as marketing brands. The more creative the category, the more inspirational it is for travellers and we all win. A number of our campaigns whether it is living like a local or night out have been copied. When we first saw one of our biggest competitors doing Night Out, one of the guys in my team said “Should we send them a cease and desist?” But I believe we have to give other brands stuff to copy. That creates an incredibly high bar for us. If I look at a marketing plan and I am not seeing new stuff for our competition to copy, I’m disappointed.



Cannes: It’s just day two of Cannes and the delegates have already started sleeping with each other. No, there hasn't been a reprise of that famous photo from 2015 (yet/ that we know of !) But a seminar from Wondery titled Storytelling in the Dark, had the entire audience wear eye masks. The intent was to immerse the audience in the power of a purely audio storytelling experience. The results were exactly what you’d expect from a mostly well-fed and welldrunk audience, seeking refuge from the heat in a theatre, hearing a soothing voice narrate a tale. Many woke to the sounds of gentle snoring, that could be heard over the actual narrative: a tale of a reluctant man deciding to adopt a child. An Indian delegate who’d slept through a chunk of the session said: “And this is why pure audio doesn’t work.” We beg to differ. It does work, only if the objective is to seek inspiration from whatever nonsense your subconscious throws back at you when you sleep. At least decade old problem remains unsolved at the Cannes Lions. The seminar title is often like an AV. The most ex-



citing and best presentation of work that, when you get right down to it, is either dull, an undisguised sales pitch or both. There are some great speakers every year. But finding them is hard, and the opportunity cost of having attended a less than impressive session a tough pill to swallow. It’s something the creators of the seminar content seem conscious of. And so, there are some seminars where even if you don’t go away any wiser, you at least leave amused. For instance the session with mentalist Keith Barry. He tried to connect his illusions to the marketing process, and some of it made sense, after a fashion. For instance trying to gauge as much as possible from what was not being actually said or spelt out by a potential consumer. But it was, by and large, more fun than anything else. Day two ended on a promising note with a slew of nominations in categories like Glass, Outdoor, Print, PR and Promo and Activation. Glass, in particular, has been an award where India has bagged the Grand Prix two years running, and so one feels a tad optimistic, even if there are only two shortlists. Onwards to day three.
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Q&A



RADHA MOHAN SINGH AGRICULTURE MINISTER



‘No State has Done as Much for Farmers as Madhya Pradesh’ Agriculture minister Radha Mohan Singh has accused opposition parties of trying to instigate farmers in BJP-ruled states. For him, no state has done as much for farmers as Madhya Pradesh, while opposition ruled states such as Bihar and West Bengal are slow in implementing schemes for farmers. In an interview with ET’s Madhvi Sally and Himangshu Watts, Singh also said he sees good days ahead for farmers as his government’s schemes and initiatives to boost incomes deliver results, and the country is expecting another record harvest with allied sectors milk production and horticulture also doing well. Excerpts:



What has the farmer gained from your government’s policies? He has benefited a lot. Like in soil health card, in 153 districts we did survey and found that production has increased 10%, while costs have come down 10-12%. Neem-coated urea does not get washed away by rain, so consumption is lower. What is the progress towards doubling the income of farmers? To double farmers’ income by 2021-22 we made a committee to look at challenges and potential. Three-four reports have come and discussion is going on. We are working in all areas related to agriculture to double farmers’ incomes — irrigation, quality seeds, big investment in warehousing, cold chains, and food processing. There is a clear roadmap. We are working on programmes for seeds, water, fertilisers and soil health. The National Agriculture Market is being developed. As of now, 417 mandis have been integrated, and the target is to touch 585 mandis. So far, 47,000 farmers have sold produce worth `. 30,000 crore. Horticulture and bee-keeping provide a lot of scope to increase of farmers’ incomes. Coverage of crop insurance will be increased from 30% of gross cropped areas to 40% in 2017-18 and 50% in 2018-19. Schemes of animal husbandry, dairy and fisheries will help farmers. . What about expenditure on farmers? Our government has increased the budget and actual expenditure. In 2013-14, the budget estimate for the sector was `. 30,224 crore, expenditure was only `. 25,896 crore. Last year our budget estimate was `. 45,053 crore and ex-
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Farm Politics Are farmers in Bihar and Bengal getting minimum support price? States like MP are ensuring that this is done while others are doing politics there penditure was `. 57,503 crore.



If so much is being done, why are farmers protesting? You would have seen that in Mandsaur: video clips show how three MLAs are instigating people. Even in Rajasthan, they (opposition parties) are doing it. On the question of agitation, I’ll say farmers’ problems are due to the 60-year rule of Congress. The results of the work we have done are coming and will come. But they (opposition) are now feeling cornered seeing the way Prime Minister Narendra Modi is working for farmers, so they are instigating them (farmers). During demonetisation also they tried to provoke and people are realising that. Aren’t farmers protesting because prices have fallen? Are farmers in Bihar and West Bengal getting minimum support price? States like Madhya Pradesh (ruled by BJP) are ensuring that this is done while others (political parties) are doing politics there. Under the price stabilisation fund, the food and consumer affairs ministry procured two million tonnes pulses. Madhya Pradesh procured pulses, Bihar didn't. Are you saying farmers in MP are better off than Bihar and Bengal? The amount of work Madhya Pradesh government is doing for farmers, no other state is doing. For example, under the interest subvention scheme, farmers get short-term crop loans at an interest rate of 4% as we (Centre) provide incentive of 3% per annum. Madhya Pradesh was the first



government which said that they will give the incentive of 4% to farmers from the state coffers (so farmers get zero interest loans). This was then followed by various state governments. It (MP) is also the first state where if a farmer takes a loan of `. 1 lakh then he just has to pay back only `. 90,000. There are other things too, like the state intervening to ensure farmers get good prices for onions and potatoes. Which other state has done such things?



POLICY INITIATIVES



MP was the first state which said it will give the incentive of 4% to farmers from the state coffers for short-term crop loan. It is also the first state where if farmer takes loan of`. 1lakh then he just has to pay back`. 90,000 Then why are farmers so disillusioned, and why is it easy to instigate them? I am again saying that it is a political issue in the case of Madhya Pradesh. It’s very bad and cheap politics at play. Seeing all this you can easily realise that their days are numbered. First they tried to instigate farmers during demonetisation, but farmers were clever and realised. Farmer will understand (this time too). We are against the Congress, but more than us, they (Congressmen) are working to ensure



that they kill their own party. They are doing a lot of drama nowadays. Apart from few leaders in the Congress party in Madhya Pradesh there are no major leaders and they are queuing up in front of BJP offices now. They are now making efforts to ensure that they are relevant in the political scene.



Farmers across states are asking for farm loan waiver. Your comment? Our government’s focus is to empower farmers and for that we are doing a lot of things. The Modi government is working for poor and marginal farmers living in villages. My entire efforts are going to invest in schemes that empower farmers. The work on projects is speedily going ahead and in next three years we expect to complete the projects. So how is life of a farmer in Bihar or West Bengal different from that of a farmer in Madhya Pradesh? Both the states (Bihar and West Bengal) are very slow in implementing schemes which have been launched to double farmers, income. These states have some problem with schemes launched by Modiji. They should speed up work on schemes for farmers’ interest. We are such a big country. There are problems and farmers too have them. But people who got the opportunity for 60 years did not do anything. For 10 years, the 'rajkumar' (prince) was ruling it. You will see the result of the 60 year rule of a party rather than the rule of a three year old government. The current situation of farmer is worrisome, but who has brought this situation? In past two years we have speeded up work to empower farmers. The monsoon has begun well. Are we expecting a bumper harvest? We have already achieved record production in agriculture and horticulture. We will have record bumper production this year also. Allied sectors are also doing very well. Milk production has gone up by 16.9% and egg production has gone up by 17.9%. What steps have been taken to give affordable farm loans? In 2013-14 the target of total agriculture credit was `. 7 lakh crore. In 2016-17, the target was `. 9 lakh crore, against which agriculture loans of `. 9.6 lakh crore were given till February 28, 2017. The target in 2017-18 is `. 10 lakh crore.



No Departure Cards for Those Flying Abroad from July 1 Press Trust of India



New Delhi: Indians flying abroad will not be required to fill departure cards from next month. However, those going out of the country via rail, seaport and land immigration checkposts will have to fill the embarkation card. “It has been decided to discontinue the prac-



tice of filling up of the departure card by Indians at all international airports with effect from July 1, 2017,” an order issued by the home ministry said. The move is aimed at ensuring hassle-free movement of Indians going abroad. At present, those going abroad need to fill in details such as name, date of birth, passport number, address in India, flight number and date of boarding in the departure card.
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CHIT FUNDS IN NUMBERS Number of registered chit funds Over



12,000



Average chit value



`5 lakh for 12-14 months



Large chit fund value Over `1 crore for 24 or 40 months Number of chit subscribers in India



15-18 crore



Cash use 50% of



pay-ins in cash



Average returns



7-9% dividend



at term (if not borrowed from the pot) Foreman commission



60% of customers from rural India



Customer base



5% capped GST bracket 12%



GETTY IMAGES



Once a Chit, Always a Cheat? The brouhaha over a slew of investment funds-turned-ponzi schemes has brought the poor-friendly chit fund to its knees. What ails the industry is a pot-stir of bad PR, misfortune, strict regulations and a lack of understanding of its workings



Shailesh Menon



I



n the narrow bylanes of Chandni Chowk, Salem and Thrissur, where banks fear to open branches or install ATMs, there exist scores of ‘chit fund’ companies to help low wage earners build their little nest eggs. Fallen from grace a long time ago, but still clinging on to vestiges of their glorious past, these companies are braving the perils of stringent regulations, “unfair” taxation, policy-level lacunae and rapid modernisation. The `35,000-crore chit fund industry – which runs mostly on cash — is living in constant fear of coming under the income tax scanner. That apart, the ignominy of being unreasonably linked to the Sarada, Sahara and Rose Valley scams has dented their credibility, so much so that new generation investors avoid this indigenous savings-cum-investment product. “Any financial product goes bust, the blame would finally be attributed to chit funds. Sarada and Rose Valley were not chit funds; they were indulging NBFC operations. But when they went belly up, everyone blamed chit funds,” laments A Chitrarasu, MD of Kurinji Chit funds, a Chennai-based registered entity. “We’re being targeted for no reason… People who blame us don’t even know what chit funds are.” A chit fund is both a savings and credit product. Chits bear pre-determined value and are of a fixed duration, mostly two to three years. Each scheme admits a specific number of members (whose monthly contributions would add up to the total value of the chit fund at term-end). The monthly collection from all subscribers is called the ‘pot’ and is auctioned every month. The subscriber bidding the lowest (from the whole monthly pot) gets the money. The subscriber who has bid from the pot in a particular month continues his contribution till termend. There are over 12,000 registered chit funds in India. (See ‘How It Works’). “Chit funds are over-regulated… Of the 140-odd sections and sub-sections in the Central Chit Fund Act, only four to five are supportive of the industry. Most is for subscriber safety… Now one should note, there has not been any big chit fund failure over the last 35 years,” affirms PJ Krishnamurthy, MD of Girivajra Chits. TS Sivaramakrishnan, secretary of All India Association of Chit Funds, says the funds have been in existence for over 100 years. Some of the earliest were launched



decades before India became independent. “These funds have lasted so long only because they conducted business honestly and repaid people on time,” he argues. Over the years, with several finance companies going bust, the government tightened laws for indigenous players, limiting scope of doing business. Chit funds bore the brunt of these regulations as most finance companies that went belly up were inadvertently labelled chit funds. “We are going through difficult times because officials have not understood what we do… They’re not aware of our processes. They even forget that we serve the real grassroots — poor people who do not have the confidence to open bank accounts,” Sivaramakrishnan says. “For effective conduct of financial activity, you need smart, proactive regulations — not tough laws.” Over-regulation has clearly backfired in the case of chits funds. As a result of it, several “chitsters” (people who run chit funds) have gone underground, “de-registering” from official records and running their own scheme in an unregulated manner. According to AIACF members, illegal chit companies (the unregistered ones) run portfolios 10 times larger than the registered ones. These operate in small towns and villages, do not pay taxes or abide by any laws. Subscribers in illegal chit funds are at grave risk as there is limited legal recourse in the event of fund managers swindling people.



A TAXING PROBLEM The latest misfortune to hit the industry is insertion of Section 269ST in the Income Tax Act, which prevents any entity from receiving `2 lakh or more in cash. Chit funds, by virtue of their clientele, have 40- 50% of collections in cash. Though small chits may not be directly affected by this law, the larger ones are finding it difficult to coerce their subscribers to pay using cheques. “Vegetable vendors, small business owners, cobblers, daily wage earners form a large chunk of our clients. These people do not have the means to give us a cheque,” reasons Sivaramakrishnan. “We are not accepting larger amounts anymore… If we do that, we’ll be required to pay a huge penalty to the government.” Sivaramakrishnan manages the sevendecades-old Balussery Benefit Chit Fund. According to chit fund managers, there is adequate know-your-customer (KYC) procedure at the time of admitting new subscribers into a scheme. PAN cards, Aadhaar



HOW IT WORKS... 1. Sam, an investor, joins a chit scheme valued at `50,000. His monthly subscription fees is `1,000 for 50 months 2. Apart from Sam, there are 49 other members too, contributing to the pot 3. In the first month itself, a pot worth `50,000 is created through subscription (of `1,000) from 50 subscribers 4. The first ‘pot’ is deposited in the bank to meet fund’s liquidity requirements. Therefore, no bidding is allowed in the first pot



``



5. In the second month, another pot worth `50,000 is created through member subscriptions. The chit fund manager (or foreman) puts this pot for auction



6. Technically, Sam could bid for the entire second pot at par value (that is `50,000); but there could be other members also who are in need of urgent funds. So a reverse bidding process takes place 7. If Sam manages to outbid others – at say `49,000 – he gets to keep the money 8. For the remaining tenure, Sam continues to pay is monthly subscription



9. At term-end, Sam would have paid `50,000; he got `49,000 from his successful second pot bid. The `1,000 Sam foregoes at second pot bid is divided among all members as profit or dividend



10. Sam benefits from timely receipt of money; he also pockets dividends if other members have borrowed from pots in the subsequent months 11. Members who have not borrowed from the ‘pot’ (anytime during the tenure of the fund) generally make 7-9% returns on their investments



details, photographs, a reference letter from older subscribers and bank statements (if available) are mandatory in registered chit funds. Every chit scheme launched has to be registered with the state-appointed registrar. Details of all subscribers and an amount equal to total value of the fund has to be deposited with the registrar prior to starting the fund. This deposit is only released after all subscribers in the chit scheme have been been paid off at tenure. “The deposit with the registrar makes chit funds completely safe… also, minutes of our auction are given to the registrar every month. If authorities want to track down black money, they simply need to check the pre-scheme filings and auction minutes,” explains Chitrarasu. The association members have given representations to the government for some relaxation in the bulk deposit banning Act (Section 269ST). Their plea is to at least allow smaller chit funds to operate in cash mode. These would range at `1-5 lakh; the larger ones could be running into crores, with average monthly pay-ins being in the range of `50,000 to a few lakh. Larger funds such as Balussery Benefit have started accepting payments via bank transfers and other digital modes. They are now trying to link up payment gateways on their mobile apps for direct pay-ins. The problem here is, most banks are not agreeing to transact through the governmentowned, free-to-use UPI-BHIM interface. “They’re asking us to link their own gateways on our app… Otherwise they will charge us for every transaction,” said the IT head of a leading chit fund house.



GST DRAINER For the money they manage, chit foremen (a foreman is one who runs a chit scheme; the fund manager) charge 5% as commission. The upcoming GST regime would put chit funds under the 12% tax bracket. “With a 5% remuneration cap, 12% GST would not be very viable for us… If we pass this to our subscribers, their returns will drop quite significantly. People will not join chit schemes after that,” says Sivaramakrishnan. Chit funds operate on high collection costs. They also cannot broaden revenue schemes as chit companies are not allowed to sell third-party investment products to their customers. Broadly speaking, chit fund companies have only two revenue streams — the 5% commission received from subscribers and minor interest earned on bank deposits. “The government has waived GST on



Never too Old to Start up... Again Ashok Soota’s second startup journey is playing out in the middle of Indian IT’s existential crisis. Here’s why he remains optimistic Kunal Talgeri Picture a tech entrepreneur in Bengaluru whose five-year-old startup clocked `352 crore ($54 million) revenues in 2015-16 — `5 crore in profit. He’s now talking a $75-million revenue run rate based on the latest quarter. He single-handedly raised $53 million of venture capital. The venture has 2,400 employees and has made two acquisitions in two months — Cupola Technology, an Internet of Things venture employing 60, and OSSCube (240 employees), ramping up presence in the US to 50 employees. Sure, this doesn’t sound like your average ecommerce entrepreneur. But guess his age: 74. Ashok Soota, founder and executive chairman of Happiest Minds, is working actively when many his age are comfortably into retirement. And former colleagues from his Wipro days remind him of this. “He says it’s the only thing he knows. ‘I can’t sit quietly and retire,’” says Sridhar Mitta, founder of NextWealth Entrepreneurs, who was global R&D head of Wipro till 1998 and reported to Soota. “It’s about business and philanthropy. His way of doing social (work) is doing what he knows well. He has always wanted to reduce travel for business, but it doesn’t look like that is happening,” he adds, laughing.



Soota—in his sixth year of founding Happiest Minds Technologies— shows no signs of abating when he talks global IT services. “There is an old world wrestling with the fact that they are working in a technology market which is not what it was. And there is a new world in the areas of prototypes, tests and solutions. Not very big, but it will evolve into larger projects.” Big IT firms from India have a core billion-dollar business to protect while growing in digital, where traditional clients across industries are competing with online adversaries. Internet is the default setting. According to technolog y research and advisory firm ISG, annual contract values in its database shrunk 4% to $22.9 billion in 2016 for outsourcing deals, whereas the software-as-a-service deals rose by 38% in the same period to $14.5 billion. Happiest Minds is focusing on the latter, with no outsourcing legacy, which has seen companies such as Cognizant and Infosys ramp up headcount to more than 200,000. TCS is approaching 400,000. “It’s always more difficult adding on than it is starting up,” Soota says. “We have not had to worry about legacy business, which is getting obsolete.” Counter point; their mainstay is generating cash for growth of digital business. But Soota pushes back. “Of course, but they are also seeing pressures (from



DEMONETISATION & BLACK MONEY The government’s decision to withdraw old `500 and `1,000 notes was a blessing in disguise for several chit funds. Several subscribers had then made bulk payments to get rid of their old currency notes. “A lot of defaulters paid their dues in bulk cash. Our collections had risen 1015% in the first three weeks of November. Some subscribers even asked us to accept their entire pay-ins in one shot,” says a Gurgaon-based chit foreman on conditions of anonymity.



Over-regulation has clearly backfired in the case of chits funds while Section 269ST of the I-T Act prevents the much-used cash deposits. Throw in GST and the ‘cheat fund’ image, and you get an industry in real trouble Since then, the IT department has called for records of chit funds which have posted a spike in their November and December collections. The chit fund association has asked all its members to cooperate with the IT Department and share details of subscribers who remitted bulk cash. Seven months into the government’s demonetisation drive, fund operators in Kerala are still finding it difficult to get subscriber pay-ins, for want of cash in bank. Chitsters of Kerala are worried about widening shortfall in their monthly collections. “Repayments and monthly pay-ins have dropped to a trickle post demonetisation,” says KP Geevarghese Babu, general secretary of the All Kerala Association of Chit



Soothsaying Business How Ashok Soota has been involved in sowing new businesses before starting up



1965 Joins DCM Shriram Group’s Usha Fans 1978 Heads Shriram Refrigeration 1985 Wipro chairman Azim Premji brings Soota to head Wipro Infotech, then a hardware company



investors) go all the way to buyback shares and give more dividends because they are not growing as fast as they were.” This sounds more like a feisty entrepreneur than a tiring 74-year-old. Happiest Minds is in a good zone for a venture, gunning for a 2019-20 IPO. And this is his second startup after MindTree.



SECOND COMING In a way, Happiest Minds is trying to leverage the internet opportunity MindTree eyed in 1999. What’s changed since is end-user consumption because of people like you and me—thanks to our smartphones and other internet devices (Fitbit, tablets). Continuous online access has encroached the workplace and all kinds of data exists on the cloud. “It has taken 15 years for the move from Internet 1.0 to 5.0,” Soota notes. “When the dotcom bust happened, many of the solutions were well ahead of their time. They were not backed by the infrastructure to make everything in real time. Now, there are many internet-based businesses supported by analytics, mobile in a very big way.” This is boosting product-engineering engagements for Indian IT companies—which Soota and his nine co-founders anticipated back in 1998 with MindTree. His own exit from MindTree was abrupt. On January 28, 2011, an email from Soota informed sever-



‘interest income’ pocketed by BFSI companies… Just because our fees is called ‘commission,’ we’re brought under GST ambit. It’s just a confusion over nomenclature,” says Chitrarasu. The cost dynamics have prompted several funds to shut shop in the past few years. That said, the illegal, unregistered chit fund network — which does not pay taxes or keep payout margins — has burgeoned in north and south India over the past few years.



al journalists about his decision to move on. For years, all co-founders have been tight-lipped about what made him leave. Speculation was rife about a fallout, or a strategic error in acquiring Kyocera Wireless



India in 2009. The vice-chairman of another large IT company told this reporter in 2012, “It may have been an attempt to foray into mobility but Kyocera was more hardware when MindTree should have been thinking about services-play.” Soota has moved on from that—it is a return of sorts to be an ‘internet consulting company’ which MindTree wanted to be. As an entrepreneur, his strengths have been clarity of thought and teambuilding, apart from affability. Serial entrepreneur Krishnan Ganesh recalls an instance when he was CEO of Bharti-British Telecom (BT) during 1998-2000. Soota was at Wipro then and Bharti had bought the stake from the IT company in 1997. But Bharti-BT had to still get government approval for licencing. For almost two years, it operated under the trade name of WiproBritish Telecom. “Whenever there was a problem, I sought his help. He helped us in resolving problems, which is a huge thing considering Wipro had exited, and he was vice-chairman of the company,” says Ganesh, who when at HCL Ltd in the early ’90s often competed with Wipro Infotech’s personal computing business. Mitta says Soota pays close atten-



1996 Wipro moves headquarters to Bangalore from Mumbai and zooms in on the global software services opportunity AUG-99 Soota starts MindTree with nine co-founders as an ‘internet consulting company’, backed by Walden, Global Technology Ventures and Capital International



Funds and owner of St George Chitties. “When we go for collections, people tell us they have not been able to get money from their banks or state treasury. We’re staring at a long list of defaults now,” Babu adds. Rising number of defaults is not restricted to Kerala alone. According to AIACF numbers, the industry is currently dealing with a pay-in shortfall of `700 crore. A good part of this is on account of chit fund managers asking their patrons to pay-in using cash or through bank transfers. “This happens more in case of subscribers who have already borrowed from the pot… When we refuse to accept cash from them, they’ll simply go away not paying anymore of their dues,” clarifies Sivaramakrishnan.



IMAGE PROBLEM Chit fund managers have been crying foul over the usage of the words ‘chit fund’ while referring to failure of Sahara, Sarada Group and Rose Valley public deposit schemes. “Sarada and Rose Valley were raising deposits from people and investing the money in real estate. They were functioning like NBFCs… They were even selling third party products,” says Chitrarasu. “Chit funds do not engage in such activities. The money people give us is always put in a bank account and it is never reinvested or used for any other purpose.” According to fund managers, poor industry reputation is keeping new investors from chit funds, which in turn hurts their performance. Over the years, chit companies have been relying too much on their existing subscriber base to run their fund. This has scuttled the ‘borrower-saver’ ratios of most funds, foremen opine. Most people (among existing subscribers) join chit funds to “bid and borrow” from the pot in the first four months of the scheme. Higher number of borrowers results in monthly pots getting bid at deep discounts. “Many a time members have to wait fourfive months to successfully bid and borrow from the pot. They’re forced to bid at deep discounts to win the pot,” says Neeraj Bansal, CEO of CredRight, a financial institution which arranges loans on back of (future) chit fund receivables. Newer batches of investors would tip the ‘borrower-saver’ ratio to an even keel. It may also bring down desperate (deep-discount) bids by members in urgent need of money. But new investors may not park their money in chit funds anytime soon. For them, chit funds are scam-tainted and unreliable — much deserving of the name, ‘cheat funds.’



NOV-06 MindTree is a public limited co FEB-07 Lists on NSE and BSE; the IPO is oversubscribed 103 times JAN-11 Steps down from MindTree as executive chairman, then a `1,509-crore company of 9,547 employees AUG-11 Starts Happiest Minds Technologies, backed by Canaan Partners (now JP Morgan Asset Management), Intel Capital



tion to what colleagues say. “He trusts people and backs their decisions.” At Happiest Minds, Soota has brought in Sashi Kumar,48, as CEO, who channelises Formula 1 Racing and says he plays race driver to Soota’s race director. (Kumar once interned at Renault.) “Ashok makes sure the ship is on an even keel. He keeps us on a common plan and purpose.”



AGE-DEFYING ENTREPRENEUR Advisors to enterprise clients emphasise a new way of looking at vendors—be it global heavyweights, Indian IT companies, or newbies: digital transformers. Happiest Minds will be perceived as a boutique shop in IT, but Soota stresses that the first set of trials and proofs of concept go a long way in building strategic partnerships with clients. They still call themselves a ‘systems integrator’ to provide an overall solution for a business problem, but “the ‘boutique shop’ tag works beautifully for us because digital takes off as a trial project. Large guys have the pressure of creating a mid-sized company every year while keeping the core business growing.” Soota cites Mu Sigma as an example of a venture that has successfully



made the leap from startup to data analytics specialist. Happiest Minds wants to grow as a digital transformation agent in areas such as product engineering, IoT, analytics. This evinces the interest of traditional global companies like learning and education services giant Pearson that want to automate content, need a content orchestration platform or media players that are lightweight and so on. “We build those components,” Kumar says. For Soota, it’s about building another $100-million company, faster this time. “He exemplifies the fact that age is not a determining factor for new ideas, taking risk or putting your reputation on the line if a startup doesn’t work out,” says Ganesh, who has co-founded CustomerAsset (BPO), Marketics (analytics) and TutorVista (online education). Re c ent ly, he met S o ot a at Koramangala Club where Ganesh plays tennis regularly. Soota was there for a swim. When Ganesh said it’s too cold for a dip, the septuagenarian replied: “Once you get in, the waters are perfectly fine.” For Ganesh, it was metaphorical for Soota’s approach to entrepreneurship. “Age-defying entrepreneurship is the most striking thing about him.”
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A New Lease of Life for Pakistan Cricket



FAKHAR OF PAKISTAN



World cricket needs a strong Pakistan and the Champions Trophy victory will go a long way in helping them



J



Pakistan entered the Champions Trophy as the lowest-ranked team and went out as winners —AP



ICC Champions Trophy Team (in batting order) Shikhar Dhawan (India), Fakhar Zaman (Pakistan), Tamim Iqbal (Bangladesh), Virat Kohli (India), Joe Root (England), Ben Stokes (England), Sarfraz Ahmed (Pakistan), Adil Rashid (England), Junaid Khan (Pakistan), Bhuvneshwar Kumar (India), Hassan Ali (Pakistan), Kane Williamson (New Zealand (12th).



fans were all gung ho at the Oval celebrating a brilliant Indian start. That was perhaps the last thing that went right for India on the day. When it was evident that Bumrah had overstepped, Pakistan had the turn of luck they badly needed. It was as if the pressure was suddenly back on India and the Pakistan batsmen started to express themselves with a freedom that had been lacking for years. A brilliant opening stand followed by some amazing hitting from Zaman had set the match up for Pakistan. However, the match wasn’t done yet because there was Virat Kohli to bat. And Kohli in a run chase is no less than a matter of lore. Mohammad Amir, who seeks redemption every time he steps out to bowl for Pakistan, had to do something extraordinary against the Indian skipper. And he did. He bowled the best spell of the entire tournament to take out the three best batsmen and all of Pakistan suddenly had a new awakening. World cricket needs a strong Pakistan and finally it was a team that could stand up to the



VITALS Afghanistan Could Get Test Status Afghanistan’s fairytale rise in world cricket could this week see them acquire coveted Test status, a massive boost for a nation long divided by war and riven by ethnic rivalries. No longer rank minnows, Asghar Stanikzai’s team are up for consideration following their victories over Ireland in the Intercontinental Cup in March, paving the way for their potential entry into cricket’s elite. Both Afghanistan and Ireland are bidding to become the 11th and 12th nations to join the Test club, nearly two decades after their immediate predecessors Bangladesh, if confirmed by the International Cricket Council (ICC) at a meeting in London. “A committee is working inside the cricket board, and we’ll work on our proposal to present it to the ICC in the future, and hopefully full membership and Test status are on the way,” chairman of the Afghan cricket board, Atef Mashal said. “We can’t give any time frame at the moment, it is upon the ICC, it is not in our hands.”



Federer Desperate For a Win



Roger Federer is eager to get his comeback back on track after it was unceremoniously derailed by veteran Tommy Haas last week. The Swiss hasn’t played since winning in Miami in April missing the entire clay-court season to focus his efforts on the summer and another tilt at Wimbledon. But in his first match back Federer was stunned 2-6, 7-6, 6-4 by the 302nd ranked German in Stuttgart and now faces Taiwan’s Lu Yen-Hsun in Halle desperate just to get a win under his belt again. “A comeback is never simple, especially on grass where margins are so slim,” the 18-time Grand Slam winner said ahead of a tournament he has won eight times. “It’s important for me, especially after the Stuttgart week, to come here and make sure I win my first-round match and get going ... The history I have here, having come and played well so often, definitely should help me to play good tennis this week. “I want to take the right decisions on the tennis court. I don’t want to question myself too much. I’ll have the right focus and mindset, that point-bypoint mentality.”



Chinese Boxer Maimaitiali Challenges Vijender Within three months of a cancellation, WBO Asia Pacific Super middleweight champion Vijender Singh’s proposed double title fight against Oriental Super middleweight champion Zulpikar Maimaitiali is back on track for an August showdown. According to the undefeated Indian’s promoters IOS Boxing Promotions, talks have taken a positive turn between SECA Worldwide, the Chinese boxer’s promoters. Both the boxers will put their respective titles at stake in a winner-takes-all clash that is likely to be held in the first half of August in Mumbai. The promoters of the respective boxers were in talks earlier this year as well, but due to “unavoidable circumstances the bout did not take place”. Maimaitiali had refused to fight without specifying the reasons. PUBLISHED FOR THE PROPRIETORS, Bennett, Coleman & Co. Ltd. by Rajeev Yadav at Times House, 7, Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi-110 002, Phone: 011-23302000, Fax: 011-23323346 and printed by him at Times of India Press, 13 & 15/1, Site IV, Industrial Area, Sahibabad (UP). REGD. OFFICE: Dr Dadabhai Naoroji Road, Mumbai-400 001. EDITOR (DELHI MARKET): Javed Sayed (Responsible for selection of news under PRB Act). © Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission of the publisher is prohibited. All rights reserved. RNI NO. 26749/74 | MADE IN New Delhi | VOLUME 45 NO. 122 AIR CHARGE Raipur, Ahmedabad, Srinagar, Leh & via `. 2.00 | PRICE IN NEPAL: NEP `. 15.00 except Saturday & Sunday : NEP `. 25.00



achievements of the Pakistan teams of the 1990s. Winning the ICC Champions Trophy will surely give Pakistan cricket a new lease of life and hopefully come the 2019 World Cup, Pakistan will be in a position to mount a strong title challenge, making the tournament that much more competitive. For India on the other hand, this was a tournament that had all but a good finish. India’s top order batted brilliantly except in the final and the fast bowlers did well in patches. Hardik Pandya showed what he’s capable of. However, it has also thrown up some key questions. Does Kedar Jadhav really inspire confidence as a number five who can win India matches from difficult situations? Can Yuvraj Singh, a legend of the white ball game, continue for another two years with his fielding starting to become poor? Is MS Dhoni’s waning batting skills a matter of concern or can he dig deep to do something spectacular in the next couple of years? Does Ravi Ashwin the one-day bowler give Indian fans the same confidence as Ravi Ashwin the Test match bowler? Should youngsters like Manish Pandey, Krunal Pandya and Rishabh Pant need to be given a few opportunities starting now to get them ready as finished products come 2019? Hopefully, the dressing room and the skipper and the coach will set aside all differences and start to think of these key questions as the team boards the flight to the West Indies from England itself. It may well be that the final defeat will help Kohli with his plan for WC 2019.



Dutch Test for India



W hen he was only 16, Fakhar Zaman left his hometown in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa to join the Pakistan navy. As a child he was discouraged from playing cricket, and Faqir Gul, Fakhar’s father, would take exception to his son having returned from the playing fields, tired and dusty. On a bright summer day, Fakhar, whose name literally means pride, went from being the pride of Katlang, a town in Mardan district, to being the pride of Pakistan. When he was a teenager, Fakhar was forced to listen to the poetry written by his father, who worked in the wildlife and animal protection department, in the fond hope that this would take his mind off cricket. As a grown young man, Fakhar’s stroke play was not quite poetry, but more like avant-garde Jazz, each slashing shot an utterly enjoyable improvised riff. Fakhar joined the navy to be a seaman, but it was here that his journey in cricket truly began, when Asam Khan, a coach, noticed his talent in inter-departmental matches. Today, Fakhar is so grateful to his coach and mentor, that he has named a cricket academy after him back home in Mardan. In the dressing-room, his team-mates often call Fakhar fauji, an affectionate nickname that follows from his time in the services. Once he started making a name for himself in domestic cricket, and later with Pakistan A, Fakhar started to believe in himself. When asked last year about not being picked for Pakistan despite scoring runs, he told Espncricinfo: “My number will come. I will keep trusting my instincts and my performances.”



REUTERS



Anand Vasu, London



Boria Majumdar ust a few months back this very same Pakistan team did not want to go on a tour of Zimbabwe fearing a loss would mean giving way to the West Indies in the Champions Trophy as the 8th and last team on the roster. Their qualification was in doubt and it’s fair to say they just about scraped through at the end. And the start of the campaign was a near disaster losing to India in Birmingham. People had started to write off Pakistan. For a country that plays no cricket on home soil, it was all but expected. A lucky win against South Africa through Duckworth-Lewis and all of a sudden Pakistan had a chance to make the semi-finals if they beat Sri Lanka. In a match that could’ve gone either way, Pakistan held nerve to make the last four as the least probable of the four semi-finalists. Could they have made it if Thisara Perera didn’t drop that sitter will be a question forever debated in cricket circles. Such things happen and Pakistan, a resurgent Pakistan at that, was up against title favourites England at Cardiff. England had done everything right in the tournament so far. Ben Stokes was having the tournament of his life and it was all but given that the hosts would meet India in the final. Pakistan, however, had other ideas. Literally blowing England off with some spectacular bowling, they set up the mother of all finals with India. That’s when Aamir Sohail did the greatest service to Pakistan cricket. By saying the things he did, Sohail ensured that the team, which was still a motley group of individuals, turned into a cohesive unit. They were united in a cause and had the same vision — win the Champions Trophy and turn things around against India, their bogey team for the last few years. It wasn’t an easy thing to do against Virat Kohli’s boys who had literally taken apart South Africa and then tormented Bangladesh. India’s top three were batting as men possessed, and again very few dared to give Pakistan a chance. Once India had won the toss, the odds were further against Pakistan. Finally, when Fakhar Zaman edged Bumrah to get caught on 3, it was all a familiar script. Zaman had started to walk back and Indian
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When a conventional batsman like Azhar Ali is out there, you can make plans for him. When a guy like Fakhar gets going, it becomes very difficult to stop him VIRAT KOHLI, India captain



While Fakhar may have caught the world’s attention only after his heroics in the final of the Champions Trophy, he is no freak cricketer, no accident that happened to India. In the Pakistan Cup tournament in 2016, Fakhar was the second-highest run-getter; In the Qaide-Azam Trophy, Pakistan’s premier



Confident Men in Blue eye Netherlands scalp in HWL semis



India’s rampaging form would be put through a tough test when they take on world No.4 the Netherlands in their final Pool B match of the Hockey World League Semi-Final today. India, ranked sixth in the world, are presently atop in Pool B with three wins from as many games, while Netherlands are placed second with two wins from two games. But going by performance so far in the tournament, India hold an edge over Netherlands as they have so far recorded convincing wins in the tournament. India defeated Scotland 4-1, Canada 3-0 before demolishing arch-rivals Pakistan 7-1 in their first three games. Netherlands, on the other hand, beat Pakistan 4-0 before getting the better of Scotland 3-0 in their first two games. On form, India are expected to give Netherlands a run for their money tomorrow, provided they can keep their composure on the turf. With their place already secured in the quarterfinals, India would be hoping to keep up the a talismanic Sardar Singh, and also featurgood work and keep a clean slate going into ing the likes of skipper Manpreet Singh, has been providing ample support to the strikers. the business end of the tournament. The Netherlands, who are taking on Canada Barring a few lapses early in their games, the Indians have been clinical so far in the later in the day, will nonetheless start favourtournament, controlling the proceedings in ites. The result of the match will decide the leader of Pool B. Going by the performances each and every match. The performance of India’s forward- so far, it would be hard to predict the winline has been outstanding with the likes ner tomorrow as there is hardly anything to separate the two sides. The of Ramandeep Singh, WATCH OUT! winner of today’s match will A kashdeep Singh and play the fourth placed team Talwinder Singh showcasTODAY ing their brilliance with the HOCKEY WORLD LEAGUE in the quarterfinals. stick by scoring some fantastic goals. The mid-field, led by India vs Netherlands 6:30pm PTI



Sardar Questioned by UK Police, Batra Furious India hockey player Sardar Singh was on Monday called for questioning by the police reportedly in connection with a year-old sexual assault case, barely hours after his side thrashed archrivals Pakistan 7-1 in the Hockey World League Semi-Finals in London. Sardar, a former captain, was last year accused by British-Indian hockey player Ashpal Bhogal, who had claimed to be his fiancee, of rape and assault both in India and UK. The team management is upset about the fact that Sardar was called up for questioning in the middle of a big international tournament without any prior information. Former Hockey India chief and current International Hockey Federation president Narinder Batra slammed the move by the UK authorities to question Sardar in such a manner and termed it “uncalled for”. “As an FIH chief I’ve no comments. But as an Indian and former Hockey India president, I’m saying this in my personal capacity that I condemn the move. How can you call an international athlete in the middle of a tournament without any prior information,” Batra said. PTI



Zaman, a faujiturned-cricketer, was discouraged from playing the sport by his father. He is now a hero in his country first class tournament, Fakhar averaged nearly 55 in 2016. Fakhar’s 114 in the final won him the Man of the Match award, something he’s going to be dining out on for several years to come, but more importantly he also won the respect of the opposition captain, one of the best batsmen in world cricket. “When a conventional batsman like Azhar Ali is out there, you can make plans for him. You can plan for the shots he plays,” said Kohli. “When a guy like Fakhar gets going, he plays a lot of shots, and Fakhar most of them unorthojoined the dox. When a player like navy to be that gets going — on the a seaman, day probably 80 per cent but it was of his shots were high here that risk, but they came off his journey — it becomes very difin cricket ficult to stop him.” truly began On the day before the game, there was every chance that Fakhar wouldn’t even take the field in the final. “When we came for practice yesterday (Saturday), I wasn’t feeling good,” Fakhar said. “I knocked only five to ten balls and told the coach I didn’t want to practice because I wasn’t feeling well. I was sweating a lot although there was some wind. Then I came back to the dressing room and called the physio (Shane Hayes) to tell him I’m not feeling good. When we came back to the hotel, I told him I can’t play tomorrow (Sunday). We didn’t go for dinner as well.” The physio persisted, plying Fakhar with fluids and glucose. Fakhar got through the night and when he woke for morning prayers at 4am, Fakhar knew his time had come and sent a text message to Hayes: “Shane thank you, I’m feeling good.’” On the 22nd day of Ramadan in 1992, Pakistan’s most famous cricketer from the North West Frontier Province, as Khyber Pakhtunkhwa was then known, led his team to an improbable World Cup win in Australia. On the 22nd day of Ramadan in 2017, an unknown hero became a world champion: Fakhar Zaman, remember the name.
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